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Abstract

In this dissertation, we study algorithmic problems motivated by the optimization

of networks under uncertainty. We summarize our contributions:

• We propose and give algorithms for the all-or-one k-server, a generalization

of classical k-server problem. In the k-server problem, a set of k servers must

serve requests in a metric space with minimum movement. These requests

arrive sequentially, and the algorithm does not have access to future requests.

In the all-or-one k-server generalization, each request is either for a particular

server, or is a general request that may be served by any server. We give

an Oplog kq-competitive randomized algorithm for this problem on a uniform

metric.

• Motivated by the problem of deploying distributed applications on a network,

we initiate the algorithmic study of graph retraction, which seeks a mapping

of a graph to a subgraph so as to minimize the maximum stretch of any edge,

subject to the constraint that each vertex in the subgraph is mapped to itself.

When the subgraph is a acyclic, the problem can be solved in polynomial time,

and therefore we consider most basic hard instance of the problem: retraction

to cycles. Our main results are an Opmintk,
?
nuq-approximation for retracting

any graph on n nodes to a cycle with k nodes, and an optimal algorithm when

the graph is planar.

• We study the symmetric matching interdiction problem. This problem can be
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simply stated as follows: find a matching whose removal minimizes the size

of the maximum matching in the remaining graph. We show that this prob-

lem is APX-hard, and obtain a 3{2-approximation algorithm. We additionally

introduce symmetric interdiction as a general model. We give a general frame-

work that relates optimization to symmetric interdiction for a broad class of

optimization problems.

We are motivated by applications in traffic engineering, where a network op-

erator wishes to route traffic in a datacenter, but cannot distinguish between

malicious and legitimate traffic.

• We study the effect of strategic behavior on network design. In multicast

and broadcast games, agents in a graph attempt to connect to a root node

at minimum cost to themselves, sharing the cost of each edge along their path

to the root equally with the other agents using the edge. Such games can have

many Nash equilibria, and networks formed dynamically by these agents could

end up in any one of these equilibria, and may be very expensive. The main

open problem in this field has been to bound the ratio of least expensive Nash

equilibrium to the least expensive network, called the price of stability (PoS).

We make progress towards a better price of stability bound for multicast games.

In particular, we show a constant upper bound on the PoS of multicast games

for quasi-bipartite graphs. These are graphs where all edges are between two

terminals (as in broadcast games) or between a terminal and a nonterminal,

but there is no edge between nonterminals. This represents a natural class of

intermediate generality between broadcast and multicast games.
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1

Introduction

The Internet is one of the most important developments of the modern era. It has

grown at a staggering rate over the last few decades: Cisco estimated in 2012 that

more than 8 billion devices were connected to the internet, and that this number

would increase to 50 billion by 2020 [1]. It is no surprise, then, that the study

and optimization of networks like the ones that make up the internet has been a

cornerstone of computer science research for decades. Algorithms for flows, cuts,

and network design are some of most celebrated in the area of algorithmic research.

These standard network optimization problems, while important, can fail to take

into account the challenges stemming from uncertainty in the modern internet. The

standard model for network optimization assumes there is a single network operator

who, given all the inputs to a problem, performs some optimization on the network.

We consider two broad classes of uncertainty that deviate from this model. In the

first, we assume there is a single network operator, but that she does not have access

to future inputs to the optimization problem in advance. In the second, we consider

settings with multiple agents, each concerned with optimizing some aspect of the

network for themselves.
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There are many models of uncertainty about future inputs, depending on what

assumptions we make. For example, if the inputs follow a pattern we can use a

stochastic model where inputs are drawn from a distribution. In this thesis, we

take a more pessimistic approach to future inputs: that is, we assume nothing.

One standard model for this level of pessimism is known as the online model. In

this model, inputs arrive over time and the algorithm makes irrevocable decisions

without access to future inputs. We evaluate these algorithms against the best an

algorithm could have done had it known all inputs in advance. A wide range of

problems have been considered in online settings, including job scheduling [64], k-

server [113, 92, 58], set cover [4], network design [5], and many more. Another

approach when future inputs are unknown is to simplify the problem instance so

solutions can be found easily on future inputs. The challenge here is to perform the

simplification in a way such that the solutions to the simplified problem are also good

solutions to the original problem. Examples include low-distortion tree embeddings

[50], where we want to embed a graph into a tree while approximately preserving

distances, and sparsification [61], where we reduce the number of edges in a graph

while approximately preserving the size of cuts.

Next, we consider uncertainty arising from settings with strategic behavior. These

settings differ from our standard model of optimization by introducing multiple

agents with different objectives. These settings can cause uncertainty in a few ways.

First, agents may lie if we rely on them to report information about themselves,

resulting in incorrect or incomplete information about the system, making optimiza-

tion challenging. Next, even if we have full information about the agents, agents

may not be satisfied with an optimized solution and want to deviate. In this case,

agent decisions can produce a wide range of solutions of varying quality.

The network optimization problems we consider are motivated by problems faced

in data centers and networks. These problems include routing traffic, scheduling
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jobs, caching, and network design. This dissertation will take a theoretical approach

to solving problems. The problems we solve will be mathematical models of our

motivating scenarios, and we will use formal proofs to analyze the algorithms we

give.

In the first part of the thesis, we consider caching and scheduling jobs on a network

with uncertainty about the future. We study caching via k-server, a well-studied

problem that models caching, paging, and service on a network. In the k-server

problem, a set of k servers must serve requests in a metric space with minimum

movement. The k-server problem uses the previously mentioned online model, i.e.

requests arrive over time and the algorithm serves the requests without knowledge

of future requests. The k-server problem has been the subject of a massive amount

of work (see Section 2.1.3 for a brief overview) both because of its applications, and

as a proxy for studying the online model in general. Inspired by recent work on

generalizations of k-server [87], we propose and give algorithms for a generalization

in which servers have identities, and requests can be made for particular servers.

We next consider deploying distributed applications on a network. We model

a scenario in which we want to deploy distributed jobs on a network, and certain

parts of the job are constrained to run only on certain nodes of the network (e.g.

because they require specific resources provided by those nodes). Our formalization

models both the problem of scheduling a single job on a network and of representing

a network with another (virtual) network. The latter case can be used to simplify the

network topology to schedule future, unknown jobs more efficiently. Our model is a

type of graph embedding problem, where we want to find a mapping from vertices

of one graph to another. In our problem, we are given a partial map that must be

extended to a full map while minimizing the maximum increase in distance between

vertices. Graph embedding problems have received large amounts of attention, and

our problem is closely related to other graph embedding problems. These problems
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vary the constraints on how vertices are mapped, and the objective, and include

0-extension, the minimum bandwidth problem, and low-distortion embeddings. We

refer the reader to Section 3.1.2 for an overview of these problems and related results.

In the second part of the thesis we consider routing problems in settings with

strategic behavior. In the first setting, we consider routing in a datacenter in which

some users act adversarially. In what are known as denial of service attacks, these

users request traffic to be routed with the goal of preventing the routing of legiti-

mate traffic requested by other users. We consider the problem of routing traffic in

a datacenter where the operator cannot distinguish legitimate users from adversarial

users. We model this problem as a type of interdiction problem, where the goal is

to remove edges from a graph to minimize the optimal solution for some optimiza-

tion problem on the resulting graph. Interdiction problems for various optimization

problems have been studied extensively (see Section 4.1.2). Traditionally, in these

problems we are constrained to only remove some fixed number of edges from the

graph. We study a different interdiction problem in which the constraints on the

edges we can remove from the graph are the same as the constraints for the opti-

mization problem whose optimal solution we are trying to minimize (motivating the

choice of the name symmetric interdiction for this variant).

Next, we consider how strategic incentives, even when agents are cooperative,

can affect routing in a network. In particular, we consider routing trees that emerge

when agents are allowed to choose their routing paths in a network, and each agent

seeks to minimize its cost. These games, known as network design games, are special

cases of congestion games [102], a well-studied class of games. The dynamics of agent

decisions can produce various routing trees, of varying quality. The primary goal of

research in this area is to analyze the possible routing trees that can be produced,

and compare their costs to the cost of the best possible routing tree. We refer the

reader to Section 5.1.2 for a summary of work on network design games. We study
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equilibria in network design games with fair cost allocation, meaning that the cost

of each edge is divided equally among all agents using the edge.

1.1 Overview of Results and Structure of Thesis

In this section, we describe our problems more formally and give a summary of our

results in each instance.

1.1.1 All-or-one k-server

k-server is a classical problem in computer science and perhaps the best known

example of a problem in an online setting, one of the most common models for

optimization under uncertainty. In this setting, an algorithm must make irrevocable

decisions without knowledge of future inputs. We judge the performance of such

algorithms against the best an algorithm could do if it had access to all future

inputs.

In the k-server problem, a set of k servers have to serve online requests on a metric

space while minimizing total movement. On a uniform metric, this problem is called

online paging. These problems inherently assume that the servers are anonymous,

i.e., they do not have individual identities. In many applications, however, the

servers have distinct identities, and clients can insist that a request only be served

by a particular server. We call this the all-or-one k-server problem. This is a special

case of the generalized k-server problem, which is a far-reaching extension of k-server

that has attracted attention recently [13].

Our main result is an Oplog kq-competitive randomized algorithm for the all-or-

one k-server problem on the uniform metric. Unlike k-server, the all-or-one k-server

problem does not lend itself immediately to a linear programming (LP) relaxation.

Instead, we give an (integer) LP that is not a relaxation, but is faithful to the

objective of the all-or-one k-server problem up to a constant factor on the uniform
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metric. We then solve this LP online, and our main technical contribution is in

designing an online rounding algorithm for this LP. We also obtain a 3k-competitive

deterministic algorithm for this problem. Both results are asymptotically tight.

Our results on all-or-one k-server appear in Chapter 2.

1.1.2 Network Scheduling: Retraction

We consider the following problem. Suppose we have a distributed job whose com-

ponents must be assigned to run on nodes of a network. Certain components of the

job require resources present only at certain nodes, and therefore must be assigned

to those nodes. Our goal is to assign the remaining components of the job so that

pairs of components that need to communicate with each other are assigned close to

one another on the network. Alternatively, we can view this problem as finding a

mapping to simulate one network with another.

Motivated by this question, we initiate the algorithmic study of graph retraction,

which seeks a mapping of a graph to a subset of the vertices of the graph so as

to minimize the maximum stretch of any edge, subject to the constraint that each

vertex in this subset is mapped to itself.

To see the connection to our motivation, note that an equivalent formulation

of the problem is to find a mapping of some graph G (the distributed job and its

communication requirements) to a graph H (the network) such that the maximum

stretch of any edge is minimized and some vertices of G are constrained to be mapped

to particular vertices of H.

In this thesis we consider retractions to cycles, since this is the first non-trivial

formulation of the problem (the problem is solvable in polynomial time when the

target graph is acyclic).

This problem has its roots in the rich theory of retraction of topological spaces,

and has strong ties to well-studied metric embedding problems such as minimum
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bandwidth and 0-extension.

Our first result is an Opmintk,
?
nuq-approximation for retracting any graph on

n nodes to a cycle with k nodes. We also show a surprising connection to Sperner’s

Lemma that rules out the possibility of improving this result without a novel lower

bound on the optimal stretch. Nevertheless, if the problem is restricted to planar

graphs, we show that we can overcome these integrality gaps using an optimal com-

binatorial algorithm, which is the technical centerpiece of the paper. Building on our

planar graph algorithm, we also obtain a constant-factor approximation algorithm

for retraction of points in the Euclidean plane to a uniform cycle.

These results appear in Chapter 3.

1.1.3 Denial of Service Attacks: Symmetric Interdiction

We study optimization in presence of malicious users in a setting with minimal

information. We ask, how can a network operator route traffic in a datacenter when

they cannot distinguish between malicious and legitimate traffic? In such a low-

information setting, we consider minimizing regret: the amount of legitimate traffic

that could have been routed, but was not. This motivates us to propose a class of

problems that we call symmetric interdiction problems, where the goal is to remove

a feasible solution such that the remaining maximum feasible solution is minimized.

We first give a general framework that relates optimization to symmetric inter-

diction for a broad class of optimization problems.

Next, we focus on the symmetric matching interdiction problem. This problem

can be simply stated as follows: find a matching whose removal minimizes the size of

the maximum matching in the remaining graph. We show that this problem is APX-

hard, and obtain a 3{2-approximation algorithm that improves on the approximation

guarantee provided by the general framework.

These results appear in Chapter 4.
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1.1.4 Network Design with Selfish Incentives: Multicast Games

Finally, we study the effects of strategic behavior on the classic problem of network

design. Broadly, the problem of network design is to create a routing network to

satisfy some connectivity requirements between nodes, while minimizing an objective

– typically the total cost. While this model assumes the network is designed by a

central planner, we consider a strategic setting.

We assume the agents that make up the network choose their routing path, and

each agent pays some cost that depends on this choice. More concretely, we suppose

each agent wishes to connect to a predetermined root node. Each agent picks a path

to the root and pays a fraction of the cost of each edge on the path, equal to the cost

of the edge divided by the number of agents using that edge in their path. That is,

the cost of each edge is split equally among all users of the edge.

Our goal is to compare the costs of stable states (i.e. states in which no agent

can improve its cost by switching to a new path, called a Nash equilibrium), with

the social optimum, i.e. the set of paths of minimum total cost. Two equilibria of

particular interest are the most expensive and least expensive equilibria. The most

expensive equilibrium can cost far more than the social optimum, and therefore

research in this field has focused on the least expensive equilibrium.

Since the work of Anshelevich et al. [7] that introduced network design games,

the main open problem in this field has been to determine the ratio between the best

Nash equilibrium and the social optimum, known as the price of stability (PoS), of

multicast games. For the special case of broadcast games (every vertex is a terminal,

i.e., has an agent), a series of works culminated in a constant upper bound on the

PoS ([56, 88, 23]). However, no significantly sub-logarithmic bound is known for

multicast games. We make progress toward resolving this question by showing a

constant upper bound on the PoS of multicast games for quasi-bipartite graphs.
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These are graphs where all edges are between two terminals (as in broadcast games)

or between a terminal and a nonterminal, but there is no edge between nonterminals.

This represents a natural class of intermediate generality between broadcast and

multicast games. In addition to the result itself, our techniques overcome some of

the fundamental difficulties of analyzing the PoS of general multicast games, and are

a promising step toward resolving this major open problem.

Our results are presented in Chapter 5.

1.2 Bibliographic Notes

The content presented in Chapters 2 and 3 is based on joint work with Mehraneh

Liaee, Bruce M. Maggs, Debmalya Panigrahi, Rajmohan Rajaraman, and Ravi Sun-

daram. The content presented in Chapter 4 is joint work with Bruce M. Maggs,

Biswaroop Maiti, Debmalya Panigrahi, Rajmohan Rajaraman, and Ravi Sundaram

[72]. The content presented in Chapter 5 is joint work with Rupert Freeman and

Dembmalya Panigrahi [60].

My work on differential privacy completed during my PhD [71, 70] is not included

in this dissertation.
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2

All-or-One k-Server

2.1 Introduction

In the k-server problem, requests arriving online on a metric space have to be served

by a set of k servers while minimizing total movement. If the metric space is a uniform

metric (i.e. a metric space where the distances between any two distinct points are

the same), this problem is called online paging. The online paging problem and the

k-server problem have been two of the most prominent problems in online algorithms

over the last 30 years.

These problems inherently assume that the servers do not have individual iden-

tities, i.e., are anonymous. In many applications of these problems, however, the

servers do have distinct identities and clients can request specific servers if they so

desire. For instance, consider the canonical application of dispatching technicians to

address service calls. Typically, a client can request a specific technician, or alterna-

tively ask for any available technician.
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2.1.1 Problem Definition

We are given a metric space on a set of locations Z, and a set of k servers S. At each

time step we get an online request of the form pz, qq, where z P Z is the location of

the request, and q P t˚uYS. The algorithm must serve the request by moving either

any server to z in the case that q “ ˚, and by moving server s to z in the case that

q “ s. We call this problem all-or-one k-server.

2.1.2 Results and Chapter structure

In this chapter we present the following results:

• In Section 2.3, we give an Op3kq-competitive deterministic algorithm for all-

or-one k-server on a uniform metric.

• In Section 2.4 we show a p2k ´ 1q lower bound on the competitive ratio for

deterministic algorithms, and a quadratic lower bound on the competitive ratio

of the natural generalization of the popular LRU algorithm to our problem.

• In Section 2.5 We give an Oplog kq-competitive randomized algorithm for all-

or-one k-server on a uniform metric, which is asymptotically tight.

2.1.3 Related Work

In online paging, several k-competitive deterministic algorithms were obtained by

Sleator and Tarjan [113] and this bound is tight. In k-server, after a long line

of work [58, 66, 18], Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou gave a p2k ´ 1q-competitive

deterministic algorithm, which remains the best result for general metric spaces to

date. (Better bounds are known for special metrics such as the line and the tree,

e.g., [39, 40].) Allowing randomization in the algorithm leads to an exponential

improvement in the competitive ratio of these problems. For online paging, several

Oplog kq-competitive algorithms are known [57, 94, 2, 11], and this bound is also
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(asymptotically) tight. Progress in k-server has been slower [25, 108, 17, 19, 11, 44,

12] but several recent breakthroughs [10, 29, 89, 14] have now attained a competitive

ratio of polylogpkq for this problem.

The all-or-one k-server problem is a (very) special case of a far-reaching extension

of k-server called generalized k-server introduced by Koutsoupias and Taylor [87, 110,

111, 112]. In this problem, each server resides in its own metric space and a request

comprises a location on each metric space. Serving the request amounts to moving

any one of the servers to the request location on its own metric. Interestingly, this

problem has an exponential separation with k-server, even if each server resides on

a uniform metric. All-or-one k-server is also a special case of the classic problems of

metrical task (MTS) and metrical service systems (MSS) [17, 26, 27, 41].

2.1.4 Techniques: All-or-one uniform k-server

Here, we briefly describe our techniques for our main result: the randomized algo-

rithm for all-or-one k-server. Recent research in online paging and k-server has been

driven by a general recipe for solving online problems where a covering LP relaxation

of the problem is solved and rounded online (see [30]). Indeed, for online paging,

such a covering LP relaxation was given by Young [121], which was used later to

obtain randomized algorithms for online paging (and online weighted paging) by

Bansal, Buchbinder, and Naor [11] using the above technique. The same high level

plan extends to k-server as well [10], although both solving the LP relaxation and

rounding it online are much more challenging for general metrics.

In contrast, we do not know of an LP relaxation of the all-or-one k-server problem

that can be solved online. The main difficulty is that server identities introduce

packing constraints that prevent a monotone online solution. Instead, we circumvent

this difficulty by introducing a different LP that is not a relaxation of the all-or-one

k-server problem, but can be solved online. Importantly, we show that given an
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integer solution to this LP, we can obtain a feasible solution for the all-or-one k-

server problem, and vice-versa, losing only a constant factor in both directions. We

give a (standard) online algorithm to obtain a fractional solution to this LP, but the

main technical work of our paper goes into designing an online randomized rounding

algorithm that converts the fractional solution to an integer one.

A remark about the LP formulation is in order here. The fact that the LP

represents the all-or-one k-server objective up to a constant heavily relies on the

metric being uniform. In general, the gap between the two can be as large as Op∆q,

where ∆ is the aspect ratio of the metric space. So, even with the recent developments

in the k-server problem, there are fundamental hurdles to extending our results to

general metrics. As a first step, an interesting future research direction would be to

obtain an LP relaxation of this problem that can be solved online, for any metric

space (or for hierarchical well-separated trees (HSTs), which are equivalent up to a

logarithmic factor by standard results in metric embeddings [16, 51]).

2.2 Preliminaries

We start by recalling the definition of the all-or-one k-server problem on a uniform

metric.

Problem Definition

Let Z “ tz1, . . . , znu be a set of locations in a uniform metric. Let S “ ts1, . . . , sku

be the set of servers.

We call the pair pz, qq a demand, where z P Z is a location and q P Q “ S Y t˚u

is a request type. A request is a time-indexed demand, namely the request at time

t, denoted rt, is for some location z and is of some type q, which we denote by

demprtq “ pz, qq. Note the difference between a demand and a request: if multiple

requests at different times have the same location and type, they correspond to the
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same demand.

We define a server configuration to be a function mapping servers to locations

in the metric. A server s can serve a request rt with demprtq “ pz, qq if the server

configuration at time t maps s to location z, and demprtq “ pz, ˚q or demprtq “ pz, sq.

We call a demand pz, sq for s P S specific, and a demand pz, ˚q unspecified. We call

a request rt specific if demprtq is specific, and unspecified if demprtq is unspecified.

A solution to all-or-one uniform-metric k-server is a sequence of server configu-

rations, one for each time t, such that the server configuration at time t can serve

request rt. This problem must be solved online; that is, requests are revealed one by

one, and we must produce a new server configuration to serve the request at time t

before proceeding to the next time step. Additionally, previous configurations cannot

be modified. The cost associated with changing from a configuration at time t to

time t ` 1 is the number of servers whose locations change. Our goal is to produce

the sequence of server configurations with minimum cost.

Independence, representatives, and demand sets

Our general approach to giving an algorithm that produces this sequence of server

configurations has two parts:

• First, we give an algorithm that, given requests r1, . . . , rT , produces a set of

demands Yt at each t, such that demprtq P Yt. Note that Yt will contain demands

corresponding to requests that arrived before time t, in addition to the new

request that arrived at time t.

• Next, given a set of demands Yt at each time t, we produce a sequence of server

configurations such that any possible request rt with demprtq P Yt can be served

by the server configuration at time t.

The second part, i.e., producing a server configuration from the sequences of sets
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of demands, appears in this section. Sections 2.3 and 2.5 give different algorithms

for implementing the first part, i.e., producing the sequence of sets of demands from

a sequence of requests.

There are two main details in this approach that we need to address. First, the

sets of demands must have some limitations. A set Yt cannot contain every possible

demand, because a single server configuration cannot serve any set of demands.

Second, for some sequence of sets of demands, we need a way of accounting for the

cost of the sequence of server configurations produced from the sets of demands.

We first discuss the limitations on Yt. We say that a server s in a server configu-

ration covers a demand pz, qq, if s can serve any request r with demprq “ pz, qq, i.e.,

s is at location z and q “ s or q “ ˚. We say that a server configuration covers a set

of demands, if for each demand, the configuration contains some server that covers

the demand. Then, we are only interested in sets of demands that can be covered

by a server configuration. To determine whether there exists a server configuration

that covers Y , we need to know what subsets of demands can be covered by a single

server. We call a set of demands independent if for any server configuration, no

two demands are covered by the same server. Equivalently, a set of demands is not

independent if and only if it contains a pair of demands pz, qq and pz1, q1q with z “ z1

and q “ ˚.

We next claim that for any set of demands Y , there is a unique independent

subset of Y , which we call the representatives of Y or reppY q, such that there exists

a server configuration that covers Y if and only if there exists a server configuration

that covers reppY q.

Let reppY q be defined as follows: for each location z in Y , take all specific

demands at location z, if they exist, to be in reppY q. If there is no specific demand

at location z take the unspecified demand at location z if it exists. Note reppY q

is independent since we never select both a specific and unspecified demand at the
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same location.

We next show that this definition of reppY q gives us the desired property:

Fact 1. A configuration of servers covers a set of demands Y if and only if it covers

reppY q.

Proof. Suppose pz, qq R reppY q. Then by definition, q “ ˚ and there exists and s P S

with pz, sq P reppY q. Since pz, sq is covered, the configuration must have server s in

location z, and this server covers pz, ˚q.

Finally, we show the conditions Y needs to satisfy if there is a server configuration

covering Y . We call a set of requests Y a demand set if there is a server configuration

that covers Y . This is equivalent to the following pair of conditions:

Lemma 2. A set of demands Y is a demand set if and only if the following two

properties hold:

Property 1 The number of representatives of Y is at most k, i.e. |reppY q| ď k.

Property 2 For any server s P S and locations z, z1 P Z with z “ z1, pz, sq and

pz1, sq are not both in Y .

Proof of Lemma 2. First, suppose Y does not satisfy at least one of the above prop-

erties. We show there is no configuration of servers that can cover all demands of

Y . If Property 1 is violated, |reppY q| ě k ` 1. Since the set of representatives is

independent, no server can cover two demands of reppY q, and therefore it would take

at least k ` 1 servers to cover the set.

If Property 2 is violated, there are a pair of demands pz, sq and pz1, sq for some

server s and z “ z1. Each of these demands can only be covered by server s, and s

cannot cover both since they are at distinct locations.
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In the other direction, suppose Y satisfies both of the properties. We give a

configuration of servers that covers Y . By Fact 1, as long as we cover reppY q, Y will

be covered. We construct a configuration to cover reppY q: For each pz, sq P reppY q

where s P S, we assign server s to location z in the configuration. We can do this

by Property 2, since there is only a single location for each specific request for s.

Suppose k1 is the number of servers remaining after we have assigned servers to

specific requests. The number of unspecified requests in reppY q is at most k1 by

Property 1 (and since every specific request is a representative), and therefore we

can arbitrarily assign the remaining k1 servers to each cover one of these general

requests.

To complete the section, we give an algorithm in Lemma 3 that produces server

configurations from demand sets.

Lemma 3. Let Y and Y 1 be two demand sets. Let rs denote the number of specific de-

mands in reppY 1qzY and r˚ denote the number of unspecified demands in reppY 1qzY .

For any configuration of servers covering Y , there is a set of server moves of total

at most 2rs ` r˚ such that the new configuration covers Y 1.

Proof of Lemma 3. Suppose we have a function coverpH, yq that, given a demand

set H covered by the current server configuration, updates the server configuration

to cover H Y tyu at a total cost of 2 server moves if y is specific and 1 move if y is

unspecified. We first show how to use coverpH, yq to prove the lemma, then we give

a definition of coverpH, yq.

We initially set H “ Y XY 1. Since the given configuration of servers covers Y , it

must also cover H. We pick an arbitrary y P reppY 1q, y R H, and run coverpH, yq.

We update H Ð H Y tyu. If reppY 1q Ď H, then reppY 1q is covered by the server

configuration, and there by Fact 1 so is Y 1, and we terminate. Otherwise, repeat
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with an arbitrary y P reppY 1q, y R H. Note that H remains a demand set, since

H Y tyu Ď Y 1 and Y 1 is a demand set.

This loop runs at most |reppY 1qzpY X Y 1q| “ |reppY 1qzY | times, and each time

runs coverpH, yq once for a total cost of 2 ¨ |reppY 1qzY |.

Finally we give the definition of coverpH, yq. If y is already covered by the current

server configuration, we are done. If not, then by Fact 1, y P reppHYtyuq. Consider

the set reppH Ytyuqztyu. |reppH Ytyuq| ď k by Property 1, and therefore |reppH Y

tyuqztyu| ď k ´ 1. reppH Y tyuqztyu is covered by the current server configuration,

and since this set is independent, there is a set of M of |reppH Y tyuqztyu| “ k ´ 1

servers in the current configuration covering reppH Y tyuqztyu. Therefore, there is

some is some server s R M that can be moved without uncovering any demand of

reppH Y tyuqztyu. Let y “ pz, qq If q “ ˚ or q “ s, move server s to location z to

cover y. reppH Y tyuq, and therefore H Y tyu is now covered by M Y s, and we have

made one server move.

Otherwise, q “ s1 for some server s1 “ s, and server s1 is at location z1. Move

s1 to location z and move s to location z1. Again, we claim that reppH Y tyuq is

now covered by M Y tsu: y is covered by s1, and s covers pz1, ˚q if pz1, ˚q P H. The

only other request that could have been uncovered by moving s1 out of location z1is

pz1, s1q. However, by Property 2 this is impossible since pz1, s1q and pz, s1q cannot both

be in H, as H is a demand set. In this case, we have moved at most 2 servers.

2.3 Deterministic algorithm for all-or-one uniform k-server

In this section, we give a 3k-competitive deterministic algorithm using the analysis

framework from Section 2.2. The high-level goal is to give a sequence of demand

sets Y1, . . . , YT such that demprtq P Yt for all t, and use Lemma 3 to produce a

sequence of server configurations from the demand sets. We suppose that in the

initial configuration, all servers start at a location that will never be requested. We
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let Y0 “ tu be a dummy demand set for this initial configuration of servers. Note

that Y0 is a valid demand set, and Y0 is covered by the initial server configuration.

We next show how to produce Yt from Yt´1. Let demprtq “ pz, qq. If Yt´1Ytpz, qqu is

valid demand set, set Yt “ Yt´1Ytpz, qqu. Otherwise, we set Yt “ tpz, qqu. The initial

server configuration covers demand set Y0, and we can apply Lemma 3 to produce

the tth server configuration from the pt´ 1qth configuration. Since demprtq P Yt and

the tth server configuration covers Yt, the configuration can also serve request rt.

We conclude by bounding the cost against OPT. We divide the sequence of re-

quests in rounds. A new round begins each time Yt is reset to contain a single

element. We bound the cost of our algorithm against the optimal solution for each

round.

Lemma 4. The total cost of the above algorithm in each round is at most 3k.

Proof. To prove the lemma, we must show that over the course of a round, we

add at most k specific demands and at most k unspecified demands to the set of

representatives of the demand set. Using Lemma 3 gives a schedule with desired cost

3k.

By Lemma 2, the demand set cannot contain more than k representatives. Recall

that any specific request is always a representative. Since we only add demands to

the demand set over the course of the round, any specific request that becomes a

representative remains a representative for the round. This shows that a total of k

specified demands can added to the representatives.

Next, note that each time an unspecified demand that had been a representative

ceases to be one, it is because a specific demand at the same location is added to the

set. This specific demand is a representative, and remains a representative for the

rest of the round. The number of representatives in the end can be no more than k,

so there can be a total of at most k unspecified demands that are ever representatives
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during the round.

Theorem 5. The above algorithm is 3k-competitive.

Proof. We show that the optimal solution pays a cost of 1 for each round. Without

loss of generality, suppose that in the optimal solution, if a server needs to move,

it does so at the earliest possible time. At the end of each round, adding one more

element to the demand set gives a set of requests that is not a demand set, i.e.,

the set cannot be covered by any configuration of servers. Therefore, to cover this

element, OPT must necessarily move at least one server. Because we have assumed

OPT moves servers at the earliest possible time, this server move must happen before

the end of the round. Therefore, OPT pays a cost of at least one per round, and the

competitive ratio of the algorithm is 4k.

2.4 Deterministic lower bounds for all-or-one uniform k-server

We present a lower bound for deterministic online algorithms for the all-or-one k-

server problem. We begin with a quadratic lower bound on the performance of a

natural generalization of LRU.

Lower bound on LRU

Consider the following LRU algorithm for the all-or-one k server problem: On any

specified server request, it moves requested server to the location of new request. On

any non-specified server request, it sends the last recently used server to the location

of new request.

We construct an instance with k ` 1 locations from set t1, 2, . . . , k ` 1u and k

servers with server si at location i. The adversarial sequence of requests consists

of an initial sequence, followed by a repetition of k ´ 1 phases, phase i consists of

2k´pi`1q rounds. At the end of each phase, the adversary maintains two invariants:
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(i) for any i ă j, si was used earlier than sj; (ii) all servers are located in their initial

locations except server k´ i; if i “ 1, server k´1 is at location k`1, while for i ě 2,

server k ´ i is at location k ´ i` 1.

The first phase consists of 2k ´ 2 requests. Every odd numbered request is

pk ` 1, ˚q; for 1 ď j ď k ´ 2, the jth even numbered request is pj, sjq, while the last

request is pk, skq. Thus, the request sequence in the first phase is the following:

pk ` 1, ˚q, p1, s1q, pk ` 1, ˚q, p2, s2q, . . . , pk ` 1, ˚q, pk ´ 2, sk´2q, pk ` 1, ˚q, pk, skq.

It is easy to verify that LRU incurs a move for every request: server sj serves the

jth odd numbered (unspecified) request and then moves again to serve its specific

request. This results in a cost of 2k ´ 2.

Phase i ą 1 consists of 2k´ 2i´ 1 requests. Each of the first k´ i odd numbered

requests is pk ´ i ` 1, ˚q; the jth even numbered request for 1 ď j ď k ´ i ´ 1 is

pj, sjq. Of the remaining i requests, the jth request is pk ´ i ` j, sk´i`jq. Thus, the

request sequence in phase i ą 1 is given by:

pk ´ i` 1, ˚q, p1, s1q, pk ´ i` 1, ˚q, p2, s2q, . . . , pk ´ pi` 1q, sk´pi`1qq, pk ´ i` 1, ˚q

followed by

pk ´ i` 1, sk´i`1q, . . . , pk, skq.

From the initial server ordering and the invariants maintained, LRU moves one server

for each of the first 2pk´pi`1qq`1 requests: server sj serves the jth odd numbered

request for 1 ď j ď k ´ i ´ 1 and then moves back to j serve its specified request.

Thus, LRU incurs a cost of 2k ´ 2i´ 1. The server movements ensure invariant (ii),

while the last i requests of the requests ensure invariant (i) at the end of the phase.

Thus, after k ´ 1 phases, the cost of LRU is

˜

k´1
ÿ

i“1

2pk ´ iq

¸

´ pk ´ 1q “ kpk ´ 1q ´ pk ´ 1q “ pk ´ 1q2.
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On the other hand, an optimal solution serves all unspecified requests in the first

phase using server sk, by moving it at unit cost once to location k ` 1, and then

moving it sk back to location k for its specified request, for a total cost of 2. In all

subsequent phases, there is no cost incurred. The adversary can repeat the sequence

of requests forever, resulting in a competitive ratio of pk ´ 1q2{2.

A p2k ´ 1q-lower bound

We show a lower bound of 2k ´ 1 on the competitive ratio of any deterministic

algorithm for the all-or-one k-server problem on uniform metrics. We construct an

instance with k ` 1 locations t1, 2, . . . , k ` 1u; without loss of generality, server si is

initially at location i for 1 ď i ď k.

Let ALG be an arbitrary deterministic algorithm for the problem. The adver-

sarial sequence of requests comprises a set of phases. Each phase consists of 2k

requests, such that odd numbered requests are unspecified requests and even num-

bered requests are specific requests. The sequence of requests is as follows:

pk ` 1, ˚q, px2, sx2q, pk ` 1, ˚q, px4, sx4q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pk ` 1, ˚q, px2k´2, sx2k´2
q, pk ` 1, ˚q,

where x2i is the index of server which ALG has sent to serve p2i´ 1q-th request.

In each phase, cost of ALG is 2k ´ 1 to serve the requests. Since the algorithm

moves at most k servers, an optimal solution pays 1 by sending only server sx2k to

location k ` 1 for the first request, keeping it there for whole phase; the rest of the

servers serve other specific requests without any move. After a phase, all servers are

located on distinct locations, enabling the start of a new phase.

Thus, for any T , we can give a sequence of 2kT requests for which the algorithm

incurs a cost of p2k´1qT , while an optimal solution incurs a cost of T . This completes

the proof that competitive ratio of any deterministic algorithm is at least 2k ´ 1 for

all-or-one k server problem.
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2.5 Randomized algorithm for all-or-one uniform k-server

In this section we give a randomized Oplog kq-competitive algorithm for all-or-one

uniform k-server. We start by giving an LP that captures the problem up to a

constant factor. That is, we show that

• for any schedule of servers, we can produce an integral LP solution whose

objective is at most twice the cost of the schedule, and

• for any integral solution to the LP, we can produce a schedule whose cost is a

constant factor more than the LP objective.

The LP and the proof of the above two claims appear in Section 2.5.1. Next, we give

a primal-dual Oplog kq-competitive algorithm in Section 2.5.2 to obtain a fractional

solution to the LP online. Finally, in Section 2.5.3 we show how to round the

fractional LP solution online.

2.5.1 An LP for all-or-one uniform k-server

We would like to encode Properties 1 and 2 from Lemma 2 as constraints in the LP,

so that the LP produces a valid demand set at each time t. The LP, defined below,

has a variable xprq for each request r, which can be interpreted in two ways. First,

we can view xprq as the indicator that the server that serves request r moves before

the next request with the same demand as r is served. We can also view xprq as

indicating whether demprq “ pz, qq should be in our demand set at times t for which

r is the most recent request with demand equal to pz, qq (where xprq “ 1 indicates

it should not be in the demand set).

Using this second interpretation, constraints 2.1 and 2.2 correspond to Properties

1 and 2 from Lemma 2. That is, constraint 2.1 says that the demand set produced by

the LP (which must contain demprtq at time t) cannot contain more than k represen-

tatives. (In fact, the LP constraint asserts that any independent subset, including
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the set of representatives cannot contain more than k elements.) Constraint 2.2 says

that only one demand with specific type s can be in the demand set at any time, for

all s.

We now formally define the LP. For demand pz, qq let lasttpz, qq denote the most

recent request with demand equal to pz, qq; lasttpz, qq is undefined if there has not yet

been a request with demand pz, qq. Let Bt be the set of demands that have appeared

at least once up to time t. That is, Bt “ tpz, qq P Z ˆQ : lasttpz, qq is definedu. For

each specific demand for server s, let Dt contain the most recent request with that

demand unless the request is the most recent request for s regardless of location.

More precisely, let penulttpsq denote the request with the highest time index

not exceeding t among the set tr : demprq “ pz, sq, z P Zu. That is, penulttpsq

denotes the most recent specific request for server s regardless of location. Then

Dt “ tlasttpz, sq : pz, sq P Bt, s P Suztpenulttpsq : s P Su.

min
ÿ

rPR

xprq

s.t.
ÿ

pz,qqPIztdemprtqu

xplasttpz, qqq ě |I| ´ k @I Ď Bt s.t. I is independent, @t

(2.1)

xprq ě 1 @r P Dt, @t (2.2)

0 ď xprq ď 1 @r P R

Lemma 6. LP ď 2 ¨ OPT , where OPT is cost of an optimal schedule for the given

instance.

Proof. Suppose the optimal schedule moves a server s out of location z at time t. In

the LP, we set xplasttpz, sqq “ 1 and xplasttpz, ˚qq “ 1. Each time a server moves,

the LP objective increases by at most 2, and therefore LP ď 2 ¨OPT . It remains to

show that this setting of variables produces a feasible LP solution.
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Note that at any time t, xplasttpz, qqq “ 0 implies that the server that served

request lasttpz, qqmust still be at location z (otherwise we would have set the variable

to 1). Suppose there is some t for which a constraint (2.1) is violated. Then, there

is some independent set I Ď Bt, such that

ÿ

pz,qqPIztdemprtqu

xplasttpz, qqq ă |I| ´ k, (2.3)

i.e.,
ÿ

pz,qqPIztdemprtqu

p1´ xplasttpz, qqqq ą k ´ 1. (2.4)

So Iztdemprtqu contains at least k demands pz, qq such that the server that served

lasttpz, qq has not moved. Since the set I is independent, none of these k servers can

serve rt without moving, and therefore we have a contradiction.

Next, suppose the violated constraint at time t is (2.2). Then, there is a pair of

requests r “ lasttpz, sqq and r1 “ lasttpz
1, sq, with z “ z1 such that r came before r1

in the request sequence, and both xplasttpz, sqq and xplasttpz
1, sqq are 0. Only server

s can serve these requests, and therefore s must be at both location z and location

z1 at time t, giving a contradiction.

Our next goal is to show that an integral LP solution can be converted into

a schedule. To do this, we use the framework of Section 2.2. That is, we give a

sequence of demand sets Y1, . . . , YT such that demprtq P Yt for all t. We use Lemma 3

to produce a sequence of server configurations from the demand sets.

First, we bound the total number of demands against OPT.

Lemma 7. If D is the set of distinct demands in an instance, then |D| ď 2 ¨OPT .

Proof. Let L denote the set of times in rT s when a demand is requested for the first

time. Thus, |L| “ |D|. For t P L, consider rt and let rt “ pz, qq. This is the first

time demand pz, qq has appeared in a request and we will charge pz, qq to the optimal
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solution. If q “ s P S, OPT must move server s to location z to serve request rt,

and we charge pz, qq to this move. If q “ ˚ and this is the first time location z has

been requested, again OPT must move some server to z to serve rt`1, and we charge

pz, qq to this move. Finally, if q “ ˚ and this is not the first time location z has been

requested, let r be the first request at location z. OPT must have moved some server

to z to serve the request, and we charge to this move. This last case can happen

at most once at each location, and therefore each move by the optimal solution is

charged at most twice.

Theorem 8. For any integral solution to the LP, there is a sequence of server con-

figurations whose cost is at most a constant factor larger than the optimal sequence

of server configurations.

Proof. We suppose that in the initial configuration, all servers start at a location

that will never be requested. We let Y0 “ tu be a dummy demand set for this

initial configuration of servers. Let the demand set at time t be Yt “ tpz, qq :

xplasttpz, qqq “ 0u Y tdemprtqu. The initial server configuration covers demand set

Y0, and we can apply Lemma 3 to produce the tth server configuration from the

pt ´ 1qth configuration. Since demprtq P Yt and the tth server configuration covers

Yt, the configuration can also serve request rt.

There are two things we need to do to complete the proof. First, we show that Yt

is, in fact, a valid demand set the way it is defined above. Second, we bound the cost

of the sequence of demand sets. By Lemma 3, this gives us the cost of the sequence

of server configurations.

We claim that Yt is a valid demand set. By constraint 2.1 and the fact that the
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set of representatives is independent, we have

ÿ

pz,qqPreppYtqztdemprtqu

xplasttpz, qqq ě |reppYtq| ´ k (2.5)

i.e.,
ÿ

pz,qqPreppYtqztdemprtqu

p1´ xplasttpz, qqq ď k ´ 1. (2.6)

Since xplasttpz, qqq “ 0 for all pz, qq in Ytztdemprtqut, this implies |reppYtqztdemprtqu| ď

k´1 and therefore |reppYtq| ď k. This shows that Yt satisfies Property 1 of Lemma 2.

We next claim that Yt satisfies Property 2 of Lemma 2. By constraint 2.2, for

each server s, we can have xprq “ 0 only if r is the most recent request for server

s. Therefore, Yt contains at most one demand pz, sq, where z is most recent location

where server s was requested.

We next bound the cost of the schedule produced by the sequence Y0, Y1, . . . , YT .

By Lemma 3, the cost incurred by our schedule at time t` 1 is at most 2 ¨ |Yt`1zYT .

Note that lasttpz
1, q1q “ lastt`1pz

1, q1q for all z1, q1 except for z1 “ z and q1 “ q

where pz, qq “ demprt`1q. Therefore, pz, qq can be the only demand in Yt`1zYt. We

show how to charge 1 unit to either the LP objective or the optimal schedule. If

demand pz, qq has appeared in the request sequence up to and including time t, then

xplasttpz, qqq “ 1, (otherwise pz, qq P Yt by definition of Yt). In this case we charge

pz, qq to xplasttpz, qqq. No xprq gets charged more than once, since we only charge xprq

when demprq “ demprt`1q “ pz, qq, and therefore when lasttpz, qq “ lastt`1pz, qq.

If this is the first time demand pz, qq appears in a request, we bound pz, qq against

OPT by Lemma 7.

2.5.2 The primal dual algorithm for obtaining a fractional solution

Lemma 9. There is an Oplog kq-competitive algorithm for solving the LP online

fractionally.
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We first give a very brief overview of Oplog kq-competitive algorithm for solving

the LP.

We start by writing the dual of our LP. In the online problem, the LP is revealed

over time. At time t, we get a new primal variable corresponding to request rt, as well

as possibly several new primal constraints, each corresponding to an independent set.

We pick an arbitrary violated constraint, and raise the corresponding dual variable

along with all primal variables in the constraint until the constraint is satisfied.

We repeat with a new constraint, until all the constraints introduced at time t are

satisfied. We then proceed to the next time step.

By definition, the primal solution produced by the algorithm is feasible. To

bound its cost, we first show that the primal objective is at most a constant factor

more than the cost of the dual objective. Next, we show that each constraint in the

dual is feasible up to a factor of Oplog kq. Together, this implies the algorithm is

Oplog kq-competitive.

We next expand on the details of the algorithm. We first write the dual of the

LP.

max
ÿ

t

ÿ

IĎBt,
I independent

p|I| ´ kqαpI, tq `
ÿ

t

ÿ

rPDt

βpr, tq ´
ÿ

rPR

γprq

s.t.
ÿ

t

ÿ

IĎBtzrt s.t.
Dpz,qqPI,r“lasttpz,qq

αpI, tq `
ÿ

t:rPDt

βpr, tq ´ γprq ď 1 @r P R

The algorithm is as follows. At each time t, we get a new primal variable and a

set of new primal constraints. Pick some violated primal constraint.

Suppose the violated constraint is (2.2) and let the index of the constraint be

pr, tq. We increase xprq and the corresponding dual variable βpr, tq at the same rate

until xprq “ 1 and the primal constraint is satisfied.
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Next, suppose the violated constraint is (2.1) and let the index of the constraint

be pI, tq. We increase the corresponding dual variable αpI, tq. Additionally, for each

pz, qq P I such that with xplasttpz, qqq ă 1 and letting r “ lasttpz, qq, increase xprq

at rate

dxprq

dαpI, tq
“ xprq `

1

k
.

For each pz, qq P I, such that with xplasttpz, qqq “ 1 and letting r “ lasttpz, qq,

increase γpr, tq at the same rate as αpI, tq. We stop increasing the variables once

the primal constraint is satisfied. Repeat the above steps until all the constraints

introduced at time t are satisfied, then proceed to t` 1.

By definition, the primal solution produced by the algorithm is feasible. To bound

its cost, we first bound the cost of the primal against the dual objective. Next, we

show that each constraint in the dual is feasible up to a factor of Oplog kq. Together,

this implies the above algorithm is Oplog kq-competitive.

Lemma 10. While increasing variables in the above algorithm, the change in the

primal objective is at most twice the change in the dual objective.

Proof. If the violated constraint is (2.2), the primal and dual objectives increase by

the same amount. We give a proof when the violated constraint is (2.1). Let L

denote the set of pz, qq P Iztdemprtqu such that xplasttpz, qqq ă 1. The change in the

dual objective is

p|I| ´ kq ¨∆αpI, tq ´ p|I| ´ |L| ´ 1q ¨∆αpI, tq “ p|L| ´ k ´ 1q ¨∆αpI, tq.

The change in the primal objective is
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ÿ

pz,qqPL

∆xplasttpz, qqq “
ÿ

pz,qqPL

ˆ

xplasttpz, qqq `
1

k

˙

¨∆αpI, tq

“

»

–

ÿ

pz,qqPIztdemprtqu

xplasttpz, qqq ´
ÿ

pz,qqPIzLztdemprtqu

xplasttpz, qqq `
1

k
|L|

fi

fl ¨ αpI, tq

ď

ˆ

|I| ´ k ´ |IzLztdempztqu| `
1

k
|L|

˙

¨∆αpI, tq

(by primal constraint 2.1, and since xplasttpz, qqq “ 1 for pz, qq R L)

“

ˆ

1

k
|L| ` |L| ´ k ` 1

˙

¨∆αpI, tq.

Note that |L| ě k, since otherwise the primal constraint pI, tq would not be

violated. Therefore, we have

ˆ

|L|
1

k
` |L| ´ k ` 1

˙

ď 2 ¨ p|L| ´ k ` 1q ,

which completes the proof.

Lemma 11. Every dual constraint is satisfied up to a factor of Oplog kq.

Proof. Consider some dual constraint r. By the definition of our algorithm, at most

one variable βpr, tq ą 0 and additionally βpr, tq ď 1, so

ÿ

t:rPDt

βpr, tq ď 1.

Recall that the update rule for α is

dxprq

dαpS, tq
“ xprq `

1

k

if xprq ă 1 and

dγprq

dαpS, tq
“ 1
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otherwise. Additionally, consider some fixed some request r. For any I and t such

that pz, qq P I and r “ lasttpz, qq, one of either xprq or γprq is always increasing

while αpS, tq is increasing. Therefore we have

ÿ

t

ÿ

IĎBtzrt s.t.
Dpz,qqPI,r“lasttpz,qq

αpI, tq ´ γprq ď

ż 1

0

ˆ

xprq `
1

k

˙

“

„

ln

ˆ

xprq `
1

k

˙1

0

“ lnpk ` 1q.

Putting these together,

ÿ

t

ÿ

IĎBtzrt s.t.
Dpz,qqPI,r“lasttpz,qq

αpI, tq `
ÿ

t:rPDt

βpr, tq ´ γprq ď Oplog kq @r P R.

2.5.3 Online rounding for obtaining an integral solution

In this section, we show how to convert an online fractional solution to the LP into

a randomized algorithm for all-or-one k server. We denote by LPt the fractional

solution to the LP at time t. We let xtprq be the value of xprq in LPt.

At each time t, our algorithm will produce a (random) demand set Yt. As we

did in Theorem 8 (deterministic algorithm), we use Lemma 3 to produce a sequence

of server configurations from these demand sets which has a total cost of at most
řT
t“2 |YtzYt´1|. Therefore, for the rest of the section we focus on generating these

demand sets.

Like in the proof of Theorem 8, we want the value of 1´xtplasttpz, qqq to determine

whether pz, qq should appear in demand set Yt. xtp.q is possibly no longer integral,

so 1 ´ xtplasttpz, qqq will give us the probability that pz, qq appears in Yt (except for

the current request rt, which must appear with probability 1).
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We will maintain a probability distribution over demand sets at each time t, and

denote by ytpz, qq the total weight of the demand sets containing pz, qq. We say that

the distribution is consistent with the LP solution at time t if

ytpz, qq “

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

0 for all pz, qq

s.t. pz, qq has not yet appeared in any request,

1´ xtplasttpz, qqq for all pz, qq “ demprtq, and

1 for pz, qq “ demprtq.

To simplify the algorithm and proof, we discretize the distribution so each demand

set in the distribution has the same weight, ε, for some small enough ε ą 0 (note

that a demand set can appear multiple times). Suppose Yi,t denotes the ith demand

set in the distribution at time t.

Our randomized algorithm is as follows: We suppose that in the initial configu-

ration, all servers start at a location that will never be requested. We let Y0 “ tu be

a dummy demand set for this initial configuration of servers. We pick some index î

uniformly at random, and for each time t, we set Yt “ Yî,t. The initial server config-

uration covers demand set Y0, and we can apply Lemma 3 to produce the tth server

configuration from the pt´1qth configuration. Since demprtq P Yi,t for all i and t and

the tth server configuration covers Yt, the configuration can also serve request rt.

The expected cost of this randomized algorithm at time T is

E

«

T
ÿ

t“1

|YtzYt´1|

ff

“

T
ÿ

t“1

E r|YtzYt´1|s “

T
ÿ

t“1

˜

ε ¨

1{ε
ÿ

i“1

|Yi,t´1zYi,t|

¸

. (2.7)

In the rest of this section, we give an algorithm that, given a consistent distribu-

tion YT´1 over demand sets at time T ´ 1 and a new fractional solution LPT , finds

a new distribution over valid demand sets YT for time T such that

• the new distribution YT is consistent with LPT , and
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• the cost in equation (2.7) till time T can be charged to the fractional LP

solution.

Note that Y0 is a consistent distribution, so the above properties are satisfied for the

base case, i.e., at T “ 0.

To produce distribution YT “ tYi,T u from YT´1 “ tYi,T´1u, we start by setting

Yi,T “ Yi,T´1 for all i, and then make changes to restore consistency. For each pz, qq,

we compare the values yT´1pz, qq and yT pz, qq. If yT´1pz, qq “ yT pz, qq, then pz, qq

already appears in the correct number of demand sets of the distribution at time T .

Next suppose yT´1pz, qq ą yT pz, qq. To make the distribution consistent at time

T , we need to remove pz, qq from pyT´1pz, qq ´ yT pz, qqq{ε demand sets. We do this

by removing pz, qq from any pyT´1pz, qq´ yT pz, qqq{ε demand sets that contain pz, qq.

For any demand set i where pz, qq was removed, |Yi,T zYi,T´1| “ 0, and therefore

this change doesn’t incur any cost. Additionally, each new demand set is still valid

because we have only removed demands.

Finally, we consider the case where yT´1pz, qq ă yT pz, qq. Unlike the previous

cases, this will require adding pz, qq to various demand sets, which will incur a cost.

Since the LP solution is monotone, and by the definition of yT pz, qq, it must be the

case that pz, qq “ demprT q and therefore yT pz, qq “ 1. We need to add pz, qq to the

1´ yT´1pz, qq fraction of the demand sets not yet containing pz, qq. Then, the total

cost would be

ε ¨

1{ε
ÿ

i“1

|Yi,T zYi,T´1| “ ε ¨
ÿ

i:pz,qqRYi,T´1

|Yi,T zYi,T´1| “ 1´ yT´1pz, qq. (2.8)

We bound this cost, summed over all times till T , against the LP and the optimal

schedule in Lemma 12 below. Unfortunately, just adding pz, qq to these demand sets

and bounding the cost is not enough. Besides incurring a cost, adding pz, qq to

demand sets may invalidate the demand sets. Therefore, we will make additional
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changes so that each Yi,T is a valid demand set, without changing any value of

yT pz, qq. These changes will incur an additional cost, which we will show is at most

Op1´ yT´1pz, qqq. We start by bounding the total cost we have incurred up to time

T .

We abuse notation slightly and let ytpdemprtqq denote ytpz, qq where demprtq “

pz, qq.

Lemma 12.

T
ÿ

t“1

p1´ yt´1pdemprtqqq ď OpOPT ` LPT q

where OPT is the value of the optimal schedule and LPT is a fractional solution to

the T th LP.

Proof. Let L denote the set of times in rT s when a demand that has not appeared

earlier is requested. Let L “ rT szL.

Then,
T
ÿ

t“1

p1´ yt´1pdemprtqqq “
ÿ

tPL

p1´ yt´1pdemprtqqq `
ÿ

tPL

p1´ yt´1pdemprtqqq

“
ÿ

tPL

1`
ÿ

tPL

p1´ p1´ xt´1prtqqq

(by definition of ytp¨q and L)

“ |L| `
ÿ

tPL

xt´1prtq ď 2 ¨OPT ` LPT .

(by Lemma 7 and the LP)

What remains is to show that we can restore the validity of the demand sets

while paying a cost of Op∆q after adding demprT q “ pz, qq to the ∆ “ 1´ yT´1pz, qq

fraction of the demand sets it is missing from. Incrementally, it is enough to show

that we can add rT to one additional demand set, then restore validity of the demand
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sets while paying a cost of Opεq (i.e., adding a constant number of demands to the

demand sets). In restoring validity, we only transfer demands, i.e., remove a demand

from one demand set and add it to another. Therefore, the fraction of demand sets a

demand appears in will not change. For the rest of the section, we drop the subscript

T to simplify notation.

Let r be the current request. First, we pick an arbitrary demand set Yi that

does not contain demprq “ pz, qq and add it. That is, set Yi Ð Yi Y tpz, qqu. Recall

that Lemma 2 gives the two properties for validity of a demand set. We first claim

that demand set Yi still satisfies Property 2 of Lemma 2. Property 2 could only be

violated if q “ s for some s P S, and Yi contained pz1, sq for some z1 “ z. However,

constraint (2.2) ensures xplastT pz
1, sqq “ 1 for all z1 “ z. Therefore, pz1, sq cannot be

present in any demand set.

It is possible that Yi no longer satisfies Property 1 of Lemma 2. That is, |reppYiq| “

k ` 1. To restore Property 1, we transfer a constant number of demands between

configurations to make Yi valid and keep all the other demand sets valid.

The remainder of the algorithm and analysis relies on the following pair of lem-

mas, whose proofs appear at the end of the section.

Lemma 13. Suppose |reppYiq| “ k ` 1, and suppose there is some j such that

|reppYjq| “ k´ 1. Then we can modify Yi and Yj to Y 1i , Y 1j by transferring demands,

such that |reppY 1i q| “ k and |reppY 1j q| ď k and the total cost is Opεq, i.e. |Y 1i zYi| `

|Y 1j zYj| “ Op1q.

If there exists such a j, then performing the modifications in the lemma gives a

distribution in which all demand sets are valid, as desired. However it is possible

that no such j exists, i.e., |reppYjq| “ k for all j “ i. In that case, we can apply the

following lemma.
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Lemma 14. Suppose |reppYiq| “ k ` 1 and |reppYpq| “ k for all p “ i. Then,

there is some pair of demand sets Yj, Y` that can be modified to Y 1j , Y
1
` by transferring

demands such that,

• |reppY 1j q| ă |reppYjq| and |reppY 1` q| “ |reppY`q|, and

• The total cost is Opεq, i.e. |Y 1j zYj| ` |Y
1
` zY`| “ Op1q.

So, if |reppYpq| “ k for all p “ i, we can reduce |reppYjq| to |reppYjq| ´ 1, without

invalidating any other demand set. Either j “ i and we are done, or j “ i and so

|reppYjq| “ k´ 1. From here, we can apply Lemma 13 to reduce |reppYiq| from k` 1

to k, giving us a distribution with valid demand sets. We conclude the section with

proofs of the lemmas.

Proof of Lemma 13. We let repzpY q denote the representatives of Y restricted to

location z. Suppose there is some j such that |reppYjq| “ k ´ 1. By the Pigeonhole

principle, there is a location z such that |repzpYiq| ą |repzpYjq|. Given such a loca-

tion, we show how to transfer a constant number of demands to produce Y 1i ,Y
1
j such

that |reppY 1i q| “ k and |reppY 1j q| ď k. In Figure 2.1 we go through the various cases.

Since |repzpYiq| ą |repzpYjq|, there must be some representative in repzpYiq that is

not in repzpYjq|. We would like to move this representative from Yi to Yj, decreasing

the number of representatives in Yi by 1. The only scenario in which this does not

work is when there are two demands in Yi at location z, pz, ˚q and pz, sq for some s.

Here, pz, sq is the only demand in repzpYiq, but moving it causes pz, ˚q to become a

representative, so |reppYiq| does not decrease. Since repzpYjq is empty in this case,

we move both pz, ˚q and pz, sq to Yj.

Proof of Lemma 14. Suppose |reppYjq| “ k for all j, and there is no pair Yj, Y`

satisfying the conditions in the lemma. We show a contradiction.

First, we show that the demand sets must satisfy the following two properties:
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(z, ∗)
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Y ′
j

(a) |repzpYjq| “ 0
and |repzpYiq| ě 2.
Move one demand of
repzpYiq to Yj .

(z, ∗)

(z, s1)

(z, ∗)

(z, s1)

Yi

Yj

location z location z

Y ′
j

Y ′
j

(b) |repzpYjq| “ 0,
|repzpYiq| “ 1, and
Yi contains two de-
mands at z. Move
both demands to Yj .

(z, q)

(z, q)

Yi

Yj

location z location z

Y ′
j

Y ′
j

(c) |repzpYjq| “ 0
and |repzpYiq| “ 1
and Yi contains one
demand at z. Move
it to Yj .

(z, ∗)

(z, s1)

(z, s2)

(z, ∗)

(z, s2)

(z, s1)

(z, ∗)

(z, s2)

(z, ∗)

(z, s2)

Yi

Yj

location z location z

Y ′
j

Y ′
j

(d) |reppYjq| ě 1 .
Move some demand
of repzpYiq not al-
ready in Yj to Yj .

Figure 2.1: We show how to reduce |reppYiq| by 1 while increasing |reppYjq| by
at most 1, given some location z for which |repzpYiq| ą |repzpYjq|. Additionally
|Y 1j zYj| ď 2 and |Y 1i zYi| “ 0. Representatives are highlighted with grey boxes.

Property 1: Suppose for location z that ypz, ˚q ď
ř

sPS ypz, sq. Then for every Y`,

pz, ˚q P Y` implies pz, sq P Y` for some s P S.

Property 2: Suppose for location z that ypz, ˚q ą
ř

sPS ypz, sq. Then pz, sq P Y`

implies pz, s1q R Y` for all s1 “ s and pz, ˚q P Y`. That is if ypz, ˚q ą
ř

sPS ypz, sq, any

demand set contains at most one demand of a specific type at location z, and any

demand set containing a demand of a specific type at location z must also contain

pz, ˚q.

Next, we give proofs of the two properties. Let repzpY q denote representatives

of Y , restricted to location z. If Property 1 is not true, then there exists some Y`

with repzpY`q “ tpz, ˚qu, and some Yj that satisfies either of the following conditions:

pz, ˚q R Yj or |repzpYjq| ě 2. In either case, we can move a demand from repzpYjq

to Y`, decreasing the number of representatives of Yj by 1, without changing the

number of representatives of Y`. This contradicts our assumption that such a move

does not exist.
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Similarly, if Property 2 is false, then there exists some Y` with repzpY`q “ tpz, ˚qu,

and some Yj that satisfies either of the following conditions: repzpYjq “ tpz, squ for

some s P S, or |repzpYjq| ě 2. In the first case, we move pz, sq from Yj to Y`, and in

the second case we move one of the demands of repzpYjq to Y`. We reach the same

contradiction as in the proof of Property 1.

Next, we use Properties 1 and 2 to reach a contradiction. Note that ypz, qq ď

1´xplastT pz, qqq (the quantities are equal in all cases, except for the current request

r). Rewriting constraint (2.1) of the LP, for any independent set I, we have

ÿ

pz,qqPIztdemprqu

p1´ xplastT pz, qqqq ď k ´ 1

i.e.,
ÿ

pz,qqPI

ypz, qq ď k. (2.9)

Let 1Y`pz, qq be the indicator function:

1Y`pz, qq “

#

1 if pz, qq P Y`, and

0 otherwise.

Then, we have

ε ¨
ÿ

pz,qqPI

1{ε
ÿ

`“1

1Y`pz, qq “
ÿ

pz,qqPI

ypz, qq ď k (by Eqn. (2.9)). (2.10)

We construct a specific independent set I, and use Eqn. (2.10) to show a contra-

diction: At each location z, take pz, ˚q in I if ypz, ˚q ą
ř

sPS ypz, sq, and take pz, sq

in I for all s P S otherwise. I is independent since we take either the unspecified

demand or all specific demands at each location.

For any Y`, Properties 1 and 2 ensure that for any representative pz, qq P reppY`q,

either pz, qq P I, or |repzpY`q| “ 1 and pz, ˚q P I. Therefore,

ÿ

pz,qqPI

1Y`pz, qq “ |reppY`q|. (2.11)
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Therefore, ε ¨

1{ε
ÿ

`“1

ÿ

pz,qqPI

1Y`pz, qq “ ε ¨

1{ε
ÿ

`“1

|reppY`q| “ ε ¨

„ˆ

1

ε
´ 1

˙

¨ k ` pk ` 1q



ą k,

which contradicts Eqn. (2.10).
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3

Retraction to Cycles

3.1 Introduction

Originally introduced in 1930 by K. Borsuk in his PhD thesis [28], retraction is

a fundamental concept in topology describing continuous mappings of a topological

space into a subspace that leaves the position of all points in the subspace fixed. Over

the years, this has developed into a rich theory with deep connections to fundamental

results in topology such as Brouwer’s Fixed Point Theorem [76]. Inspired by this

success, graph theorists have extensively studied a discrete version of the problem

in graphs, where a retraction is a mapping from the vertices of a graph to a given

subgraph that produces the identity map when restricted to the subgraph (i.e., it

leaves the subgraph fixed). For a rich history of retraction in graph theory, we refer

the reader to [75]. Define the stretch of a retraction to be the maximum distance

between the images of the endpoints of any edge, as measured in the subgraph. We

use stretch-k retraction to mean a retraction whose stretch is k; in particular, a

stretch-1 retraction is a mapping where every edge of the graph is mapped to either

an edge of the subgraph, or both its ends are mapped to the same vertex of the
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subgraph.1

In this chapter, we study the algorithmic problem of finding a minimum stretch

retraction in a graph. This problem belongs to the rich area of metric embeddings,

but somewhat surprisingly, has not received much attention in spite of the deep but

non-constructive results in the graph theory literature. The graph retraction prob-

lem has a close resemblance to the well-studied 0-extension problem [32, 81, 82] (and

its generalizations such as metric labeling [86, 43]), which is also an embedding of

a graph G to a metric over a subset of terminals H with the constraint that each

vertex in H maps to itself. The two problems differ in their objective: whereas

0-extension seeks to minimize the average stretch of edges, graph retraction min-

imizes the maximum stretch. The different objectives lead to significant technical

differences. For instance, a well-studied linear program called the earthmover LP

has a nearly logarithmic integrality gap for 0-extension. In contrast, we show that

a corresponding earthmover LP for graph retraction has integrality gap Ωp
?
nq. A

well-studied problem in the metric embedding literature that considers the maximum

stretch objective is the minimum bandwidth problem, where one seeks an isomorphic

embedding of a graph into a line (or cycle) that minimizes maximum stretch. In

contrast, in graph retraction, we allow homomorphic maps2 but additionally require

a subset of vertices (the anchors) to be mapped to themselves.

From an applications standpoint, our original motivation for studying minimum-

stretch graph retraction comes from a distributed systems scenario where the aim is

to map processes comprising a distributed computation to a network of servers where

1 In the literature, a stretch-1 retraction is often simply referred to as a retraction or a retract.
Also, in many studies, a (stretch-1) retraction requires that the two end-points of an edge in the
graph are mapped to two end-points of an edge in the subgraph. These studies differentiate between
the case where the subgraph being retracted to is reflexive (has self-loops) or irreflexive (no self-
loops). In this sense, our notion of graph retraction corresponds to their notion of retraction to a
reflexive subgraph.

2 A homomorphic map is one where an image can have multiple pre-images, while an isomorphic
map requires that every image has at most one pre-image.
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some processes are constrained to be mapped onto specific servers. The objective

is to minimize the maximum communication latency between two communicating

processes in the embedding. Such anchored embedding problems can be shown to

be equivalent to graph retraction for general subgraphs, and arise in several other

domains including VLSI layout, multi-processor placement, graph drawing, and vi-

sualization [74, 73, 104].

3.1.1 Problem definition, techniques, and results

We begin with a formal definition of the minimum stretch retraction problem.

Definition 1. Given an unweighted guest graph G “ pV,Eq and a host subgraph

H “ pA,E 1q of G, a mapping f : V Ñ A is a retraction of G to H if fpvq “ v

for all v P A. For a given retraction f of G to H, define the stretch of an edge

e “ pu, vq P EpGq to be dHpfpuq, fpvqq, where dH is the distance metric induced by

H, and define the stretch of f to be the maximum stretch over all edges of graph G.

The goal of the minimum-stretch graph retraction problem is to find a retraction of

G to H with minimum stretch. We refer to the vertices of A as anchors.

The graph retraction problem is easy if the subgraph H is acyclic (see, e.g., [96]);

therefore, the first non-trivial problem is to retract a graph into a cycle. Indeed,

this problem is NP-hard even when H is just a 4-cycle [54]. Given this intractability

result, a natural goal is to obtain an algorithm for retracting graphs to cycles that

approximately minimizes the stretch of the retraction. This problem is the focus of

our work. While there has been considerable interest in identifying conditions under

which retracting to a cycle with stretch 1 is tractable [69, 75, 118], there has been

no work (to the best of our knowledge) on deriving approximations to the minimum

stretch.

We consider the following lower bound for the problem: if anchors u and v are

distance ` in H, and there exists a path of k vertices in G between u and v, then every
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retraction has stretch at least `{k. This lower bound turns out to be tight when H is

acyclic, which is the reason retraction to acyclic graphs is an easy problem. However,

this lower bound is no longer tight when H is a cycle. For example, consider a grid

graph where H is the border of the grid. The lower bound given above says that

any retraction has stretch at least Op1q. However, using the well-known Sperner’s

lemma, we show that the optimal retraction is Ωp
?
nq.

Using just the simple distance based lower bound, we show that the gap on the

grid is in fact the worst possible by giving a Opmintk,
?
nuq-approximation for the

problem, where k is the number of vertices of H. Our algorithm works by first

mapping vertices of the graph into a grid, then projecting vertices outward to the

border from the largest hole in the grid, which is the largest region containing no

vertices.

Theorem 15. There is a deterministic, polynomial-time algorithm that computes a

retraction of a graph to a cycle with stretch at most the minimum of k{2 and Op
?
nq

times the optimal stretch.

We give evidence that the gap induced by Sperner’s lemma on a grid graph is

fundamental, showing an Ωpmintk,
?
nuq integrality gap for natural linear and semi-

definite programming relaxations of the problem. To overcome this gap, we focus

on the special case of planar graphs, of which the grid is an example. Retraction in

planar graphs has been considered in the past, most notably in a beautiful paper of

Quilliot [98] who uses homotopy theory to characterize stretch-1 retractions of a pla-

nar graph to a cycle. Quillot’s proof, however, does not yield an efficient algorithm.

We provide an exact algorithm for retraction in planar graphs by developing the gap

induced by Sperner’s lemma on a grid into a general lower bound on the optimal

stretch for planar graphs.
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Theorem 16. There is a deterministic, polynomial-time algorithm that computes a

retraction of a planar graph to a cycle with optimal stretch.

Unfortunately, our techniques rely heavily on the planarity of the graph, and do

not appear to generalize to arbitrary graphs. We leave the question of obtaining a

better approximation for general graphs open.

3.1.2 Related work

List homomorphisms and constraint satisfaction

The graph retraction problem is a special case of the list homomorphism problem

introduced by Feder and Hell [54], who established conditions under which the prob-

lem is NP-complete. Given graphs G,H, and Lpvq Ă V pHq for each v P V pGq, a list

homomorphism of G to H with respect to L is a homomorphism f : G Ñ H with

fpvq P Lpvq for each v P V pGq.

Several special cases of graph retraction and variants of list homomorphism have

been subsequently studied (e.g., [53, 75, 117, 118]). These studies have established

and exploited the rich connections between list homomorphism and Constraint Sat-

isfaction Problems (CSPs). Though approximation algorithms for CSPs and related

problems such as Label Cover have been extensively studied, the objective pursued

there is that of maximizing the number of constraints that are satisfied. For our

graph retraction problem, this would correspond to maximizing the number of edges

that have stretch below a certain threshold. Our notion of approximation in graph

retraction, however, is the least factor by which the stretch constraints need to be

relaxed so that all edges are satisfied.

0-extension, minimum bandwidth, and low-distortion embeddings

From an approximation algorithms standpoint, the graph retraction problem is closely

related to the 0-extension and minimum bandwidth problems [55, 24, 67, 115, 45,
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105]. In the 0-extension problem, one seeks to minimize the average stretch, which

can be solved to an Oplog k{ log log kq approximation using a natural LP relax-

ation [32, 49]. In contrast, we give polynomial integrality gaps for the graph re-

traction problem. In the minimum bandwidth problem, the objective is to find an

embedding to a line that minimizes maximum stretch, but the constraint is that the

map must be isomorphic rather than that the anchor vertices must be fixed. In a

seminal result [55], Feige designed the first polylogarithmic-approximation using a

novel concept of volume-respecting embeddings. A slightly improved approximation

was achieved in [46] by combining Feige’s approach with another bandwidth algo-

rithm based on semidefinite-programming [24]. Interestingly, the minimum band-

width problem is NP-hard even for (guest) trees, while graph retraction to (host)

trees is solvable in polynomial time. Conversely, the bandwidth problem is solv-

able in time pnbq for bandwidth b graphs [68], while graph retraction to a cycle is

NP-complete even when the host cycle has only four vertices. Nevertheless, it is

conceivable that volume-respecting embeddings, in combination with random pro-

jection, could lead to effective approximation algorithms for graph retraction to a

cycle in a manner similar to what was achieved for VLSI layout on the plane [115].

Also related are the well-studied variants of linear and circular arrangements, but the

objective functions of these problems are average stretch, as opposed to maximum

stretch. Finally, another related area is that of low-distortion embeddings (e.g., [77]),

where recent work has considered embedding one specific n-point metric to another

n-point metric [84, 93, 9] similar to the graph retraction problem. But low-distortion

embeddings typically require non-contracting isomorphic maps, which distinguishes

them significantly from the graph retraction problem.
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3.1.3 Chapter roadmap

In Section 3.2 we give an algorithm for retracting a graph to a cycle, proving Theo-

rem 15. In Section 3.3 we show the connection between improving the approximation

ratio in Theorem 15, and Sperner’s Lemma. Finally, in Section 3.4 we give an exact

algorithm for retracting a graph to cycle, proving Theorem 16.

3.2 Retracting an arbitrary graph to a cycle

In this section, we give an algorithm for retracting an arbitrary graph to a cycle over

a subset of vertices of the graph. Let G denote the guest graph over a set V of n

vertices, with shortest path distance function dG. Let H denote the host cycle with

shortest path distance function dH over a subset A Ď V of k anchors.

Arguably, the simplest lower bound on the optimal stretch is the distance-based

bound `pG,Hq “ maxu,vPA dHpu, vq{dGpu, vq, since every retraction places a path of

length dGpu, vq in G on a path of length at least dHpu, vq in H.

We now present our algorithm (Algorithm 1), which achieves a stretch of mintk{2, `pG,Hq
?
nu.

Here, we give a high level overview of the algorithm. The first step of algorithm is to

embed the input graph G into a grid of size k{4 ˆ k{4 subject to some constraints.

The second step is to find the largest empty sub-grid D such that no point is mapped

inside of D and center of D is within a desirable distance from center of grid M . And

final step is to project the points in grid M to its boundary with respect to center

of sub-grid D.

We now show how to implement the first step of Algorithm 1. Our goal is to

embed each vertex u P G to some point gpuq in a k{4 ˆ k{4 grid such that for

every u, v, we have the following inequality, where d8px, yq denotes the L8 distance

between x and y.

d8pgpuq, gpvqq ď `pG,HqdGpu, vq (3.1)
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for retracting an arbitrary graph to a cycle

Input: Graph G, host cycle H
Output: Embedding function f

Embedding in a grid: Determine embedding g from G into a k{4ˆ k{4 grid M
such that H is embedded one-to-one to the boundary of M and for every u, v P V ,
d8pgpuq, gpvqq ď `pG,HqdGpu, vq.
Find largest hole: Find the largest square sub-grid D of M such that (a) its
center c is at L8 distance at most k{16 from the center of M and (b) there is no
vertex u in G for which gpuq is in the interior of D.
Projection embedding: For all v in G:

1. Rpvq Ð ray originating from the center of D and passing through gpvq.

2. fpvq Ð the anchor on the boundary of grid M nearest in the clockwise direc-
tion to the intersection of Rpvq with the boundary of M .

return f

Additionally, we require that H is embedded to the boundary of the grid, such that

adjacent anchors lie on adjacent grid points.

Lemma 17. For every G, we can find an embedding g satisfying inequality 3.1.

Proof. We incrementally construct the embedding g. Initially, we place the anchors

on the boundary of the grid so that the boundary is isometric to dH . (This can be

done since H forms a uniform cycle.) Since d8pgpuq, gpvqq ď dHpu, vq and dHpu, vq ď

`pG,HqdGpu, vq, inequality 3.1 holds for all anchors u and v in H.

We next inductively embed the remaining vertices of G. Suppose we need to

embed vertex vi, and vertices U “ v1, . . . , vi´1 have already been embedded. Assume

inductively that the embedding of the vertices of U satisfies inequality 3.1 for the

vertices in U .

Let B8pgpuq, rq denote the L8 ball around gpuq with radius r (note that these

balls are axis-aligned squares). Let x be any point in
Ş

uPU B8pgpuq, `pG,HqdGpu, viqq.

If we set gpviq “ x, then inequality 3.1 holds for all points in U Y tviu. We now

show that this intersection is nonempty (it is straightforward to find an element

in the intersection). The set of axis aligned squares has Helly number 2; there-
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fore it is enough to show that for every u, u1 P U , B8pgpuq, `pG,HqdGpu, viqq and

B8pgpu
1q, `pG,HqdGpu

1, viqq intersect. If not, then

d8pgpuq, gpu
1
qq ą `pG,HqpdGpu, viq ` dGpu

1, viqq ě `pG,HqdGpu, u
1
q.

This contradicts our induction hypothesis that the set of vertices in U satisfies in-

equality 3.1, and completes the proof of the lemma.

In the following lemma, we analyze the projection embedding step of the algo-

rithm.

Lemma 18. Suppose r is the side length of the largest empty square D inside M .

Then for any vertices u and v in G, dHpfpuq, fpvqq is at most 1`p10
?

2k{rqd8pgpuq, gpvqq.

Proof. For any point x, let πpxq denote the intersection of the boundary of M and

the ray from the center c of D passing through x. Note that for any vertex v in G,

fpvq is the anchor in H nearest in clockwise direction to πpgpvqq. We show that for

any x, y P M , the distance between πpxq and πpyq along the boundary of M is at

most p10
?

2k{rqd8px, yq.

We first argue that it is sufficient to establish the preceding claim for points on

the boundary of D, at the loss of a factor of
?

2. Let x and y be two arbitrary points

in M but not in the interior of D. Let x1 (resp., y1) denote the intersection of Rpxq

(resp., Rpyq) and the boundary of D. From elementary geometry, it follows that

dpx1, y1q ď dpx, yq, where d is the Euclidean distance; since d8px, yq ě dpx, yq{
?

2

and d8px
1, y1q ď dpx1, y1q, we obtain d8px

1, y1q ď
?

2d8px, yq. Since πpxq “ πpx1q and

πpyq “ πpy1q, establishing the above statement for x1 and y1 implies the same for x

and y, up to a factor of
?

2.

Consider points x and y on the boundary of D. We consider three cases. In the

first two cases, x and y are on the same side of D. In the first case (Figure 3.1a),

πpxq and πpyq are on the same side of the boundary of M and segment πpxqπpyq is
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(a) Points x and y are on
the same side of square D,
and points πpxq and πpyq
are on one side of bound-
ary of M parallel to seg-
ment xy.

(b) Points x and y are on
the same side of square D,
and points πpxq and πpyq
are on one side of boundary
of M orthogonal to segment
xy.

(c) General case where
Points x and y (resp.
points πpxq and πpyq) are
anywhere on the boundary
of D (resp. on the bound-
ary of M)

Figure 3.1: Embedding of points inside the grid M to its boundary using an empty
square D. Referred to in the proof of Lemma 18.

parallel to segment xy; then, by similarity of triangle formed by c, x, and y and the

one formed by c, πpxq and πpyq, we obtain that the distance between πpxq and πpyq

is at most 3kd8px, yq{p16rq. In the second case (Figure 3.1b), πpxq and πpyq are on

same side of the boundary of M , and segment πpxqπpyq is orthogonal to segment xy.

In this case, w.l.o.g. assume that πpyq is closer to center c than πpxq with respect

to d8 distance. Let point z be a point on segment cπpxq such that segments xy and

πpyqz are parallel. From center c extend a line parallel to segment xy until it hits the

side of M on which πpxq and πpyq are. Let w be the intersection. Using elementary

geometry and similarity argument, we have the following:

|πpxqπpyq|

|zπpyq|
“
|πpxqw|

|cw|
ď

k{4

k{16
“ 4 and

zπpyq

xy
“
πpyqw

r
ď

k

4r

We thus obtain |πpxqπpyq|
|xy|

ď k{r. For the third case (Figure 3.1c), we observe that

d8px, yq is at least half the shortest path between x and y that lies within the

boundary of D. This latter shortest path consists of at most five segments, each
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residing completely on one side of the boundary of D. We apply the argument of the

first and second case to each of these segments to obtain that the distance between

πpxq and πpyq is at most 10kd8px, yq{r.

To complete the proof, we note that distance between anchor nearest (clockwise)

to πpxq and anchor nearest (clockwise) to πpyq is at most one plus the distance be-

tween πpxq and πpyq. Therefore, the dHpfpuq, fpvqq is at most 1`10
?

2kd8pgpuq, gpvqq{r.

Finally, we prove Theorem 15 using Algorithm 1.

Theorem 19. Algorithm 1 computes a retraction of G to the cycle H with stretch

at most the minimum of k{2 and Op
?
nq times the optimal stretch.

Proof. By Lemma 17, the embedding g satisfies inequality 3.1 for every u and v in G.

By a straightforward averaging argument, there exists a square of side length k{p8
?
nq

whose center is at L8 distance at most k{16 from the center of M and which does

not contain gpuq for any u in V . By Lemma 18, the projection embedding ensures

that for any u and v in V , dHpfpuq, fpvqq is at most 1`Op
?
nq`pG,HqdGpu, vq. Since

the distance in H cannot exceed k{2, the claim of the theorem follows.

3.3 The Sperner bottleneck

We show that we cannot improve on the approximation ratio in Theorem 19 us-

ing only the distance-based lower bound. In particular, we show a connection to

Sperner’s Lemma which our algorithm is not able to leverage. Our proof uses

Sperner’s lemma to give a lower bound the a grid graph. In spite of this gaps,

we show that the grid is not a particularly challenging instance of the problem. In

fact, in Section 3.4, we give an exact algorithm for for retraction in planar graphs, of

which the grid is an example. Our constructive result, while using planarity exten-
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sively, suggests that there might be a general technique for addressing the Sperner

bottleneck described in here.

Consider the following instance: the guest graph G is the
?
nˆ

?
n grid, and the

host H is the cycle of G formed by the 4
?
n vertices on the outer boundary of G. It

is easy to see that the distance-based lower bound has a value of 2 on this instance.

On the other hand, using Sperner’s Lemma from topology, we show that a stretch of

op
?
nq is ruled out:

Lemma 20. The optimal stretch achievable for an n-vertex grid is at least 2
?
n{3.

Proof. Suppose we triangulate the grid by adding northwest-to-southeast diagonals

in each cell of the grid. Consider the following coloring of the boundary with 3 colors.

Divide the boundary H into three segment, each consisting of a contiguous sequence

of at least t4
?
n{3u vertices; all vertices in the first, second, and third segment are

colored red, green, and blue, respectively. Let f be any retraction from G to H. Let

cf denote the following coloring for GzH: the color of u is the color of fpuq. By

Sperner’s Lemma [114], there exists a tri-chromatic triangle. This implies that there

are two vertices within distance at most two in G that are at least 4
?
n{3 apart in

the retraction f , resulting in a stretch of at least 2
?
n{3.

Note that k “ Θp
?
nq in this instance, so the above lemma also rules out an opkq

approximation using the distance-based lower bound.

3.4 Retracting a planar graph to a cycle

The main result of this section is the following theorem.

Theorem 21. Let G be a planar graph and H a cycle of G. Then there is a polyno-

mial time algorithm that finds a retraction from G to H with optimal stretch.
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We begin by presenting some useful definitions and elementary claims in Sec-

tion 3.4.1. We then present an overview of our algorithm in Section 3.4.2. Finally,

we present the algorithm and its analysis, leading to the proof of Theorem 21.

3.4.1 Preliminaries

We begin with a simple lemma that reduces the problem of finding a minimum-

stretch retraction to the problem of finding a stretch-1 retraction, in polynomial

time. Formally, suppose we have an algorithm A that, given graphs G and H either

finds a stretch-1 retraction from G to H, or proves that no such retraction exists.

Then, we can use this algorithm to find the minimum stretch embedding of G into H,

using Lemma 22 below. Let Gk be the graph where we replace each edge e P G, e R H

with a path of k edges. Clearly, Gk can be computed in polynomial time.

Lemma 22. G can be retracted to H with stretch k if and only if Gk can be retracted

in H with stretch-1.

Proof of Lemma 22. Suppose G can be embedded with stretch k in H, and let f :

V pGq Ñ V pHq be this mapping. We define an embedding f 1 : Gk Ñ H with stretch

1. For pu, vq P G let u “ y0, y1, . . . , yk “ v be the vertices on the path in Gk

corresponding to edge pu, vq in G. We show how to embed this path into H. We

know that dHpfpuq, fpvqq ď k. Let fpuq “ x0, x1, . . . , xj “ fpvq be the shortest path

between fpuq and fpvq in H (note that j ď k). Then, the retraction f 1, defined by

setting f 1pyiq to be xminpi,jq, has stretch 1.

Conversely, a mapping that produces a stretch-1 retraction of Gk into H, when

restricted to the vertices in G, gives a stretch-k retraction of G into H.

We show in Lemma 24 that degree-1 vertices can be eliminated. We first state

and prove Lemma 23 which will be used in the proof of Lemma 24, then we state

and prove Lemma 24.
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Lemma 23. If there is a stretch-1 retraction f̂ from G to subgraph Ĝ of G, then

there is a stretch-1 retraction f from G to subgraph H of Ĝ if and only if there is a

stretch-1 retraction g from Ĝ to H. Furthermore, f can be computed from f̂ and g

in polynomial time.

Proof. One direction follows immediately: Ĝ is a subgraph of G, so a stretch-1

retraction of G to H implies the same for Ĝ to H. For the other direction, let g be

a stretch-1 retraction from Ĝ to H. Define f : GÑ H as follows: if v P V pĜq, then

fpvq “ f̂pvq; otherwise, fpvq “ f̂pgpvqq. Then f is a stretch-1 retraction from G to

H. Clearly, f can be computed in polynomial time from f̂ and g.

Lemma 24. Without loss of generality, we can assume G is 2-vertex connected.

Proof. Suppose G is not 2-vertex connected, and let vertex v be a vertex cut. Let

G1 and G2 be the disconnected components created after removing v from G. Since

H is a cycle, H is contained completely in either G1 or G2. Suppose WLOG that

H P G1. Mapping every vertex in G2 to v yields a stretch-1 retraction to G1 “ GzG2.

By Lemma 23, there is a stretch-1 retraction from G1 to H if and only if there is a

stretch-1 retraction from G to H. We can repeat this procedure until we obtain a

2-connected graph.

Lemmas 22 and 24 apply to general graphs. In the rest of this subsection, we focus

our attention on planar graphs. We note that all the transformations in Lemmas 22

and 24 preserve planarity of the graph. In 2-connected planar graph, every face

of a plane embedding is bordered by a simple cycle. Finally, we can assume that

there is a planar embedding of G with H bordering the outer face. If this is not the

case, GzH contains at least two connected components, which can each be retracted

independently.

Next, we give some definitions related to planar graphs. We call G triangulated

if it is maximally planar, i.e., adding any edge results in a graph that is not planar.
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Equivalently, G is triangulated if every face of a plane embedding (including the

outer face) of G has 3 edges. We will make use of the Jordan curve theorem, which

says that any closed loop partitions the plane into an inner and outer region (see

e.g. [8]). In particular, this implies that any curve crossing from the inner to the

outer region intersects the loop. For some cycle C in G and a plane embedding of

G, we denote the subset of R2 surrounded by C as RC (including the intersection

with C itself). We say that R Ă R2 is inside cycle C of G for a plane embedding

if R Ď RC . If R is inside C, we also say that C surrounds R. Alternatively, we say

that C surrounds R. In a slight abuse of notation, we say C surrounds subgraph G1

of G for some fixed plane embedding, if C surrounds the subset of R2 on which G1 is

drawn in the plane embedding.

3.4.2 Overview of our algorithm

Consider some plane embedding of graph G such that H is the subgraph of G bor-

dering G’s outer face. We give a polynomial-time algorithm that finds a stretch-1

retraction from G to H or proves that none exists. Using Lemma 22, this immediately

yields an algorithm that finds a minimum stretch retraction from G to H.

Fix a planar embedding of G, let H be defined as above, and let F be a bounded

face of G. A key component of our algorithm is to find a suitable set of curves

connecting F to H. Our aim is to find a set of k “ |V pHq| curves in R2 such that

the following hold.

• Each curve begins at a distinct vertex of F and ends at a distinct vertex of H.

• The curves do not intersect each other.

• A curve that intersects an edge of G either contains the edge, or intersects the

edge only at its vertices.

• Each curve lies totally in RHzF .
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F

H

(a) A graph G. The outer
cycle H and the face F are
shown in bold.

F

H

(b) Non-intersecting curves
partition the region con-
tained in H but not in F .

`1

`2

u

v

(c) Vertices on `1 are
mapped to u, and vertices
on `2 are mapped to v. All
other vertices in the region
are mapped arbitrarily to u
or v.

Figure 3.2: Using non-intersecting curves to find an embedding from face F to H.

We call curves with these properties valid with respect to F . We argue that the curves

partition RHzF (up to their boundaries being duplicated) into a set of regions. Each

of these regions is defined by the subset of R2 surrounded by the closed loop made up

of two of the aforementioned curves, a single edge of H, and a path on the boundary

of F .

Given a face F and a set of curves valid with respect to F , we can give a stretch-1

retraction from G to H. In essence, the curves partition the graph into regions such

that all vertices in a particular region map to one of two end-points of a particular

edge of H. See Figure 3.2 for an illustration.

Of course, it is not obvious that a valid set of curves exists for a given face, and,

if it does, how to compute it. We show that if the graph has a stretch-1 retraction,

then there is some face F with k valid curves, and that we can efficiently compute

them. Our algorithm (Algorithm 2) iterates over all faces in the graph, in each case

finding the maximum number of valid curves it can with respect to that face. The

number of valid curves we can find is the length of the shortest cycle surrounding

F . If the shortest cycle C surrounding F has length `, then it is impossible to find
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more than ` valid curves with respect to F : By the Jordan curve theorem, each curve

must intersect C, and by the definition, valid curves do not intersect each other and

can intersect C only at its vertices. Our construction of the valid curves shows that

this is tight (i.e. we can always find ` curves). We show that if a stretch-1 retraction

exists, then there is some face for which ` “ k. Algorithm 2 gives an outline of the

algorithm.

Algorithm 2 Outline for finding a stretch-1 retraction, or proving that none exists.

1: for inner face F in G do
2: Compute maximum number of valid curves between F and H p1, . . . , p`
3: if ` “ k then
4: Compute stretch-1 retraction from G to H using p1, . . . , pk
5: end if
6: end for
7: If no retraction was computed, report no stretch-1 retraction exists

3.4.3 Algorithm and analysis

This section gives the details of various components of Algorithm 2, and provides a

proof of correctness. The following is an outline of the rest the section:

1. Lemma 26 shows how to compute a stretch-1 retraction using the k valid curves

in line 4 of Algorithm 2.

2. Next, Lemma 27 shows that if a stretch-1 retraction exists, there must be some

face F in the graph such that the smallest cycle surrounding F has length k.

3. Finally, Lemma 29 gives a construction of largest set of valid curves for a given

face F from line 2, and shows that the number of curves computed equals the

length of the smallest cycle surrounding F .

We begin by showing in Lemma 25 a somewhat obvious fact: A set of valid

curves partition RHzF , and each region of the partition contains a single edge of H.
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We then show in Lemma 26 that this partition can be used to produce a stretch-1

embedding. See Figure 3.2 for pictorial presentation of these two lemmas.

Lemma 25. Let p1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pk be a of curves that are valid with respect to F . Let Z

denote the set of faces of H Y F Y
Ť

i pi excluding the outer face and F . Then, each

face f P Z is bordered by exactly 1 edge of H, and every vertex of Gz
Ť

i pi is in a

unique face of Z.

Proof. Consider the faces ofHYFY
Ť

i pi. H and F still define faces since the paths pi

fall in RHzF . Let pu, vq be an edge of H, and consider X “ piYpu, vqY pj Y pF pi, jq

where pi is the path containing u, pj is the path containing v, and pF pi, jq is the

path on the boundary of F between the vertices where i and j meet F such that F

is not contained in X. If pi and pj are both degenerate (i.e., each is empty), then

pu, vq “ pF pi, jq. Otherwise X is a simple cycle. We claim that X defines a face. In

particular, we show that the path pF pi, jq contains no other vertex of path pz for all

z “ i, j. Suppose it does and let w be that vertex. Let w1 be the vertex adjacent to

w on pz. Then w1 P RHzF , and so w1 P X. The other end of path pz, call it vertex y,

is in H, but y “ u, v. By the Jordan curve theorem, pzzw must cross X. Since the

graph is planar, pzzw must contain a vertex of F,H, pi, or pj. Any of these outcomes

leads to a contradiction.

Lemma 26. Given a non-outer face F and a set tp1, p2, . . . , pku of curves that are

valid with respect to F , we can construct a stretch-1 retraction from G to H in

polynomial time.

Proof. Let Z be as defined in Lemma 25. For each vertex w on pi, map w to the

unique vertex v P H X pi. Otherwise, map w to u or v, where pu, vq is the unique

edge of H contained in the same face of Z as w. Fix a face f of Z. Let pu, vq be the

unique edge of H contained in f . Any edge px, yq contained in f also has x, y P f ,
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and so x and y are each mapped to either u or v. Thus, this retraction to H has

stretch 1.

As mentioned earlier, we will show that our construction produces ` valid curves

for face F , where ` is the minimum length cycle surrounding F . So we must show

that if a stretch-1 retraction exists, there is some F such that every cycle surrounding

F has length at least k.

Lemma 27. Fix a plane embedding of G where H defines the outer face of the

embedding and suppose there is a stretch-1 retraction G to H. Then there exists a

non-outer face F such that every cycle surrounding F has length at least k.

Proof. We prove a related claim that implies the statement in the lemma. Fix some

stretch-1 retraction of G to H. Then there exists a non-outer face F such that for

every cycle C in the set of cycles surrounding F , and for each vertex v P H, there is

some vertex of C mapped to v. This implies that each of these cycles has length at

least k, since the statement says that vertices of C are mapped to k vertices of H.

The claim is very similar to Sperner’s lemma, and the proof is similar as well.

Let φ : V pGq Ñ V pHq denote the retraction. We associate a score with each cy-

cle C of the graph: Order the vertices of the cycle in clockwise order, denoted

v1, v2, . . . , vj, vj`1 “ v1. Consider the sequence φpv1q, . . . , φpvjq, φpvj`1q. Let the

score of C be 0 to start. For each pair φpviq, φpvi`1q, we have: either φpviq “ φpvi`1q,

or φpviq and φpvi`1q are adjacent in H. If φpvi`1q is clockwise of φpviq (i.e. if they

are in the same order as on C), add 1 to the score of f . If they are in counterclock-

wise order, subtract 1. If they are the same vertex, the score remains the same. If

φpv1q, . . . , φpvjq does not contain every vertex on the outer cycle, the score of C must

be 0, since each edge along the path φpv1q, . . . , φpvj`1q is traversed exactly the same

number of times in each direction. On the other hand, a cycle with a non-zero score

must have a score that is divisible by k.
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Next, we claim that the score of cycle C is the same as the sum of the scores of the

cycles defining the faces contained in C. To see this, consider the total contribution

to the scores of these cycles from any fixed edge. If the edge is not in cycle C, it is

a member of exactly 2 faces contained in C, and contributes either 0 to both faces,

or ´1 to one and 1 to the other. Edges in C are each a member of just one face

surrounded by C. Therefore, the score of cycle C is the same as the sum of scores of

its surrounded faces. Since the score of cycle H is k, there must be some face f that

has non-zero score.

Finally, we show that there is some face with nonzero score such that every cycle

surrounding the face also has nonzero score. Suppose this is not the case. Then,

every face with a non-zero score is surrounded by a cycle with score 0, which implies

that the sum of all scores of faces with non-zero scores is 0. This is a contradiction,

since it implies that the sum of scores of all internal faces in the graph is 0.

We complete the section by giving a construction of the maximum number of

valid curves with respect to some face F , and show that the number of curves is `,

where ` is the smallest cycle surrounding F . Our curves will be disjoint paths in a

supergraph G∆pF q of G. It is necessary to relate the maximum number of disjoint

paths we can find to the length of the shortest cycle surrounding F . The following

lemma establishes this connection.

Lemma 28. Let G be a triangulated graph. The graph induced by any minimum s-t

vertex cut is the shortest simple cycle separating s and t.

Proof of Lemma 28. Consider the dual graph G˚ for some planar embedding of G.

This graph is constructed by placing a vertex u˚ in each face of G˚, and adding

an edge between u˚ and v˚ if the faces are adjacent in G. Note that there is a

correspondence between vertices of G and faces of G˚, as well as between faces of G

and vertices of G˚. Additionally there is a one-to-one correspondence between edges.
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It is well known that X Ď E contains an s ´ t cut if and only if X˚ contains the

edges of some simple cycle separating s from t. We will use this fact to prove our

result.

We need to show that a set of vertices Y in G separates s from t if and only if

the subgraph induces by Y contains a cycle separating s from t. One direction is

straightforward: if the induced graph on Y forms a cycle separating s from t, then

applying the Jordan curve theorem tells us that any path from s to t must cross this

cycle (and thus contain a vertex of Y ). To prove the converse, we use the fact given

above. Let Y be an s´ t vertex cut in G and let EY be the set of edges in the graph

induced by Y . Then from the fact above, E˚Y in the dual graph G˚ contains a cycle

C˚ separating s and t. Because the graph is triangulated, we can show that EY also

contains a separating cycle: edges e˚1 and e˚2 that are adjacent in E˚Y correspond to

edges e1 and e2 falling on the same face of G. Because each face of G has only 3

edges, e1 and e2 must therefore be adjacent. Therefore, C (the edges corresponding

to C˚) must also be a cycle.

If G was already triangulated, we could compute a set of vertex disjoint paths

from F to H (note that a set of vertex disjoint paths yields a set of valid curves). By

Menger’s theorem and Lemma 28, we would find ` paths, where ` is the shortest cycle

surrounding F . G may not be triangulated, so instead we could first triangulate G

and then compute the paths. However, the number of paths we find in this case is

the length of the shortest cycle surrounding F in the triangulation of G, which may

be smaller than `. We prevent this from happening by producing a triangulation

that adds vertices as well as edges.

Lemma 29. Fix a planar embedding of G with H as the outer face, and let F be

other face. Then we can compute ` valid curves in polynomial time, where ` is the

length of the shortest cycle surrounding F .
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(a) Some face F 1 with y ą 3
edges.

(b) Add a new cycle C with
y ´ 1 edges inside F 1 along
with connecting edges.

(c) Add stars in the newly
created faces, except the
one formed by C. Dis-
tances between vertices of
the original face are pre-
served.

Figure 3.3: Iterative triangulation of faces.

Proof. We build a triangulated graph G∆pF q from the planar embedding of G. First,

add vertices and edges to every face of G, excluding the outer face and F . We do

this in a way such that (1) every face except F and the outer face is a triangle, and

(2) the distance between any u, v P G is preserved. The construction is iterative.

From each face with more than 3 edges, we create one new face that has one fewer

edge. One step of this construction is shown in Figure 3.3.

Note that distances are preserved inductively, and we make progress by reducing

the size of some face. The graph we produce has 3 edges bordering each face, except

for the outer face and F . In all, the number of vertices and edges added to each face

of G is polynomial in the number of edges bordering the face.

Finally, we add vertices s and t, and edges from s to each vertex of F and from

t to each vertex of C. The resulting graph is triangulated, and we call this graph

G∆pF q.

At this point, we can find the maximum set of vertex disjoint paths between s and

t in G∆pF q, by setting vertex capacities to 1 and computing a max flow between s

and t. Because we have preserved distances between vertices of G in our construction

of G∆pF q, the length of the minimum cycle surrounding F must be `. Therefore, the
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number of disjoint paths we find must also be `.

Finally, we claim that this set of disjoint paths from F to H in G∆pF q is a set

of valid curves for G. This is because G is a subgraph of G∆pF q, and therefore

the criteria for valid curves are still met after removing the vertices and edges of

G∆pF qzG.

We conclude by tying together the pieces of the section to show we proved The-

orem 21.

Proof of Theorem 21. Fix a face F . By Lemma 28, we determine the set of ` dis-

joint paths from F to H where the surrounding minimum cycle is of length `. By

Lemma 27, there is a stretch-1 retraction only if there exists a face F whose sur-

rounding min-cycle is of length k. So if there is no stretch-1 retraction, we find ă k

disjoint paths for all faces, and our algorithm returns “no”. Otherwise, there exists

a face F for which the surrounding min-cycle is of length k, and this gives a set of k

valid paths. Then, by Lemma 26, the retraction that we construct has stretch 1.
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4

Symmetric Interdiction

4.1 Introduction

A recent study of malicious network traffic observed at Microsoft data centers [95]

made the surprising observation that a large volume of attack traffic originated from

virtual machines hosted within the data centers themselves. The machines generat-

ing these attacks may have been compromised, or they may have been rented with

stolen credit cards or on a free-trial basis. While the authors of the study used

heuristics to identify traffic that was obviously malicious, in general it is very diffi-

cult to distinguish legitimate traffic from malicious traffic. In particular, an attacker

in possession of a “botnet” of compromised machines can launch a denial-of-service

attack against a service simply by using these machines to send a large number of

legitimate-looking requests to the servers that implement the service.

The following question then arises: how does a network operator decide which

connection requests to admit if she cannot distinguish between legitimate and mali-

cious requests? One natural strategy is to minimize regret: the number of legitimate

requests that are not served but might have been otherwise. This motivates us to
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define the symmetric interdiction model in this paper, where the goal is to select

a feasible set of edges whose removal minimizes the maximum feasible set in the

remaining graph. We give a general framework for converting algorithms for a broad

class of optimization problems to algorithms for the corresponding symmetric inter-

diction problems.

We instantiate our general model in the symmetric matching interdiction problem

(abbreviated smi in the rest of the paper), where the goal is to select a matching

whose removal minimizes the maximum matching in the remaining graph. The

smi problem models our motivating scenario. Suppose clients located in a data

center issue requests to servers in the same data center, where each client and each

server has the capacity to participate in a single client-server interaction. Each client

provides the operator of the data center with a list of servers it would like to contact,

and the operator selects a matching of clients and servers. The operator would

prefer to prioritize legitimate requests, but cannot distinguish between legitimate

and malicious clients. By minimizing the size of the remaining maximum matching,

an optimal solution to the smi problem bounds the number of legitimate requests

that are not satisfied but might otherwise have been. For the smi problem, we show

hardness results, and give a carefully designed algorithm that improves upon the

result obtained from the general framework.

4.1.1 Our results and chapter structure

Consider a generic optimization problem Π that is specified by an input graph G “

pV,Eq, by a set F of subgraphs of G which constitute feasible solutions to the

problem, and a maximization (resp., minimization) objective function f on graphs.

An example of Π is the maximum matching problem: F is the set of all matchings

and the function f returns the number of edges in the matching. For the optimization

problem Π, we define the symmetric interdiction problem IpΠq as follows: the goal
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is to produce a subgraph H “ pV, F q of G such that H is in F and minimizes (resp.,

maximizes) the optimum value of f achievable on the remaining graph pV,EzF q.

Thus, the symmetric matching interdiction (smi) problem is given a graph G and

seeks a matching M of G so as to minimize the maximum matching in GzM .

Our first result is a general framework for converting optimization algorithms

to symmetric interdiction algorithms for a broad class of problems. This result, de-

scribed informally below, is stated formally in Theorem 32 and proved in Section 4.2.

Theorem 30 (Informal). An α-approximation to a packing problem Π implies a

p1 ` αq-approximation to the corresponding symmetric interdiction problem IpΠq,

modulo some technical conditions.

Next, we focus on the smi problem. Theorem 32 implies that any maximum

matching algorithm is a 2-approximation algorithm for this problem. In fact, we show

that any maximal matching also achieves an approximation factor of 2. However,

this is the limit of the general framework in the sense that there are graphs where a

maximum matching has an approximation factor of exactly 2 for the smi problem.

Our main algorithmic contribution is to obtain a more careful algorithm for the smi

problem that obtains an approximation factor of 1.5. We complement this result with

a proof of APX-hardness of the problem by giving an approximation lower bound of

p1` εq for small but fixed positive ε.

Theorem 31. There is a polynomial-time deterministic algorithm for the symmetric

matching interdiction problem with an approximation factor of 1.5. Moreover, the

symmetric matching interdiction problem is APX-hard.

Extensions

We consider a randomized variant of the smi problem in Section 4.5. Specifically,

we show that if the interdictor is allowed to use randomness that is invisible to
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the optimizer, then the smi problem becomes polynomial time solvable. Another

natural extension of the smi problem that captures practical parameters arising in

networking is the capacitated case, where every edge has a capacity and the input

and output ports have maximum capacities on the total amount of network flow

that can be routed through them. If the edge capacities are unsplittable and both

the interdictor’s and optimizer’s solutions are edge subsets, then the corresponding

optimization problem is a special case of the previously studied demand matching

problem [109]. Existing results for the optimization problem, applied to our inter-

diction framework, gives an approximation algorithm for the interdiction problem

using Theorem 30. Improving this result using a more specific algorithm, such as

the one that we give for the smi problem, is left as an open problem in this work.

Finally, our symmetric interdiction framework can be applied to other diverse

combinatorial optimization problems. See Section 4.6 for a brief discussions on other

symmetric interdiction problems.

4.1.2 Related work

Interdiction variants of classical graph optimization problems have attracted con-

siderable research interest in recent years. Typically, these problems are modeled

as a two-step game between an interdictor and an optimizer. In the first step, the

interdictor removes a limited number of edges from the graph, with the goal of wors-

ening the objective of the optimizer who solves the graph optimization problem on

the remaining graph in the second step. For instance, in the matching interdiction

problem, the goal is to remove at most k edges (for a given k) such that the size of

the maximum matching in the remaining graph is minimized [122]. One can similarly

define interdiction variants for maximum flow [47, 62, 63, 120, 123, 42, 6, 37, 91],

minimum spanning tree [124, 59], and many other classic graph optimization prob-

lems [36, 116, 78, 85]. The main distinction between this model and the symmetric
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interdiction model is that both the interdictor and the optimizer in our problem

are constrained by the same feasibility conditions, whereas the interdictor was con-

strained by a budget on the number of edges in previous work.

The smi problem is similar to the matching interdiction problem studied by Ka-

malian et al. [80, 79], the key difference being that the interdictor’s matching is also

required to be a maximum matching in their case. We show that this restriction can

produce suboptimal smi solutions; indeed, the results of [80, 79] have no implication

for smi. More broadly, interdiction problems have a long history, having been stud-

ied for military applications in the Cold War [106]. Closer to our work, they have

been used to model competitive markets in economic theory. In particular, in the

Stackelberg model [119], two firms compete sequentially on the quantity of output

they produce of a homogeneous good. Furthermore, both players play by the same

rules and therefore must operate under the same constraints. This is conceptually

identical to our symmetric interdiction model and we hope that this model will be

applied to other domains in the future.

4.2 Symmetric Interdiction: A General Framework

In this section, we give a general theorem that relates symmetric interdiction prob-

lems to their corresponding optimization problems for a broad class of optimization

problems called packing problems. This includes many classical problems such as

maximum matching, knapsack, maximum flow, etc. Formally, packing problems are

those that can be encoded by the linear program (LP) given below, where all entries

of the coefficient matrix A, and that of vectors b and c are non-negative:

maximize cᵀx, subject to Ax ď b and 0 ď x ď 1. (4.1)
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Suppose x is a feasible solution to LP (4.1). Then, we define the residual LP of x

as:

maximize cᵀy, subject to Ay ď b and 0 ď y ď 1´ x. (4.2)

The symmetric interdiction problem is to find a feasible solution x that minimizes the

optimal solution to the residual LP of x. While we only focus on packing problems

in this paper, we note that one can analogously define symmetric interdiction for

covering problems1 as well. Additionally, we note that all results in this section hold

when x and y are constrained to be integral.

We call LP (4.1) the optimization problem. In this section, we develop a frame-

work to obtain approximate solutions to the interdiction problem using exact/approximate

solutions to the optimization problem. Before stating the result formally (Theo-

rem 32), we set up some basic notation. Let

xzx1 “

¨

˚

˝

maxp0, x1 ´ x
1
1q

...
maxp0, xn ´ x

1
nq

˛

‹

‚

. (4.3)

Note that xzx1 is feasible if x and x1 are feasible.

Let x˚ be an optimal solution to the interdiction problem, and let y˚ be an optimal

solution to the residual LP w.r.t. x˚. Now, consider a solution x that is feasible for

LP (4.1). Ideally, we would like to claim that if x is an approximately optimal

solution for the optimization problem, then it is also an approximately optimal for

the interdiction problem. Unfortunately, this may not be true in general. However,

we can show this connection between optimization and interdiction if x satisfies the

following stronger condition:

cᵀ
px˚zxq ď α ¨ cᵀ

pxzx˚q for some approximation factor α ě 1. (4.4)

1 Covering problems are minimization problems where the constraints are Ax ě b, with the same
non-negativity restrictions.
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This condition says that after removing any overlap between the interdiction and

optimization solutions, the approximation ratio must be α. For example, consider

an optimal interdiction solution M˚ to the maximum matching problem, and another

matching M . After removing edges that appear in both M and M˚, the number of

remaining edges in M must be within a factor α of the number of remaining edges

in M˚. In particular, when x is an optimal solution to the optimization problem,

condition (4.4) holds with α “ 1 for any maximization problem. Now, we formally

state and prove the theorem that establishes the relationship between optimization

and interdiction.

Theorem 32. Let x˚ be an optimal solution to the interdiction problem, and let y˚

be an optimal solution to the residual LP w.r.t. x˚. Suppose x is a feasible solution

satisfying condition (4.4), i.e., cᵀpx˚zxq ď α ¨ cᵀpxzx˚q. Then, x is a p1 ` αq-

approximation to the corresponding interdiction problem. That is, if y is an optimal

solution to the residual LP of x, then cᵀy ď p1` αq ¨ cᵀy˚.

Proof. We define the intersection xX x1 to be

xX x1 “

¨

˚

˝

minpx1, x
1
1q

...
minpxn, x

1
nq

˛

‹

‚

.

Observe that cᵀ ¨ y “ cᵀ ¨ pyzp1 ´ x˚qq ` cT ¨ py X p1 ´ x˚qq. We upper bound each

summand of this equation. We will need to use the fact that xzx˚ is a feasible solution

to the residual LP of x˚. This follows from two observations: (1) x satisfies the

constraint Ax ď b which implies xzx˚ does too, and (2) x ď 1 implies xzx˚ ď 1´x˚.
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We first upper bound the left summand:

cᵀ
pyzp1´ x˚qq ď cᵀ

pp1´ xqzp1´ x˚qq
(since y is feasible for the residual LP of x)

ď cᵀ
px˚zxq

ď α ¨ cᵀ
pxzx˚q (by assumption that x satisfies (4.4))

ď α ¨ cᵀ
¨ y˚

(since xzx˚ is feasible for the residual LP of x˚, shown above)

Next we bound the right summand. Note that yXp1´x˚q is feasible for the residual

LP of x˚ since yXp1´x˚q ď p1´x˚q. Therefore, since y˚ is optimal for the residual

LP of x˚, we have cᵀ ¨ py X p1´ x˚qq ď cᵀ ¨ y˚. Putting together the bounds on the

left and right summands, we get

cᵀ
¨y “ cᵀ

¨ pyzp1´x˚qq`cᵀ
¨ pyXp1´x˚qq ď α ¨cᵀ

¨y˚`cᵀ
¨y˚ “ p1`αq ¨cᵀ

¨y˚.

Corollary 33. Any optimal solution x̂ to the optimization problem, is a 2-approximation

to the corresponding symmetric interdiction problem.

Proof. Note that x̂ “ px̂zx˚q`px̂Xx˚q. Similarly, x˚ “ px˚zx̂q`px̂Xx˚q. Since x̂ is

an optimal solution to the optimization problem, cᵀx˚ ď cᵀx̂. Therefore, cᵀpx˚zx̂q ď

cᵀpx̂zx˚q.

4.3 Symmetric Matching Interdiction: A 3/2 Approximation

Let G “ pV,Eq be a graph. Then the symmetric matching interdiction (smi) prob-

lem is to find some matching M˚ such that the maximum matching in the graph

pV,EzM˚q is minimized.

From Corollary 33, we get that any maximum matching is a 2-approximation for

the smi problem. In fact, any maximal matching is also a 2-approximation.

Lemma 34. Any maximal matching is a 2-approximation for the symmetric match-

ing interdiction problem.
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Proof. For a graphG, letM be a maximal matching and L be the maximum matching

on GzM . Each component of M Y L is a path or a cycle of alternating edges of M

and L. Any edge that appears by itself in a component of M Y L must be in M , by

the maximality of M .

Let C be a component of M Y L that contains at least one edge of L. We show

that for any matching M˚ on C, the maximum matching on CzM˚ has at least

|LX C|{2 edges, which will complete the proof. Let j be the number of edges of C.

Then, |L| “ j
2

if j is even, and |L| ď j`1
2

if j is odd. That is, |L| ď r
j
2
s.

We will show later by a case analysis in Lemma 35 that the maximum matching

on CzM˚ has at least r
j´1

3
s edges for any M˚. Since r

j
2
s{r

j´1
3

s ď 2 for integers j ě 2,

the lemma follows.

This is better than the 3-approximation guarantee for maximal matchings that we

get from Theorem 32. In fact, the approximation factor of 2 is the best achievable, if

we were to choose an arbitrary maximum or maximal matching. Consider a length-4

path. The optimal interdiction solution contains the edges at the two ends, leaving

a matching of size 1. On the other hand, the first and third edges form a maximum

matching, but leaves behind a matching of size 2.

But, what if we choose the best maximum matching instead of an arbitrary one?

In the previous example, the optimal interdiction solution also turned out to be a

maximum matching. Our first result in this section is to show that there always

exists a maximum matching that is a 3{2-approximation to the optimal interdiction

matching. In the second part of this section, we make this result constructive, i.e.,

give a polynomial-time algorithm for finding such a maximum matching. Before

describing our result, we note that the approximation factor of 3{2 is the best we

can hope for from a maximum matching, even the best one. Consider a cycle of

length 6. The optimal interdiction solution contains any pair of opposite edges,
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leaving behind two disjoint length-2 paths containing a matching of size 2. On the

other hand, any maximum matching contains 3 edges, which leaves behind 3 disjoint

components forming a matching of size 3.

4.3.1 Approximating the smi problem with maximum matchings

We show that the maximum matching with the largest intersection with any fixed

optimal solution to the smi problem is a 3{2 approximation to the smi problem. In

this section, M˚ denotes an optimal solution to smi, i.e., a matching that minimizes

the size of the maximum matching L˚ in the remaining graph pV,EzM˚q. M denotes

a maximum matching on G, and L denotes a maximum matching in the remaining

graph pV,EzMq. All matchings and connected components that we refer to in this

section are defined as sets of edges; hence, set operations are only on the edges and

do not affect vertices.

For any M and L, the size of a matching on pM YLqzM˚ serves as a lower bound

on the size of L˚, since pM YLq Ď E. So, our goal will be to show that the size of L

is at most 3{2 times the size of a matching that we construct in pM Y LqzM˚. We

will show this individually for every component of M Y L. Let C be a component

of M Y L. We say M is locally 3{2-competitive on C with respect to M˚ if CzM˚

contains a matching of at least 2{3 times the size of C X L. If M is locally 3{2-

competitive for each component, then that implies an approximation factor of 3{2

overall.

For some fixed M˚, there are only certain types of components of M Y L that

may not be locally competitive. We call these components critical, and define their

structure below. Note that M Y L is a set of vertex disjoint paths and even-length

cycles, since it is composed of two matchings.

Definition 2. We call component C critical w.r.t. matching M˚ if all the following

hold:
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1. C is an even-length path,

2. the edges at the two ends of C are in M˚, and

3. CzM˚ is a set of length-2 paths.

We will show in Lemma 35 that critical components, as defined in Definition 2,

are the only ones that may not be locally competitive. From Definition 2, for a

component to be critical, it must be a path with ` edges, where ` ” 4 mod 6 edges.

We call these components bad:

Definition 3. Let C be a component of M Y L. Call C bad if C is a path and

|C| ” 4 mod 6, where |C| denotes the number of edges in C.

Note that all critical components are bad, but not vice-versa, since criticality also

depends on the structure of M˚.

We next show that M is locally 3{2-competitive on all components that are not

critical. In fact, the lemma gives tighter bounds, which will be helpful in developing

an algorithm later. Note that, till now, the only assumption we have made about

M is that it is a maximum matching, i.e., the next lemma holds for all maximum

matchings.

Lemma 35. Fix M , L, M˚, and L˚. Let C be a component of MYL. Let `˚ denote

the size of a maximum matching on CzM˚, and c denote the number of edges in C.

(Note that `˚, summed over all components C, lower bounds the size of L˚.) Then,

1. If C is not bad and c is odd, `˚ ě c´1
3

.

2. If C is not bad and c is even, `˚ ě c
3
.

3. If C is bad but not critical, `˚ ě c`2
3

.

4. If C is bad and critical, `˚ ě c´1
3

.
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Proof. We find these lower bounds on `˚ by constructing a matching pL on CzM˚.

Note that CzM˚ is either an even cycle or a set of vertex-disjoint paths. In the

former case, we pick every alternate edge on the cycle in pL. In the latter case, for

each path, we pick every alternate edge in pL, including the two edges at the ends for

odd length paths. Let m˚ denote |M˚ X C|. pL has the following properties:

1. pL contains at least r c´m
˚

2
s edges.

2. For each component of CzM˚, pL contains at least one edge.

Next, we show that these two properties are sufficient to prove that for each of the

4 cases in the statement of the lemma, the corresponding inequality holds.

Case (1). Note that C must be a path, since all cycles have even length in the union

of two matchings. Therefore, property 2 ensures that pL has at least m˚ ´ 1 edges.

Along with property 1, this implies `˚ ě |pL| ě minpm˚ ´ 1, c´m
˚

2
q. Optimizing over

the possible values of m˚ then gives us `˚ ě c´1
3

.

Case (2). C is either a path or a cycle. We treat these cases differently.

1. When C is a cycle, property 2 implies that pL has at least m˚ edges. Along

with property 1, this implies `˚ ě |pL| ě minpm˚, c´m
˚

2
q. Optimizing over the

possible values of m˚ gives `˚ ě c
3
.

2. When C is a path, property 2 implies that pL has at least m˚´1 edges. Identical

to case (1) above, we can now infer that `˚ ě c´1
3

. Since `˚ is integral, we can

claim that `˚ ě r c´1
3

s. We also know that c is even and c ı 4 mod 6. Together,

this shows that r c´1
3

s ě c
3
, which implies that `˚ ě c

3
.

Case (3). We subdivide into two cases based on the size of M˚. Note that c ” 4

mod 6; hence, c`2
3

is an integer.
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1. Suppose m˚ ‰ c`2
3

. If m˚ ě c`2
3
`1, then property (2) implies pL ě c`2

3
. On the

other hand, if m˚ ď c`2
3
´1, then property (1) ensures that |pL| ě r

c`1{2
3

s “ c`2
3

.

In either case, `˚ ě |pL| ě c`2
3

.

2. Suppose m˚ “ c`2
3

. If M˚ does not contain at least one end edge of path C,

then CzM˚ has m˚ components, and therefore, property (2) ensures that pL has

at least m˚ edges. Now, consider the case where M˚ contains both end edges

of path C. In this case, the number of components in CzM˚ is m˚ ´ 1 “ c´1
3

.

But, the total number of edges in CzM˚ is c ´ m˚ “ 2c´2
3

. Therefore, the

average number of edges in each component of CzM˚ is 2. Since C is not

critical w.r.t. M˚, every component in CzM˚ cannot have exactly 2 edges. As

a consequence, there must be at least one component α in CzM˚ that contains

at least 3 edges. By property (2), pL contains at least m˚ ´ 1 edges, but this

matching can be augmented by picking a second edge from component α to

produce a matching of size m˚ in CzM˚. Therefore, `˚ ě m˚ “ c`2
3

.

Case (4). The proof is identical to the proof of case (1).

We claim that the above lemma implies that M is locally 3{2-locally competitive

on all non-critical components. Let ` denote the number of edges of L in C. In

case (1), ` “ c´1
2

, and in cases (2) and (3), ` “ c
2
. Only case (4) is not locally

3{2-competitive, since ` “ c
2
.

We now show that there is a maximum matching that has no critical components

with respect to a fixed optimal M˚; this proves the existence of a 3{2-approximate

maximum matching.

Lemma 36. A maximum matching with the largest intersection with some optimal

solution M˚ is a 3{2-approximation to the optimal interdiction solution, i.e., |L| ď

3
2
|L˚|.
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Proof. Let M be a maximum matching with the largest intersection with M˚ and

let L and L˚ be arbitrary maximum matchings in the respective remaining graphs.

Let C be a critical component in M YL. Since |C| is even, one of its end edges must

be in L. Call this edge e, and let f denote its adjacent edge in C (note that f is in

M). Since C is critical, we have e P M˚. Then pMztfuq Y teu is also a maximum

matching. Since e P M˚ and f R M˚, this contradicts the fact that we chose M as

the maximum matching that maximizes |M XM˚|.

4.3.2 A 3{2-Approximation algorithm

In this section, we make the results of the previous section constructive. If we knew

M˚, we could give an algorithm that performed swaps of the kind used in the proof

of Lemma 36. These swaps would each increase the size of M XM˚, and we would

eventually obtain a solution with no critical components. Unfortunately, we don’t

know M˚. We show, however, that sometimes we can perform sets of swaps such

that the overlap of M with every optimal solution M˚ is increased. If such a set of

swaps does not exist, we argue that our solution is already a 3{2-approximation.

The formal algorithm is given in Algorithm 3. We outline the steps here. We

start with an arbitrary maximum matching M , and a maximum matching in GzM .

We then repeatedly perform swaps of the form given above on the set of all bad

components for a total of |E| ` 1 iterations. Finally, we output the best matching

found over all these iterations. We argue that while a 3{2-approximate solution

has not been obtained, each iteration of swaps increases the overlap of M with every

optimal solution. Such an increase cannot happen more than |E| times, and therefore

a 3{2-approximate solution is found in some iteration of the algorithm.

Lemma 37. Let M be a maximum matching and L be a maximum matching in

GzM . Suppose there exists an optimal interdiction solution M˚ such that M˚ is

critical on at most half the bad paths in M Y L. Then, |L| ď 3
2
|L˚|.
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Before proving Lemma 37, we show that this implies correctness of the algorithm.

Suppose that for some iteration of the algorithm, the condition from Lemma 37 does

not hold, i.e., every optimal solution M˚ is critical on strictly more than half the bad

paths in M Y L. After the for loop beginning on line 10, the size of the intersection

between M and every optimal solution will have increased. This is because for every

M˚, every e Ñ f swap on a critical path increases the size of the overlap between

M˚ and M by 1, while every e Ñ f swap on a non-critical bad path decreases the

overlap by at most 1. This increase in overlap can happen at most |E| times, so after

|E| ` 1 iterations, we must have produced a solution M with |L| ď 3
2
|L˚| as desired.

We now prove Lemma 37 using Lemma 35. Although critical components have a

local approximation ratio slightly worse than 3{2, non-critical bad paths offset this

with a ratio better than 3{2.

Proof of Lemma 37. Let C1, C2, C3, C4 denote the sets of components of type (1), (2),

(3), and (4) respectively from Lemma 35. Let `˚C denote a maximum matching on

component CzM˚. Also, let EpCq denote the edges of component C and EpCiq “
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Ť

CPCi EpCq. Then,

|L˚| ě
ÿ

CPC1YC2YC3YC4

`˚C

ě
ÿ

CPC1

|EpCq| ´ 1

3
`

ÿ

CPC2

|EpCq|

3
`

ÿ

CPC3

|EpCq| ` 2

3
`

ÿ

CPC4

|EpCq| ´ 1

3

(from Lemma 35)

“
|EpC1q| ´ |C1|

3
`
|EpC2q|

3
`
|EpC3q| ` 2|C3|

3
`
|EpC4q| ´ |C4|

3

ě
|EpC1q| ´ |C1|

3
`
|EpC2q|

3
`
|EpC3q| ` |C3|

3
`
|EpC4q|

3

(since |C3| ě |C4|, i.e., at most half of all bad paths are critical)

“
2

3
|LX C1| `

2

3
|LX C2| `

2|LX C3| ` |C3|

3
`

2

3
|LX C4| ě

2

3
|L|.

psince |LX C| “ |C|{2 for C P C2 Y C3 Y C4 and

|LX C| “ p|C| ´ 1q{2 for C P C1q

Algorithm 3 A 3/2-approximation algorithm for the smi problem.

1: M Ð arbitrary maximum matching in G
2: LÐ arbitrary maximum matching in GzM
3: lmin Ð |L|
4: Mmin ÐM
5: for j “ 1 Ñ |E| ` 1 do
6: if |L| ă lmin then
7: lmin Ð |L|
8: Mmin ÐM
9: end if

10: for bad path C in M Y L do
11: M ÐMzteu Y tfu Ź Let e be the edge at the end of C that is in L,

f PM is the adjacent edge in C.
12: end for
13: LÐ arbitrary maximum matching in GzM .
14: end for
15: return Mmin
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4.4 Symmetric Matching Interdiction: Hardness of Approximation

In this section, we show that the symmetric matching interdiction problem is APX-

hard which rules out the possibility of a PTAS for the problem. We give an approximation-

preserving reduction from a variant of MAX-SAT called 3-OCC-MAX-2-SAT that

we define below.

Definition 4. Let φ be a set of clauses, where each clause is a conjunction of at

most 2 literals. Additionally, each variable appears in at most 3 literals in φ. Let k

be an integer. pφ, kq is said to be in 3-OCC-MAX-2-SAT if there is a setting of the

variables such that at least k clauses are satisfied.

3-OCC-MAX-2-SAT is known to be APX-hard [20]. To show the hardness of the

smi problem, we give an approximation preserving reduction from 3-OCC-MAX-2-

SAT to the smi problem. For the purposes of the reduction, we construct an instance

graph G of the smi problem from an instance of the 3-OCC-MAX-2-SAT problem

pφ, kq as follows. For each variable xi, we have a cycle in G containing 6zi edges,

where zi ď 3 is the number of times xi appears as a literal in φ. We partition each

cycle into zi paths of length 6 each, which we call literal paths, such that each path

is associated with one of the literals containing xi. We order the edges of each path,

denoting the first edge with ‘*’ so that we can refer to the first, second, etc. edge

on a literal path without ambiguity. The construction up until now is illustrated in

Figure 4.1.

We call all edges in such cycles cycle edges. Next, we add one edge to G for

each clause in φ (we call these clause edges). Each clause contains either one or two

literals. For a clause containing two literals, the clause edge connects the two literal

paths corresponding to those literals. For a clause containing one literal, the clause

edge connects that literal’s path to a new vertex. Clause edges are adjacent to the

second vertex on the literal path corresponding to a positive literal, and the third
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xi

xi

x̄i

*
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*

Figure 4.1: Partial construction of G show the cycle corresponding to some vari-
able.

xjxi

**

x̄jxi

**

x̄i x̄j

**

xi

*

x̄i

*

Figure 4.2: From left to right, we show how to add clause edges for pxi _ xjq,
pxi _ xjq, pxi _ xjq, pxiq, and pxiq, respectively. Clause edges are drawn with bold
lines while cycle edges are drawn with normal weight lines.

vertex on the literal path corresponding to a negative literal. Figure 4.2 gives an

example of the addition of clause edges.

This completes the construction of G. The following is our main technical lemma

of the reduction.

Lemma 38. There is a setting of the variables that satisfies at least k clauses in φ

if and only if there is a matching M such that in GzM , the size of the maximum

matching is at most 2``m´ k, where m is the number of clauses in φ and ` is the

number of literals.

Before proving this lemma, we show that it is sufficient to prove APX-hardness

of the smi problem.
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Theorem 39. Symmetric matching interdiction is APX-hard.

Proof. Suppose we have an p1`εq-approximation to the smi problem, i.e., a matching

M in G such the maximum matching in GzM has size at most

p1` εq ¨ p2``m´ kq “ 2``m´

„

1´ ε

ˆ

2``m

k
´ 1

˙

k.

By Lemma 38, we can find a formula φ and an assignment x in the 3-OCC-MAX-

2-SAT instance such that x satisfies at least
“

1´ ε
`

2``m
k
´ 1

˘‰

k clauses of φ. Note

that ` ď 2m since each clause contains at most two literals; therefore, 2``m ď 5m. If

each variable is set i.i.d. to T/F with equal probability, then each clause is satisfied

with probability 1{2 if it contains a single literal, and with probability 3{4 if it

contains 2 literals. Therefore, the expected number of clauses satisfied by a 2-SAT

formula under this random assignment is at least m{2. By the probabilistic method,

it follows that the maximum number of satisfiable clauses k ě m{2. Therefore,

m{k ď 2, which implies

1´ εpp2``mq{k ´ 1q ě 1´ εp5m{k ´ 1q ě 1´ 9ε.

Therefore, this gives a p1´ 9εq-approximate solution to 3-OCC-MAX-2-SAT.

We spend the rest of the section proving Lemma 38. We first give a high level

overview of the proof, and then give the technical details. We give a mapping from

a setting of variables, x in φ, to a matching Mx in G. We argue that x satisfies

k clauses of φ if and only if the maximum matching in GzMx contains 2` `m ´ k

edges (Lemma 40). Then, we argue that for graph G produced by the reduction

from a formula φ, there is a setting of variables x in φ such that Mx is the optimal

solution to the smi problem in G (Lemmas 41, 42, 43). Together, these lemmas prove

Lemma 38.
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Figure 4.3: For the cycle in G corresponding to variable xi, we show the two
possibilities for the edges in GzMx; Mx is true on the left cycle, and false on the
right. Solid edges denote the edges of GzMx, and dotted edges denote the edges of
Mx

For an assignment x to the variables of φ, we construct matching Mx as follows:

Mx does not contain any clause edge. Mx contains every third edge on each variable

cycle. For the cycle corresponding to variable xi, these edges are chosen in the

following way: If xi set to true, Mx contains the third and sixth edges of each literal

path. We call Mx true on such a path. If xi is set to false, Mx contains the first

and fourth edges of each literal path. We call Mx false on such a path. Figure 4.3

illustrates how to construct graph GzMx.

Lemma 40. An assignment x satisfies k clauses if and only if the maximum match-

ing in GzMx has size 2``m´ k.

Proof. For each clause, we show that a maximum matching on the cycle and clause

edges corresponding to that clause after removing Mx contains two edges for each

literal in the clause, along with an additional edge if the clause is not satisfied by

x. This shows that the maximum matching on GzMx has size at most 2` `m ´ k.

Moreover, in each case there is a maximum matching that does not use the last edge

on each literal path. Therefore, they can be combined into a single matching with

2``m´k edges. To prove this, we enumerate over all types of clauses in Figures 4.4,

and 4.5. This completes the proof.
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* * * * * * * *

* * * * * *

Figure 4.4: Enumeration of all possible satisfied clauses. Edges in Mx are drawn
as dotted lines. It is easily verified that each instance has the desired structure.

* * * * * * * *

Figure 4.5: Enumeration of all possible unsatisfied clauses. Edges in Mx are drawn
as dotted lines. It is easily verified that each instance has the desired structure.

Lemma 40 implies the forward direction of Lemma 38. To show that the reduction

holds in the other direction, we show that given any optimal solution M to the smi

problem, we can transform it to a matching Mx that is also optimal and corresponds

to an assignment x of φ. We call such matchings that correspond to assignments in

φ consistent matchings. The following are necessary and sufficient conditions for a

matching to be consistent:

(a) On each variable cycle, the matching is either true or false (i.e. it contains
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either the third and sixth edges of each literal path, or the first and fourth

edges), and

(b) the matching does not contain any clause edge.

We show that M can be transformed into a consistent matching as follows.

• If property (a) is violated, iteratively identify a cycle C on which M violates

(a) and locally replace M with Mx, which is defined below.

• Once only property (b) is violated, remove all remaining clause edges.

We show that neither of these steps increases the size of the maximum matching in

GzM ; therefore, the eventual consistent matching is also optimal for the smi problem.

First, we consider violations of property (a). Let assignment x be defined as

follows: for each variable xi P x, xi “ true if xi appears as at most one negative

literal in φ and xi “ false if xi appears as at most one positive literal in φ. If

M is not consistent, we will show that we can iteratively replace variable cycles of

matching M with the corresponding variable cycles of Mx.

M must violate property (a) on cycle C in one of the following two ways:

1. M does not contain every third edge of C.

2. M contains every third edge of C, but is neither true nor false on C (i.e. it

contains the second and fifth edges of each literal path).

Let Cclause denote the set of clause edges adjacent to C. We will replace M X pC Y

Cclauseq with MxXC for violation (1), and M XC with MxXC for violation (2). We

show in Lemmas 41 and 42 respectively that both these replacements result in valid

matchings, and neither increases the size of the maximum matching in GzM . Let

ξGpMq denote the size of the maximum matching in GzM , and C denote GzpC Y

Cclauseq.
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Figure 4.6: On the left, the variable xC corresponding to the clause C appears as
three true literals. On the right, it appears as two true literals and a false literal.
The maximum matching in the first graph has size j{3 “ 6, and matching in the
second has size j{3` 1 “ 7.

Lemma 41. Consider a variable cycle C such that M does not contain every third

edge of C. Then replacing M with M 1 “ pM XCq Y pMx XCq produces a matching,

and does not increase the size of the maximum matching in GzM .

Proof. First, note that M 1 is a valid matching, since edges in MXC share no vertices

with edges in Mx X C. To complete the proof, we will show that ξGpM
1q ď ξGpMq.

First, we claim that ξCpM
1q ď 3j ` 1 ď ξCpMq. The proof that ξCpMq ě 3j ` 1

is very similar to the proof of case (3) of Lemma 35 and is not repeated here. The

proof that ξCYCclausepMxq ď 3j ` 1 is by enumeration over all possible structures of

pC Y Cclauseq XMx. We show two cases in Figure 4.6. It is straightforward to verify

the other cases.

The rest of the proofs follows:

ξGpMq ě ξCpMq ` ξCpMq (vertex sets of C and C are disjoint)

ě ξCpMq ` ξCYCclausepMxq

ě ξGpM
1
q.

Lemma 42. Consider a variable cycle C such that M contains every third edge of

C, but is neither true nor false on C (i.e. M contains the second and fifth edge of

each literal path). Then, replacing M with M 1 “ pM X pC Y Cclauseqq Y pMx X Cq
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*

Figure 4.7: One case showing that there is a matching on CzM of size ξCpMq that
leaves every vertex adjacent to a clause edge unmatched. Edges of the matching on
CzM are highlighted, and edges of M are shown as dotted lines.

produces a matching, and does not increase the size of the maximum matching in

GzM .

Proof. It is not immediately clear that M 1 is a valid matching. To show that it is, it

is sufficient to show that M does not contain any edges of Cclause. This follows from

the fact that every edge of Cclause is adjacent to an edge of M XC since M contains

the second and fifth edges of each literal path of C. To complete the proof, we will

show that ξGpM
1q ď ξGpMq.

First, we claim ξGpMq ě ξCYCclausepMq ` ξCpMq. For this, it is enough to show

that there is a matching on CzM of size ξCpMq that leaves every vertex adjacent to

a clause edge unmatched. The proof is by enumeration. We show one case in below,

it is straightforward to show the others.

We can now complete the proof:

ξGpMq ě ξCYCclausepMq ` ξCpMq

“ ξCYCclausepMq ` ξCpMxq

(MzC and MxzC are the same up to a rotation of cycle C)

ě ξGpM
1
q.

So, we can always replace M locally with Mx in a way that does not increase

the size of the maximum matching in GzM . By iteratively performing these replace-
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of types of connected components of GzM . Components
are either a path, a “barbell”, or a “T”.

ments, we obtain a matching M which violates only property (b) of the consistency

conditions. We now show that if matching M only violates property (b), any clause

edge of M can be removed without changing the size of the maximum matching in

GzM .

Lemma 43. Suppose M is either true or false on all cycle edges, but M contains

one or more clause edges. Then, removing the clause edges from M does not increase

the size of the maximum matching in GzM .

Proof. GzM consists of a set of connected components, each of which is either a pair

of cycle edges, or two pairs of cycle edges connected by a clause edge (either a path,

a barbell, or a T) as shown in Figure 4.8:

Removing a clause edge from M transforms a pair of two-edge paths into a barbell

in GzM , which does not increase the size of the maximum matching.

4.5 Randomized Symmetric Matching Interdiction

We now consider a randomized version of the symmetric matching interdiction prob-

lem. Rather than selecting matchings deterministically, the interdictor and the opti-

mizer select random matchings M and L in G; the goal for the optimizer is to select

M so as to minimize the maximum expected size of LzM , the maximum taken over all

choices of the random matching L. Note that unlike in the standard (deterministic)
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smi model, the randomly chosen matchings M and L need not be disjoint. It is easy

to see that L can be a (deterministically chosen) best response matching since the

support of a randomized best response must consist only of best response matchings.

Thus, formally, the randomized smi problem is to find a probability distribution M

over matchings that minimizes

max
matching L

Er|LzM |s, (4.5)

where M is a random matching drawn from M. Any distribution (convex combi-

nation) over integral matchings, M , can be viewed as a fractional matching, i.e., as

a point in the matching polytope [107]. Let x̄ “ xxey denote a point in the match-

ing polytope with xe the probability (equivalently the fractional weight) of choosing

edge e. The expected size of matching L in GzM is
ř

ePLp1´ xeq. Minimizing Eqn.

4.5 is therefore equivalent to minimizing over the matching polytope, the maximum

over all matchings L,
ř

ePLp1´ xeq. This gives rise to the following LP, where, EpSq

denotes the set of edges with both endpoints in S, and δpvq denotes the set of edges

adjacent to v.

min y

s.t. y ě
ÿ

ePL

p1´ xeq @ matchings L P G

ÿ

ePEpSq

xe ď
|S| ´ 1

2
@S Ă V, S odd

ÿ

ePδpvq

xe ď 1 @v P G

0 ď xe ď 1 @e P G

(4.6)

The constraints on the xe variables ensure that x̄ “ xxey lies in the matching

polytope [107]. This LP has exponentially many constraints (the first two sets of
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constraints - matching constraints and odd set constraints), so we give a separation

oracle, enabling it to be solved using the ellipsoid algorithm [65]. For the matching

constraints let z be the value of the maximum matching in graph G with edge weights

of p1 ´ xeq. If y ě z, then the solution is feasible. Otherwise, the constraint corre-

sponding to the matching with value z is violated. And for the odd set constraints

we use the Gomory-Hu based separation oracle given by Padberg and Rao [97].

Thus, by solving the above LP, we can obtain the point, x̄, in the matching

polytope. However, we need a representation of this point as a convex combination

of (or, distribution over) integral matchings in order to determine the (polynomial-

time) strategy of the interdictor. Such a representation is guaranteed by the following

known lemma (e.g. see [65]). For completeness, we give a proof in Appendix A.

Lemma 44. Let x be a fractional matching. x can be written as the convex combina-

tion of polynomially many integral matchings, and these matchings and their weights

can be found in polynomial time.

Finally, we note that there can be a gap of 2 between the optimal randomized

and deterministic matchings. Consider a length 2 path. The optimal deterministic

matching is either edge, and this matching has value 1 (since it leaves a matching

of size one). On the other hand, the randomized matching that assigns probability

1{2 to each edge has value 1{2: Regardless of which edge is chosen to be the second

matching, the expected size is 1{2.

4.6 Other Problems: Acyclic Subgraph Interdiction

As discussed in Section 4.2, our symmetric interdiction framework can be applied

to a diverse set of combinatorial optimization problems. For example, consider any

downward closed set system such as acyclic forests, independent vectors in a vector

space, and more generally matroids; we can ask how much the interdictor can re-
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duce some measure of the residual set system (e.g., rank) by removing a subset and

its elements from the family (we can pose similar questions for families of upward

closed sets). We illustrate this idea with the symmetric acyclic subgraph interdiction

problem. The goal is to determine an acyclic subgraph T of a given graph G so as

to minimize the maximum-size acyclic subgraph of GzT . Our general framework

implies a 2-approximation for this interdiction problem.

Lemma 45. An arbitrary spanning tree on G is a 2-approximation to symmetric

acyclic subgraph interdiction, and this bound is tight.

The above lemma follows directly from Corollary 33. We provide a different,

more direct proof of this lemma below. This proof enables us to derive an example

for which the bound is tight; i.e., there exists a graph G and a spanning tree of G

that is at least a 2-approximate solution for G.

Proof of Lemma 45. We start with an alternate proof that an arbitrary spanning

tree is at most a 2-approximation. Let T ˚ be a minimal optimal solution, and T

be an arbitrary spanning tree. (If G is not connected, we argue on each component

separately.) Note that for S Ď G, the size of the largest set of acyclic edges in GzS

is n´ c, where c is the number of components in GzS.

Let c˚ be the number of components in GzT ˚ and c be the number of components

in GzT . We consider two cases.

Case 1: c˚ ď n{2. Then since c ě 1, pn´ cq{pn´ c˚q ď 2.

Case 2: c˚ “ n{2` k. The c˚ components of GzT ˚ form a partition of G, where

all of the edges of T ˚ cross the partition (by minimality of T ˚). T must span the

components of GzT ˚, and thereforeare exactly those that isaac 2017

|T ˚ X T | ě c˚ ´ 1 “ n{2` k ´ 1.
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Figure 4.9: The construction for n “ 10 is shown, with OPT on the right, and a
bad solution on the left.

Additionally, |T ˚| ď n´ 1, so we have

|T ˚zT | ď n´ 1´ n{2´ k ` 1 “ n{2´ k.

Starting from GzT ˚, adding back each edge of T ˚zT can decrease the number of

components by at most one. Therefore, the number of components of pGzT ˚q Y

pT ˚zT q “ GzpT X T ˚q is at least pn{2` kq ´ pn{2´ kq “ 2k. Therefore, the edges of

T partition G into at least 2k components, i.e. c ě 2k. Then we have

n´ c

n´ c˚
“

n´ c

n{2´ k
ď

n´ 2k

n{2´ k
“ 2.

Next, we show that the bound is tight. Consider a graph with n vertices, such

that n{2 vertices form a complete graph and n{2 vertices form a line. Additionally,

there is an edge between the ith vertex on the line, and the ith vertex in the complete

graph (vertices in the complete graph have arbitrary order). The optimal spanning

tree is the line and all connecting edges, which leaves behind n
2
` 1 components. A

spanning tree that does not contain any edges of the line leaves just 2 components.

Figure 4.9 illustrates this construction.
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5

Price of Stability of Undirected Multicast Games

5.1 Introduction

In cost sharing network design games, we are given a graph/network G “ pV,Eq

with edge costs and a set of users (agents/players) who want to send traffic from

their respective source vertices to sink vertices. Every agent must choose a path

along which to route traffic, and the cost of every edge is shared equally among all

agents having the edge in their chosen path, i.e., using the edge to route traffic.

This creates a congestion game since the players benefit from other players choosing

the same resources. A Nash equilibrium (NE) is attained in this game when no

agent has incentive to unilaterally deviate from her current routing path. The social

cost of such a game is the sum of costs of edges being used in at least one routing

path, and efficiency of the game is measured by the ratio of the social cost in an

equilibrium state to that in an optimal state. (The optimal state is defined as one

where the social cost is minimized, but the agents need not be in equilibrium.)

The maximum value of this ratio (i.e., for the most expensive equilibrium state) is

called the price of anarchy of the game, while the minimum value (i.e., for the least
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expensive equilibrium state) is called its price of stability. It is well known that even

for the most restricted settings, the price of anarchy can be Ωpnq for n agents (see

Figure 5.1 for a simple example). Therefore, the main question of research interest

has been to bound the price of stability (PoS) of this class of congestion games.

1 + ε n

n

0 0 0

Figure 5.1: An example with a price of anarchy of Ωpnq. Each black vertex is an
agent, and the white vertex is the root (i.e. the common sink). There is a NE where
every agent routes through the edge of weight n. Each agent has a cost of 1 in such a
configuration. On the other hand, the optimal configuration has a total cost of 1` ε
where every agent routes through the edge of cost p1` εq.

Anshelevich et al. [7] introduced network design games and obtained a bound of

Oplog nq on the PoS in directed networks with arbitrary source-sink pairs. While

this is tight for directed networks, they left determining tighter bounds on the PoS in

undirected networks as an open question. Subsequent work has focused on the case of

all agents sharing a common sink (called multicast games) and its restricted subclass

where every vertex has an agent residing at it (called broadcast games). These prob-

lems are natural analogs of the Steiner tree and minimum spanning tree (MST) prob-

lems in a game-theoretic setting. For broadcast games, Fiat et al. [56] improved the

PoS bound to Oplog log nq, which was subsequently improved to Oplog log log nq by

Lee and Ligett [88], and ultimately to Op1q by Bilò, Flamminni, and Moscardelli [23].

For multicast games, however, progress has been much slower, and the only improve-

ment over the Oplog nq result of Anshelevich et al. is a bound of Oplog n{ log log nq

due to Li [90]. In contrast, the best known lower bounds on the PoS of both broad-

cast and multicast games are small constants [22]. Determining the PoS of multicast
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games has become one of the most compelling open questions in the area of network

games.

In the multicast setting, a vertex is said to be a terminal if it has an agent on

it, else it is called a nonterminal. Note that in the broadcast problem, there are

no nonterminals and all the edges are between terminal vertices. Here, we consider

multicast games in quasi-bipartite graphs: all edges are either between two terminals,

or between a nonterminal and a terminal. (That is, there is no edge with both

nonterminal endpoints.) This represents a natural setting of intermediate generality

between broadcast and multicast games. Moreover, quasi-bipartite graphs have been

widely studied for the Steiner tree problem (see, e.g., [99, 101, 33, 31]) and has

provided insights for the problem on general graphs.

5.1.1 Our Results

Our main result is an Op1q bound on the PoS of multicast games in quasi-bipartite

graphs.

Theorem 46. The price of stability of multicast games in quasi-bipartite graphs is

a constant.

In Table 5.1, we summarize the known and new results for single sink network

design and the corresponding cost sharing games.

Table 5.1: Single sink Network Design: Optimization and Cost sharing games.
Optimization (Approximation factor)

MST Poly-time solvable
Quasi-bipartite Steiner 1.22 [31]

Steiner Tree 1.39 [31]

Cost sharing game (Price of Stability)
Broadcast Op1q [23]

Quasi-bipartite Multicast Op1q [This paper]

Multicast O
´

logn
log logn

¯

[90]
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5.1.2 Related Work

Recall that the upper bounds for the PoS are a (large) constant and Op logn
log logn

q for

broadcast and multicast games, respectively. The corresponding best known lower

bounds are 1.818 and 1.862 respectively by Bilò et al. [22], leaving a significant

gap, even for broadcast games. Moreover, Lee and Ligett [88] show that obtaining

superconstant lower bounds, even for multicast games where they might exist, is

beyond current techniques. While this lends credence to the belief that the PoS

of multicast games is Op1q, Kawase and Makino [83] have shown that the potential

function approach of Anshelevich et al. [7] cannot yield a constant bound on the

PoS, even for broadcast games. In fact, Bilò et al. [23] used a different approach for

broadcast games, as do we for multicast games on quasi-bipartite graphs.

Various special cases of network design games have also been considered. For

small instances (n “ 2, 3, 4), both upper [38] and lower [21] bounds have been studied.

[38] show upper bounds of 1.65 and 4{3 for two and three players respectively. For

weighted players, Anshelevich et al. [7] showed that pure Nash equilibria exist for

n “ 2, but the possibility of a corresponding result for n ě 3 was refuted by Chen

and Roughgarden [35], who also provided a logarithmic upper bound on the PoS.

An almost matching lower bound was later given by Albers [3]. Recently, Fanelli et

al. [52], showed that the PoS of network design games on undirected rings is 3/2.

Network design games have also been studied for specific dynamics. In particular,

starting with an empty graph, suppose agents arrive online and choose their best re-

sponse paths. After all arrivals, agents make improving moves until an NE is reached.

The worst-case inefficiency of this process was determined to be poly-logarithmic by

Charikar et al. [34], who also posed the question of bounding the inefficiency if the

arrivals and moves are arbitrarily interleaved. This question remains open. Upper

and lower bounds for the strong PoA of undirected network design games have also
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been investigated [3, 48]. They show that the price of anarchy in this setting is

Θplog nq.

5.1.3 Chapter Roadmap

The content in the chapter is technically challenging, and therefore we begin by

providing a lengthy overview of our techniques in Section 5.2 In Section 5.3, we

introduce notation, definitions, and claims that will be used throughout the rest of

the chapter. In Section 5.4 we give an algorithm that constructs a sequence of moves

that result in a NE. Finally in Section 5.5, we show that this algorithm does indeed

terminate, and we analyze the cost of the NE that is reached.

5.2 Overview of Techniques

Our techniques overcome some of the fundamental difficulties of analyzing the PoS of

general multicast games, and therefore represent a promising step toward resolving

this important open problem. To illustrate this point, we outline the salient features

of our analysis below.

The previous PoS bounds for multicast games [7, 90] are based on analyzing a

potential function φe defined on each edge e as its cost scaled by the harmonic of the

number of agents using the edge, i.e., φe “ costpeq ¨ p1` 1{2` 1{3` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` 1{jq where

j is the number of terminals using e. The overall potential is φ “
ř

e φe. When

an agent changes her routing path (called a move), this potential exactly tracks the

change in her shared cost. If the move is an improving one, then the shared cost of

the agent decreases and so too does the potential. As a consequence, for an arbitrary

sequence of improving moves starting with the optimal Steiner tree, the potential

decreases in each move until a NE is reached. This immediately yields a PoS bound

of Hpnq “ Oplog nq [7]. To see this, note that the potential of any configuration is

bounded below by its cost, and above by its cost times Hpnq. Then, letting SNE be
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the Nash equilibrium state reached, and T ˚ be the optimal routing tree, we have

cpSNEq ď φpSNEq ď φpT ˚q ď HpnqcpT ˚q.

This bound was later improved to Oplog n{ log log nq by Li [90] with a similar but

more careful accounting argument.

The previous PoS bounds for broadcast games [56, 88, 23] use a different strategy.

As in the case of multicast games, these results analyze a game dynamics that starts

with an optimal solution (MST) and ends in an NE. However, the sequence of moves

is carefully constructed — the moves are not arbitrary improving moves. At a high

level, the sequence follows the same pattern in all the previous results for broadcast

games:

1. Perform a critical move: Allow some terminal v to switch its path to introduce

a single new edge into the solution, that is not in the optimal routing tree

and is adjacent to v. This edge is associated with v and denoted ev. Any

edge introduced by the algorithm in any move other than a critical move uses

only edges in the current routing tree, and edges in the optimal routing tree.

Therefore, we only need to account for edges added by critical moves.

2. Perform a sequence of moves to ensure that the routing tree is homogenous.

That is, the difference in costs of a pair of terminals is bounded by a function of

the length of the path between them on the optimal routing tree. For example,

suppose two terminals w and w1 differ in cost by more than the length of the

path between them in the optimal routing tree. Then the terminal with larger

cost has an improving move that uses this path, and then the other terminal’s

path to the root. Such a move introduces only edges in the optimal routing

tree.

3. Absorb a set of terminals around v in the shortest path metric defined on the
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optimal tree: terminals w replace their current strategy with the path in the

optimal routing tree to v, and then v’s path to the root. If w had an associated

edge ew, introduced via a previous critical move, it is removed from the solution

in this step.

The absorbing step allows us to account for the cost of edges added via critical

moves, by arguing that vertices associated with critical edges of similar length must

be well-separated on the optimal routing tree. If edges eu and ev are not far apart,

the second edge to be added would be removed from the solution via the absorbing

step.

Homogeneity facilitates absorption: Suppose v has performed a critical move

adding edge ev, and let w be some other terminal. While v pays cpevq to use edge ev,

w would only pay cpevq{2 to use ev, since it would split the cost with v. That is, if w

bought a path to v and then used v’s path to the root, it would save at least cpevq{2

over v’s current cost. If the current costs paid by v and w are not too different, and

the distance between v and w not too large, then such a move is improving for w.

The previous results differ in how well they can homogenize: the tighter the

bound on the difference in costs of a pair of terminals as a function of the length

of the path between them in the optimal routing tree, the larger the radius in the

absorb step. In turn, a larger radius of absorption establishes a larger separation

between edges with similar cost, which yields a smaller (tighter) bound on the PoS.

This homogenization-absorption framework has not previously been extended to

multicast games. The main difficulty is that there can be nonterminals that are in the

routing tree at equilibrium but are not in the optimal tree. No edge incident on these

vertices is in the optimal tree metric, and therefore these vertices cannot be included

in the homogenization process. So, any critical edge incident on such a vertex cannot

be charged via absorption. This creates the following basic problem: what metric can
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we use for the homogenization-absorption framework that will satisfy the following

two properties?

1. The metric is feasible – the sum of all edge costs in (a spanning tree of) the

metric is bounded by the cost of the optimal routing tree. These edges can

therefore be added or removed at will, without need to perform another set

of moves to pay for them (in contrast to critical edges). This allows us to

homogenize using these edges.

2. The metric either includes all vertices (as is the case with the optimal tree

metric for broadcast games), or if there are vertices not included in the metric,

critical edges adjacent to these vertices can be accounted for separately, outside

the homogenization-absorption framework.

We create such a metric for quasi-bipartite graphs, allowing us to extend the homogenization-

absorption framework to multicast games. Our metric is based on a dynamic tree

containing all the terminals and a dynamic set of nonterminals. We show that under

certain conditions, we can include the shortest edge incident on a nonterminal ver-

tex, even if it is not in the optimal routing tree, in this dynamic tree. These edges

are added and removed throughout the course of the algorithm. Our new metric is

now defined by shortest path distances on this dynamic tree: the optimal routing

tree extended with these special edges. We ensure homogeneity not on the optimal

routing tree, but on this dynamic metric. Likewise, absorption happens on this new

metric. We define the metric in such a way that the following hold:

1. The metric is feasible. That is, the total cost of all edges in the dynamic tree

is within a constant factor of the cost of the optimal tree.

2. Consider some critical edge ev such that the corresponding vertex v is not in the

metric. That is, it was not possible to add the shortest edge adjacent to v to the
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dynamic tree while keeping it feasible. Therefore, v is at infinite distance from

every other vertex in this metric, ruling out homogenization. Then, ev can be

accounted for separately, outside the homogenization-absorption framework.

For the remaining edges ev such that v is in the metric, we account for them by

using the homogenization-absorption framework. Our main technical contribution

is in creating this feasible dynamic metric, going beyond the use of static optimal

metrics in broadcast games. While the proof of feasibility currently relies on the

quasi-bipartiteness of the underlying graph, we believe that this new idea of a feasible

dynamic metric is a promising ingredient for multicast games in general graphs.

5.3 Preliminaries

Let G “ pV,Eq be an undirected edge-weighted graph and let cpeq denote the cost

of edge e. Let U Ď V be a set of terminals and r P U . In an instance of a network

design game, each terminal u is associated with a player, or agent, that must select

a path from u to r. We consider instances in which G is quasi-bipartite, that is no

edge e has two nonterminal end points.

A solution, or state, is a set of paths connecting each player to the root. Let S be

the set of all possible solutions. For a solution S, a terminal u, and some subset E 1 of

the edges in the graph, let cE
1

u pSq “
ř

ePE1 cpeq{nepSq be the cost paid by u for using

edges in E 1, where nepSq is the number of players using edge e in state S. Let pupSq

be the set of edges used by u to connect to the root in S and let cupSq “ c
pupSq
u pSq

be the total cost paid by u to use those edges. For a nonterminal v, if every terminal

u with v P pupSq uses the same path from v to the root then define pvpSq to be this

path from v to r, and cvpSq “ c
pvpSq
u pSq. Additionally, we will sometimes refer to the

cost a vertex v pays, even if v is a nonterminal. By this we mean cvpSq. For any

vertex v P S, let ev be the edge in pvpSq with v as an endpoint.
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Let Φ : S Ñ R` be the potential function introduced by Rosenthal [103], defined

by

ΦpSq “
ÿ

ePE

cpeqHnepSq “ cpeq

ˆ

1`
1

2
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `

1

nepSq

˙

.

Let u P U and suppose S and S 1 are states for which pvpSq “ pvpS
1q for all players

v “ u. Then ΦpS 1q ´ΦpSq “ cupS
1q ´ cupSq. In particular, if a single player changes

their path to a path of lower cost, the potential decreases.

The goal of each player is to find a path of minimum cost. A solution where no

player can benefit by unilaterally changing their path is called a Nash Equilibrium.

Let T ˚ be a solution that minimizes the total cost paid. Note that T ˚ is a minimum

Steiner tree for G. The price of stability (PoS) is the ratio between the minimum

cost of a Nash equilibrium and the cost of T ˚.

Let pT˚pu, vq be the path in T ˚ between u and v. Let v1, . . . , vn be the vertices

of T ˚ in the order they appear in a depth first search of T ˚. Let MC, the “main

cycle”, be the concatenation of pT˚pv1, v2q, pT˚pv2, v3q, . . . , pT˚pvn´1, vnq, pT˚pvn, v1q.

Note that each edge in T ˚ appears exactly twice in MC. The following property will

be helpful:

Fact 47. Any x to y path in MC completely contains pT˚px, yq.

Define the class of edge e, classpeq, as α if 256α ď cpeq ă 256α`1. Without loss

of generality, we assume that cpeq ě 1 for all e P E, so the minimum possible edge

class is 0. For simplicity, define tcpequ “ 256classpeq, a lower bound for cpeq, and

rcpeqs “ 256classpeq`1, an upper bound for cpeq.

For each nonterminal v, let σv be the minimum cost edge adjacent to v in G.

Let tv be the terminal adjacent to σv. Let T` be the extended optimal metric:

T ˚ Y tσvuvPV . We maintain a dynamic set of nonterminals

ZS “ tw R T ˚ : cpσwq ď tcpewqu{64u .
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That is, ZS are those nonterminals w in solution S whose first edge ew has cost

within a constant factor of the cost of σw For any w P S, if σw is added to S while

w P ZS, then we will show that we will be able to pay for σw if it remains in the final

solution. We prove this fact in Section 5.5.2. In the description of the algorithm, we

denote the current state by Scurr. For ease of notation, we define Z “ ZScurr .

The remaining definitions are modifications of key definitions from [23]. The

interval around vertex v P T ˚ with budget y, Iv,y, is the concatenation of its right

and left intervals, I`v,y and I´v,y, where I`v,y is the maximal contiguous interval in MC

with v a left endpoint such that

2
ÿ

αě0

256α`1H2
nI`,α

ď y,

where nI`,α is the number of edges of class α in I`v,y (repeated edges are counted

every time they appear). We define I´v,y similarly.

The neighborhood of v in state S, NSpvq is an interval around v as well as certain

w R T ˚ with tw in the interval. Formally,

NSpvq “

$

&

%

I
v,

tcpevqu
56

Y

!

w P ZS
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
tw P Iv, tcpevqu

56

and cpσwq ď
tcpevqu

64

)

if v P T ˚,

I
tv ,

tcpevqu
56

Y

!

w P ZS
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
tw P Itv , tcpevqu

56

and cpσwq ď
tcpevqu

64

)

otherwise.

N`
S pvq and N´

S pvq are the right and left intervals of the neighborhood respectively

(that is, the portions of NSpvq to the right and left of v or tv respectively). We

denote NScurrpvq as Npvq. Roughly speaking, we are going to charge the cost of

edges in the final solution not in T ˚ to the interval portions of non-overlapping right

neighborhoods.

Observe that every edge in NpvqXT ˚ has class at most classpevq´2. If this were

false,

2
ÿ

αą0

256α`1H2
nI`,α

ě 256classpevq ą
tcpevqu

56
,
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which contradicts the definition of Npvq. A path X “ pT˚px, yq is homogenous if

|cxpSq ´ cypSq| ď 4
ÿ

αě0

256α`1H2
nX,α

.

If X “ pT˚px, yq Ď Npvq X T ˚ is a homogenous path then

|cxpSq ´ cypSq| ď 4
ÿ

αě0

256α`1H2
nX,α

ď 8
ÿ

αě0

256α`1H2
nN`pvq,α

ď tcpequ{14.

Npvq is homogenous if the following holds: For all x, y P Npvq with x, y ‰ uv,

a special vertex to be defined later, such that the path in T` from x to y does not

contain v, |cxpScurrq ´ cypScurrq| ď
23tcpevqu

112
. Homogenous neighborhoods allow us to

bound the difference in cost between any two vertices in Npvq which will be useful

when arguing that players have improving strategy changes.

5.4 Algorithm

The initial state of the algorithm is the minimum cost tree T ˚ connecting all the ter-

minals to the root. The algorithm carefully schedules a series of potential-reducing

moves. (Recall the potential function ΦpSq “
ř

ePE cpeqHnepSq introduced in Sec-

tion 5.3). Since there are finitely many states possible, such a series of moves must

always be finite. Since any improving move reduces potential, we must be at a Nash

equilibrium if there is no potential reducing move. These moves are scheduled such

that if any edge outside of T ˚ is introduced, it is subsequently accounted for by

charging to some part of T ˚. In particular, we will show that at any point in the

process, and therefore in the equilibrium state at the end, the total cost of these

edges is bounded by Op1q ¨ cpT ˚q.

The algorithm is a series of loops, which we run repeatedly until we reach a

Nash equilibrium. Each loop begins with a terminal, a, performing either a safe

improving move, or a critical improving move. In both cases, a switches strategy to
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Figure 5.2: Types of critical improving moves. Dotted edges represent the new
edges being added.

follow a new path to the root. Let S be the state before the start of the loop. A

safe improving move is one which results in some state S 1 Ď T ˚ Y S, i.e., the new

path of a contains edges currently in S and edges in the optimal tree T ˚. A safe

improving move requires no additional accounting on our part. A critical improving

move on the other hand introduces one or two new edges that must be accounted

for (see Figure 5.2). We will show later that in any non-equilibrium state, a safe or

critical improving move always exists (see Lemma 56).

The algorithm will use a sequence of (potential-reducing) moves to account for

the new edges introduced by a critical move. At a high level, each of these edges is

accounted for in the following way. Let ev be the edge in question, and v be the first

vertex using ev on its path to the root.

1. In some neighborhood around v, perform a sequence of moves to ensure that

for every pair of vertices (excluding v and at most one other special vertex),

the difference in shared costs of these vertices is not too large. (Recall that the

while nonterminals do not pay anything, the shared cost of a nonterminal u is

defined to be cupSq, the cost that a terminal using u pays on its subpath from

u to the root). This sequence of moves must be potential-reducing, and cannot

add any edges outside of T ˚ Y S to the solution.

2. For every vertex y in the neighborhood around v, v has an alternative path to

the root consisting of the path in T` to y, and y’s path to the root. (Recall

from Section 5.3 that T` is the optimal tree, T ˚, augmented with minimum
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cost edges incident on nonterminals tσw : w is a nonterminalu.)

(a) If there is a y for which this alternative path is an improving path for

v, then v can switch to this new path and ev will be removed from the

solution.

(b) If every path is not improving for v, then we show that every vertex in

the neighborhood of v has an improving move that uses ev.

These steps ensure that we either remove ev from the solution, or else for any

vertex y in the neighborhood we remove edge ey R T
˚ from the solution. We elab-

orate on the steps above, referencing the subroutines described in Algorithm 5 –

Homogenize, Absorb, and MakeTree:

Step 1: This is accomplished in two ways. For any path in T ˚, the Homogenize

subroutine ensures that a path in T ˚ is homogenous. Recall that this gives a bound

(relative to the cost of ev) on the difference in shared costs of the endpoints of the

path. Additionally, for any pair of adjacent vertices, if the difference in the shared

costs is more than the cost of the edge between them, then one vertex must have

an improving move through this edge. This move adds no edges outside of T ˚. The

second way of bounding differences in shared cost is much weaker, but we will use

it only a small number of times. Overall, the path between any two vertices in the

neighborhood will comprise homogenous segments connected by edges whose cost is

bounded by the second method above. Adding up the cost bounds for each of these

segments gives us the total bound. Lemma 50 gives the technical details.

Step 2(a): The purpose of this step is to establish that either the shared cost of

v is not much larger than the shared cost of every other vertex in its neighborhood,

or that we can otherwise remove ev from the solution. If the shared cost of v is much

larger than some other vertex in the neighborhood, then it is also much larger than

the shared cost of an adjacent vertex (call it q) in T`. This is because every pair of
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vertices in the neighborhood have a similar shared cost (by Step 1). Then, v has a

lower cost path to the root consisting of the pv, qq edge, combined with q’s current

path to the root. Such a move would remove ev from the solution.

Step 2(b): If we reach this step, we need to account for the cost of ev by making

every other vertex in the neighborhood give up its first edge, if that edge is not in

T`. This ensures that at the end, the edges in the solution that are not in T` will

be very far apart. This is accomplished via the Absorb function: v is currently

paying the entire cost of ev, while any vertex that would switch to using v’s path to

the root would only pay at most half the cost of ev. Furthermore, if vertices close to

v in T` switch first, vertices farther from v (who must pay a higher cost to buy a

path to v) will reap the benefits of more sharing, and therefore a further reduction

in shared cost. This is formalized in the definition of Absorb.

There are some other details which we mention here before moving on to a more

formal description of the algorithm:

• If v is a nonterminal, let uv be the terminal that added v as part the critical

move. We avoid including uv in any path provided to the Homogenize sub-

routine. This is because Homogenize switches the strategies of terminals to

follow the strategy of some terminal on input path. If terminals were switched

to follow uv’s path, this would increase the sharing on ev, when it is required

at the beginning of Step (2b) that only one terminal is using ev. When v is a

terminal, then uv is undefined and this problem does not exist. We define two

versions of a loop of the algorithm, defined as MainLoop in Algorithm 4, to

account for this difference.

• We have only described how to account for a single edge, but sometimes a

critical move adds two new edges that must be accounted for. Suppose ea and

eb are the new edges added by a (a is a terminal and b is a nonterminal). Then
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we run MainLooppebq first, and then MainLooppeaq. The first loop does not

increase sharing on ea, so the second loop is still valid.

• We assume the existence of a function MakeTree. This function takes as in-

put a set of strategies. Its output is a new set of strategies such that (1) the new

set of strategies has lower potential than the old set, (2) the edge set of the new

strategies is a subset of the old edge set, and (3) the edge set of the new strate-

gies is a tree. In particular, MakeTreepScurrztpuvpScurrq, pvpScurrquq, used on

line 12 does not increase sharing on ev, since v and uv are the only two vertices

using ev on their path to the root. MakeTreepScurrztpuvpScurrq, pvpScurrquq

will also not increase sharing on euv if this edge has just been added (and

therefore uv is the only vertex using the edge). We will not go into more detail

about this function, since an identical function was used in both [23] and [56].

• We assume that all edges in E with cpeq ą cpT ˚q have been removed from

the graph. This is without loss of generality: if the final state Sf is a Nash

equilibrium, then Sf is still an equilibrium after reintroducing e with cpeq ą

cpT ˚q. This is because any vertex with an improving move that adds such an

edge e also has a path to the root (the path in T ˚) with total cost less than

cpeq.

We walk through the peusdocode next: We execute the MainLoop function given

in Algorithm 4 either once or twice, once for each edge not in T ˚YS that is added by a

critical move. If two edges have been added, we execute in the order MainLooppebq

then MainLooppeaq (where a is the terminal and b is the nonterminal). We define

two versions of MainLooppevq, one when v is a terminal, and one when v is a

nonterminal, appearing on lines 25 and 1 respectively. When v is a nonterminal, we

denote the terminal which added ev to the solution as part of the initial improving
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move as uv. For brevity, we define uv as “empty” when v is a terminal. Thus if v is

a terminal, define Npvqztuvu “ Npvq.

Algorithm 4 Main loop to be executed for each edge added to the solution as part
of a critical move.

1: function MainLoop(ev) Ź v is a nonterminal and uv the terminal which
added ev as part of a critical move.

2: while any of the following if conditions are true do
3: if DX “ pT˚px, yq P Npvq X T ˚ with uv, v R X and X not homogenous

then Homogenize(X)
4: end if
5: if Dx, y P Npvqz tvu adjacent to uv with cxpScurrq ´ cypScurrq ą cpx, uvq `
cpuv, yq then

6: Replace x’s strategy with px, uvq Y puv, yq Y pypScurrq.
7: end if
8: if Dw P NpvqzT ˚ such that tw ‰ v, uv with |cwpScurrq ´ ctwpScurrq| ą cpσwq

then
9: Assuming WLOG ctwpScurrq ą cwpScurrq, replace tw’s strategy with
σw Y pwpScurrq.

10: end if
11: if ScurrztpuvpScurrq, pvpScurrqu is not a tree then
12: MakeTree(ScurrztpuvpScurrq, pvpScurrqu)
13: end if
14: end while
15: for q P Npvqz tv, uvu adjacent in T` to either v or uv do
16: if cpv, qq ` cqpScurrq ă cvpScurrq then
17: v changes strategy to pv, qq Y pqpScurrq.
18: return
19: end if
20: Repeat the previous 3 lines substituting uv for v.
21: Ź Note that uv changing strategy will remove v from the solution.
22: end for
23: Absorb(v)
24: end function Ź (Continued on next page.)
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25: function MainLoop(ev) Ź v a terminal.
26: while any of the following if conditions are true do
27: if DX “ pT˚px, yq P Npvq X T ˚ with v R X and X is not homogenous

then Homogenize(X)
28: end if
29: if Dw P NpvqzT ˚ such that tw ‰ v with |cwpScurrq ´ ctwpScurrq| ą cpσwq

then
30: Assuming WLOG ctwpScurrq ą cwpScurrq, replace tw’s strategy with

σw Y pwpScurrq.
31: end if
32: if Scurrz tpvpScurrqu is not a tree then MakeTree(Scurrz tpvpScurrqu)
33: end if
34: end while
35: for q P Npvq adjacent in T` to v do
36: if cpv, qq ` cqpScurrq ă cvpScurrq then
37: v changes strategy to pv, qq Y pqpScurrq.
38: return
39: end if
40: end for
41: Absorb(v)
42: end function

The while loops at lines 2 and 26 terminate with Npvq being homogenous. For

any violated if statement within the while loop, we perform a move that reduces

potential, and does not increase sharing on ev, or on euv if it was added along with ev

as part of uv’s critical move. In Lemma 50 we show that if none of these if conditions

hold, Npvq is homogenous. Therefore, this while loop eventually terminates in a

homogenous state.

We next use the cost bound given by Lemma 50 to ensure that the cost that v

pays is similar to the cost every other vertex in Npvq pays. If these costs are not

close, we show in Lemma 51 that the condition at line 16/36 will be true, and ev will

be deleted from the solution.

If ev is still present at this point, we finally call the Absorb function. Lemma 51

ensures that the precondition of the Absorb function is met. We use this condition

to show that the switches made by all the vertices in Npvq in the Absorb function
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Algorithm 5 Helper functions for Algorithm 4.

25: function Homogenize(X “ pT˚px, yq)
26: Let X “ px “ x1, x2, . . . , xk, xk`1 “ yq
27: Let S 1 be the current state.
28: for iÐ 1 to k do
29: for j Ð i down to 1 do
30: Change xj’s strategy to pT˚pxj, xi`1q Y pxipSq.
31: end for
32: if ΦpScurrq ă ΦpS 1q then return
33: else Reset state to S 1

34: end if
35: end for
36: end function

Require: cqpSq ě cvpSq ´
2¨tcpevqu

7
@q P Npvqz tuvu Ź See Lemma 51

37: function Absorb(v) Ź v absorbs Npvqztuvu
38: for q P Npvq X T ˚z tuvu in breadth-first order from r according to T ˚ do
39: if v R T ˚ then Change q’s strategy along with its descendants to

pT˚pq, tvq Y σv Y pvpSq.
40: else Change q’s strategy along with its descendants to pT˚pq, vqY pvpSq.
41: end if
42: end for
43: Let S 1 be the current state.
44: for q P NpvqzT ˚, in reverse breadth-first order from r according to S 1 do
45: Change q’s strategy along with its descendants to σq Y ptqpS

1q.
46: end for
47: end function

are improving, and therefore reduce potential.

Note that although we do not make this explicit, if at any point Scurr contains

edges that are not part of pupScurrq for any terminal u, these edges are deleted

immediately. This ensures that any nonterminal in Scurr is always used as part of

some terminal’s path to r.

5.5 Analysis

In this section, we first prove some properties about the algorithm. Then we analyze

the cost of the final Nash equilibrium.
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5.5.1 Termination

We first show that all parts of the algorithm reduce potential, guaranteeing that

the algorithm terminates (by the definition of the potential function, the minimum

decrease in potential is bounded away from 0).

Most steps in the algorithm involve single terminals making improving moves,

and therefore these steps reduce potential. There are two parts of the algorithm for

which it is not immediately obvious that potential is reduced: the Homogenize

function and the Absorb function. We first show that the Homogenize function

reduces potential.

Theorem 48. Suppose there is a path X “ pT˚px, yq P Npvq which is not homoge-

nous. Let px “ x1, x2, . . . , xk, xk`1 “ yq be the sequence of vertices in X. Then there

exists a prefix of X, px1, . . . , xiq, such that the sequence of moves in which each xj,

j P t1, . . . , iu, switches its strategy to pT˚pxj, xi`1q Y pxi`1
pSq reduces potential.

Note that the order in which the vertices move does not affect the change in

potential of the entire sequence of moves. However, to help prove the theorem, we

will assume that the vertices execute these moves in the order xi, xi´1, . . . , x1, the

order given in Algorithm 5. Let ej “ pxj, xj`1q. Let S be the state before the prefix

move starts, and let Sj be the state just after xj switches its strategy. Note that

Sj`1 is the state just before xj switches.

Lemma 49. The prefix move given in Theorem 48 for prefix px1, . . . , xiq does not

reduce potential only if

i
ÿ

j“1

cxjpSq ´ ci`1pSq ď 2
i
ÿ

j“1

2Hjcpejq.
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Proof. The change in potential caused by xj’s switch is cxjpSjq´cxjpSj`1q. Partition

the edges of xj’s strategy in S into 3 sets: edges in pT˚pxj, xi`1q, edges in pxi`1
pSq,

and all other edges, called E1,j, E2,j, and E3,j respectively. Additionally, let E4,j be

the remaining edges in xi`1’s strategy: those not in E2,j. For edge e, let nepSq be

the number of players using edge e in state S.

• cE1,j
xj pSj`1q ě 0 “ c

E1,j
xj pSq ´

ř

ePE1,j

1
nepSq

cpeq, since c
E1,j
xj pSq “

ř

ePE1,j

1
nepSq

cpeq.

• cE2,j
xj pSj`1q ´ c

E2,j
xi`1pSj`1q “ c

E2,j
xj pSq ´ c

E2,j
xi`1pSq “ 0 since all edges in E2 are

shared.

• cE3,j
xj pSj`1q ě c

E3,j
xj pSq since xj’s cost on this edge set has not decreased, since

no sharing has been added.

• cE4,j
xi`1pSj`1q ď c

E4,j
xi`1pSq since sharing on these edges only increases.

These facts give us

2cxi`1
pSj`1q ´ cxjpSj`1q “ cE4,j

xi`1
pSj`1q ` c

E2,j
xi`1
pSj`1q

´ cE1,j
xj
pSj`1q ´ c

E2,j
xj
pSj`1q ´ c

E3,j
xj
pSj`1q

ď cE4,j
xi`1
pSq ` cE2,j

xi`1
pSq ´ cE2,j

xj
pSq ´ cE1,j

xj
pSq `

ÿ

ePE1,j

1

nepSq
cpeq ´ cE3,j

xj
pSq

“ cxi`1
pSq ´ cxjpSq `

ÿ

ePE1,j

1

nepSq
cpeq.

Then,

cxjpSjq ´ cxjpSj`1q ď

i
ÿ

h“j

2
1

h´ j ` 1
cpehq ` cxi`1

pSj`1q ´ cxjpSj`1q

ď cxi`1
pSq ´ cxjpSq `

ÿ

ePE1,j

1

nepSq
cpeq `

i
ÿ

h“j

2
1

h´ j ` 1
cpehq.
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Summing over all j gives

i
ÿ

j“1

`

cxjpSjq ´ cxjpSj`1q
˘

ě 0 ùñ

i
ÿ

j“1

`

cxjpSq ´ cxi`1
pSq

˘

ď

i
ÿ

j“1

2
i
ÿ

h“j

1

h´ j ` 1
cpehq `

i
ÿ

j“1

ÿ

ePE1,j

1

nepSq
cpeq

ď 2
i
ÿ

j“1

Hjcpejq `
i
ÿ

j“1

cpejq ď 4
i
ÿ

j“1

Hjcpejq.

Assume that for all i, 1 ď i ď k, the prefix move given in Theorem 48 for prefix

px1, . . . , xiq does not reduce potential. Then we show that pT˚px, yq is homogenous.

Let

gj “

#

1
jpj`1q

for j ă k, and
1
j

for j “ k.

Note that
řk
j“i gj “ 1{i for all i ď k. From Lemma 49 we have

i
ÿ

j“1

cxjpSq ´ cxi`1
pSq ď 2

i
ÿ

j“1

2Hjcpejq @i, 1 ď i ď k

ùñ

k
ÿ

i“1

«

gi

i
ÿ

j“1

cxjpSq ´ cxi`1
pSq

ff

ď

k
ÿ

i“1

2gi

i
ÿ

j“1

2Hjcpejq.

Rewriting
ři
j“1 cxjpSq´ cxi`1

pSq as
ři
j“1

ři
h“j cxhpSq´ cxh`1

pSq and rearranging, we

obtain

k
ÿ

i“1

«

gi

i
ÿ

j“1

j
`

cxjpSq ´ cxj`1
pSq

˘

ff

ď

k
ÿ

i“1

2gi

i
ÿ

j“1

2Hjcpejq.
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Rearranging the sums, we get

k
ÿ

j“1

«

j
`

cxjpSq ´ cxj`1
pSq

˘

k
ÿ

i“j

gi

ff

ď 4
k
ÿ

j“1

Hjcpejq
k
ÿ

i“j

gi

ùñ

k
ÿ

j“1

cxjpSq ´ cxj`1
pSq ď 4

k
ÿ

j“1

Hj

j
cpejq

ùñ cxpSq ´ cypSq ď 4
ÿ

αě0

«

256α`1

nα,X
ÿ

j“1

Hj

j

ff

ď 4
ÿ

αě0

256α`1H2
nα,X

.

This completes the proof of Theorem 48.

Before we can analyze the absorb function, we need to show that the precon-

dition for the Absorb function (see just before line 33) is satisfied. We state and

prove the precondition in Lemma 51. The proof of Lemma 51 requires a homogenous

solution, so we first prove homogeneity in the follow lemma (Lemma 50).

Lemma 50. When the while loops on lines 2 and 26 terminate, Npvq is homogenous.

Proof. Let S “ Scurr. Let x, y P Npvq such that the path in T` from x to y does not

contain v. Let P be this path. In the simplest case, both x and y are in T ˚, and uv, if

it exists, does not lie in P . Then, we can bound the cost difference between x and y

using the homogenous property, guaranteed by line 3/27 of the MainLoop function.

That is, |cxpSq´ cypSq| ď
tcpevqu

14
. Next let us consider the general case, in which both

x and y are nonterminals, and uv P P . Let P “ px, tx, . . . , ul, uv, ur, . . . , ty, yq. We
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have the following bounds:

|cxpSq ´ ctxpSq| ď
tcpevqu

64
,

|ctxpSq ´ culpSq| ď
tcpevqu

14
,

|culpSq ´ curpSq| ď
2tcpevqu

256
,

|ctypSq ´ curpSq| ď
tcpevqu

14
,

|cypSq ´ ctypSq| ď
tcpevqu

64
.

Combining these ensures |cxpSq ´ cypSq| ď
23tcpevqu

112
.

We use Lemma 50 to show the precondition for the Absorb function.

Lemma 51. If the for loops on line 15/35 terminate without the algorithm returning,

then

cppScurrq ě cvpScurrq ´
2 ¨ tcpevqu

7

for all p P Npvq, p ‰ uv.

Proof. Let S “ Scurr. Again, we suppose that uv is not adjacent to v in T ˚. Suppose

the claim does not hold, that is, cvpSq ´ cppSq ą
2¨tcpevqu

7
for some p P Npvq Let

P “ pp, . . . , q, vq be the path from p to v in T` and suppose q “ uv. By Lemma 50,

|cppSq ´ cqpSq| ď
23tcpevqu

112
ùñ cvpSq ´ cqpSq ą

9tcpevqu

112
.

But, the cost of edge pv, qq is at most tcpevqu
256

ă
9tcpevqu

112
, so v must have had an improving

move in line 16/36.
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Now suppose uv is adjacent to v in T ˚ and lies in P . Then P “ pp, . . . , q, uv, vq.

By Lemma 50,

|cppSq ´ cqpSq| ď
23tcpevqu

112
ùñ cvpSq ´ cqpSq ą

9tcpevqu

112
.

But, the cost of edge pv, uvq is at most tcpevqu
256

(since this edge is in T ˚), and the same

is true of the edge puv, qq. Therefore v can switch its path to pv, uvqY puv, qqY pqpSq

and pay cost at most 2 tcpevqu
256

` cqpSq ă
9tcpevqu

112
` cqpSq ă cvpSq. Note that this

improving move for v implies an improving move for uv in line 16 where puvpSq no

longer includes v but instead consists of puv, qq Y pqpSq.

Now that we have shown the precondition is satisfied, we must show that the

absorb function reduces potential.

Theorem 52. If cqpScurrq ě cvpScurrq ´
2¨tcpevqu

7
for all q ‰ uv P Npvq, then every

strategy change in Absorb reduces potential.

The proof follows from the following three lemmas.

Lemma 53. At the beginning of the Absorbpvq function, v and uv (if v is a non-

terminal) are the only vertices using ev.

Proof. First consider the case where v is a nonterminal. We show that no edge added

to the solution by the critical move (this is at least ev, and possibly euv as well) is

used by any terminal other than uv as a result of lines 1 to 22. At the start of

MainLoop on line 1, uv is the only terminal using ev and euv , by the definition of

a critical move.

Note that HomogenizepXq only increases sharing on edges in X and the path

pxpSq for some x P X. However, since in line 3 we only consider segments not

containing v, no edge adjacent to v is in X either. And since v is the only vertex
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using ev and v R X, there is no x for which ev P pxpSq. Therefore line 3 does not

increase sharing on ev. An identical argument shows that this line does not increase

sharing on euv , if v is a nonterminal.

Next consider line 5 of Algorithm 4. The only edges on which sharing can increase

are px, uvq, puv, yq, and edges in pypSq. By our simplifying assumption, uv is not

adjacent to v in T ˚ and therefore x, y “ v. Therefore neither px, uvq nor puv, yq is

equal to euv or ev. Additionally, euv , ev R pypSq. Therefore sharing does not increase

on either euv or ev.

Line 9 increases sharing on exactly one of pwpSq and ptwpSq, as well as σw, but

only for w “ v, uv. We know that uv is the only terminal using euv or ev in S, so

neither of these outcomes increases sharing on ev. Line 12 uses only the MakeTree

function, which, by definition, does not increase the sharing on euv or ev.

Lastly consider the for loop beginning at line 15. By definition, Absorbpvq is

only run if the for loop does not result in a change to Scurr, so this can not increase

sharing on ev{euv .

If the condition in line 16 is ever true, then the algorithm does not begin the

Absorb function. Therefore we only need to consider what happens when the

condition in line 16 is never true, in which case the entire for loop has no effect.

Now consider the case where v is a terminal. Note that before the start of the

MainLoop function beginning at Line 25, v is the only vertex using ev (either

because v only added a single new edge for the critical move, or v added two edges

but the execution of MainLoop on the second edge did not increase sharing on

ev by the argument above). Using the same argument as for the case of v being a

nonterminal, we can prove that this function does not increase sharing on ev, and we

omit the details to avoid repetition.

Lemma 54. Let tq1, . . . , qku denote all vertices in Npvq sorted by breadth first order
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from v according to T ˚. Then changing qi’s strategy as in Lines 39 and 40 is potential

decreasing for all i P t1 . . . ku.

Proof. Suppose that ev “ tv, wu. Let S be the solution before Absorbpvq is called

and let Si be the solution after qi has changed strategy. Therefore cqipS
i´1q is the cost

paid by qi directly before switching, and cqipS
iq is the cost paid by qi directly after

switching. cqipS
i´1q is exactly equal to the cost paid by qi before any players switched,

minus the reduction in qi’s cost due to sharing on pqipSq from q1, . . . , qi´1 changing

their strategies. Since we know that ev R pqipSq, we can divide this reduction into

two components: the reduction due to sharing on edges in Npvq X T ˚ X pqipSq, and

the reduction due to sharing on edges in pwpSq X pqipSq. Denote the latter quantity

by decw. The former quantity is upper bounded by the maximum cost qi could pay

on Npvq X T ˚ in S (remembering that uv may not be using any edges in Npvq and

thus not contributing to sharing), 2 tcpevqu
56

` 2 tcpevqu
256

. So we can upper bound the total

decrease in qi’s cost due to the players’ switching by tcpevqu
28

` decw`
tcpevqu

128
. Therefore

cqipS
i´1
q ě cvpSq ´

2 ¨ tcpevqu

7
´

tcpevqu

28
´ decw ´

tcpevqu

128
.

Suppose that v is a terminal and consider the cost paid by qi directly after

switching, cqipS
iq. qi is sharing edge ev with at least one other player (namely

v), so on the edges shared with v, qi is paying at most cvpSq ´
tcpevqu

2
´ decw. And

on the edges not shared with v, namely the edges in pT˚pqi, vq, qi pays at most

2
ř

αě0 256α`1HnN`pvq,α
` 2 tcpevqu

256
ď

tcpevqu
56

`
tcpevqu

128
. So

cqipS
i
q ď cvpSq´

tcpevqu

2
´decw`

tcpevqu

56
`

tcpevqu

128
ă cvpSq´decw´

6 ¨ tcpevqu

14
ă cqipS

i´1
q.

(5.1)

Therefore, it is an improving move for qi to switch.

Now suppose that v is a nonterminal. Then by definition, there is some terminal
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u using the edges tu, vu and ev. Suppose that qi “ q1. Then when qi switches in the

absorbing process, it shares the cost of ev with q1. For all i ě 2, qi shares the cost of

edge ev with (at least) q1. Therefore, Equation 5.1 holds for all i.

The last case is when v is a nonterminal and q1 “ qi. But if this is the case

then edge tu, vu P T ˚. If this were not true, then there is some path p˚T pu, vq “

tu, x1, x2, . . . , xn, xn`1 “ vu. Since the network is quasi-bipartite, xn must be a

terminal, and xn comes before qi in a breadth first traversal of T ˚ rooted at v,

contradicting that qi “ q1. Therefore qi is already using strategy tu, vu Y pvpSq, so

there is no switch to be done by q1 in step 1 of the Absorb function. For i ě 2,

qi pays at most half the cost of edge ev (since it is shared with u), so Equation 5.1

holds.

Lemma 55. Let ts1, . . . , sku denote all nonterminals in NpvqzT ˚ with classpesiq ď

classpevq, sorted in breadth-first order from r according to S. Then for all i P

t1 . . . ku, it is an improving move for si to switch as in Line 45. Moreover, after

Absorbpvq is completed, esi is no longer in the solution and is replaced by σsi (that

is, σsi is the first edge on si’s path to the root, psi).

Proof. Let S be the solution before Absorbpvq is called. Let si P NpvqzT
˚. Consider

first the case where esi “ σsi . In this case si is already taking strategy esi Y ptsi pS
1q,

since descendants are absorbed in lines 39 and 40, and there is no change to make

in line 45. Suppose for the rest of the proof that esi “ σsi .

Let Si be the solution after si has switched strategy. In particular, csipS
i`1q

is the cost paid by si directly before switching, and csipS
iq is the cost paid by si

directly after switching. csipS
i`1q is the cost paid by si before the absorbing process

began, csipSq, minus the cost reduction due to sharing on psipSq due to other vertices

switching as part of the absorbing process. Since σsi R psipSq, there is no contribution

to the latter term due to sharing on σsi . The only other edges in psipSq that can
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have increased sharing as a result of previous moves in the absorbing process are

edges in NpvqXT ˚XpsipSq and edges in pwpSqXpsipSq. Therefore we have the same

bound on this term as in Lemma 54, tcpevqu
28

`
tcpevqu

128
` decw. We also know, from the

precondition for Absorb, that

csipSq ě cvpSq ´
2 ¨ tcpevqu

7
.

Therefore the cost that u pays immediately before switching, csipS
i`1q, satisfies

csipS
i`1
q ě cvpSq´

2 ¨ tcpevqu

7
´

tcpevqu

28
´

tcpevqu

128
´decw “ cvpSq´decw´

10 ¨ tcpevqu

28
.

Now consider si’s cost immediately after switching (before any descendants switch),

csipS
iq. si pays at most the entire cost of σsi . As in the proof of Lemma 54, si pays

at most cvpSq ´
tcpevqu

2
´ decw on edges shared with v, and at most tcpevqu

56
`

tcpevqu
128

on

edges between tsi and v. So csipS
iq satisfies

csipS
i
q ď cpσsiq ` cvpSq ´

tcpevqu

2
´ decw `

tcpevqu

28
`

tcpevqu

128

ď
tcpevqu

64
` cvpSq ´

tcpevqu

2
´ decw `

tcpevqu

14

ă cvpSq ´ decw ´
11 ¨ tcpevqu

28
ă csipS

i`1
q,

which proves the first part of the lemma. The second part follows from the definition

of the move.

Theorems 48 and 52 prove that the entire main loop is potential reducing. Since

the minimum decrease in potential is bounded away from zero, and the potential is

always at least zero, the algorithm necessarily terminates.

However, termination alone does not guarantee that the final state is a Nash

equilibrium. Since we have restricted the set of moves that the algorithm can perform,
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we must show that whenever an improving move is available to some terminal, there

is also an improving move that is either a safe or critical move.

Lemma 56. The final state reached by the algorithm, Sf , is a Nash equilibrium.

Proof. Suppose for contradiction that Sf is not a Nash equilibrium, that there is

an improving deviation for some player q. Consider the most improving deviation

(that with lowest cost) and denote this lowest cost path to the root as pqpS
1
f q “ tq “

q1, q2, . . . , qk “ ru. Of all vertices qi, consider the terminal with highest index such

that pqipSf q “ tqi, qi`1, . . . , qk “ ru. Since pqpS
1
f q is of lower cost to q than the path

tq “ q1, q2, . . . , qi´1, qiu Y pqipSf q, it must also be the case that tqi, qi`1, . . . , qk “ ru

is of lower cost to qi than pqipSf q. And by the maximality of index i, qi has an

improving move where she can add edge tqi, qi`1u (if qi`1 is a terminal), or edges

tqi, qi`1u, tqi`1, qi`2u (if qi`1 is not a terminal). This is necessarily either a safe or

critical move.

Therefore, if an improving move exists for any player at state Sf , then a safe or

critical move exists for some player, contradicting termination of the algorithm.

5.5.2 Cost Analysis

Our goal for this section is to show our main result, Theorem 46. We will show

that cpSf q “ OpcpT ˚qq. That is, we will show that that the cost of the final Nash

equilibrium reached by the algorithm, Sf , is within a constant factor of the cost of

the optimal tree, T ˚.

To establish the theorem, it is sufficient to show that cpSfzT
˚q “ OpcpT ˚qq. We

devise a charging scheme that distributes the cost of edges in SfzT
˚ among edges

in T ˚. Each e P SfzT
˚ must be an ev edge for some vertex v. Furthermore, these

ev edges were not later removed as the result of an absorbing process initiated from

another ev1 . At a high level, this allows us to distribute the cost of each ev to the
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edges in the neighborhood Npvq X T ˚, since the Absorbpvq function removes many

other ev1 edges where v1 P Npvq from the solution. When v is a terminal, this is

the same argument used in [23]; however, we will need to take special care when

distributing cost for ev when v is a nonterminal as well as for some σv edges when

v R T ˚.

We first consider a set of edges that we will not charge to their neighborhood.

Define

Eσ “ tev P Sf |v is a nonterminal,
tcpevqu

64
ď cpσvqu.

We bound the cost of Eσ by the cost of edges in SfzEσ.

Lemma 57. cpEσq “ OpcpSfzEσqq.

Proof. Let ev “ pv, wq P Eσ, where v is a nonterminal. First observe that since

pv, wq P Sf , v is not a leaf. Let eu “ pu, vq, where u is necessarily a terminal. Since

cpevq ď 64 ¨ cpσvq, we have that cpevq ď 64 ¨ cpeuq from the definition of σv. Thus, we

charge cpevq to cpeuq. Observe that no edge in SfzEσ is charged more than once since

every nonterminal has a unique parent in Sf , and edges in SfzEσ are only charged

the cost of the first edge used by their parent (if at all).

Our goal now is to find a set of edges ev such that the right neighborhoods

associated with edges of the same class are not overlapping. In the absence of non-

terminals, this is simple: For every edge in SfzT
˚, the right neighborhoods of vertices

corresponding to edges of the same class being overlapping implies that each edge

is contained in the other’s neighborhood. Therefore, we argue that the second edge

to arrive would have deleted the first through the Absorb function, which gives a

contradiction. With nonterminals, the same property does not hold. When edge

ev is added for some nonterminal v, euv will not be deleted from the solution, even

if uv falls in v’s neighborhood. The presence of σv for which no MainLooppσvq
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was run (added, e.g., in line 39) further complicates things. To show that no right

neighborhoods overlap, we will therefore remove some edges from SfzpT
˚ Y Eσq.

For nonterminal v, if v is adjacent to at least two edges in SfzpT
˚YEσq and σv is

one such edge, remove σv and charge it to one of the remaining edges adjacent to v.

Next, for any pair of edges eu and ev in SfzpT
˚ Y Eσq such that u was the terminal

which added ev, we delete the smaller of eu and ev and charge it to the remaining

edge. We are left with a set of edges which we denote E˚, each of which has been

charged by at most two edges that were removed (and each edge removed is charged

to some edge in E˚).

Our argument will charge to each edge in T ˚ at most one edge in E˚ of each

class. To make the argument simpler, it is desirable to charge those σv’s for which

MainLooppσvq was never run to higher classes than their actual classes. To this

end, we increase the cost of each such σv to cpeσvq, the cost of the first edge on v’s

path in the state just before σv was added.

Lemma 58. For edges eu, ev P E
˚, if classpevq “ classpeuq, then N`pvq and N`puq

are disjoint.

Proof. If classpevq “ classpeuq and N`pvq and N`puq overlap, then the vertex corre-

sponding to the edge arriving first is in the neighborhood of the other. SupposeN`pvq

and N`puq overlap, eu preceded ev, and u R Npvq. If u R T ˚, cpσuq ď
tcpeuqu

64
“

tcpevqu
64

,

and thus tu P Npvq implies u P Npvq. Then tu (or u if u P T ˚) must lie to the left

of Npvq in MC, which means that N`puq strictly contains N´pvq, a contradiction

given that classpevq “ classpeuq.

Suppose eu, ev P E
˚ with classpevq “ classpeuq. Suppose eu preceded ev and

N`pvq and N`puq overlap, which implies u P Npvq as shown above. We consider

two cases for edge ev, and derive contradictions in all cases. First, suppose Main-

looppevq was run when ev was added. Then eu cannot exist after the completion of
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Absorbpvq, by definition of Absorb.

If the MainLooppevq was not run, then ev “ σw for some w, and ev was intro-

duced because w was in Z. Let eσw be the first edge on w’s path to the root in the

state just after σw was added, which we denote Sσw (this may be different from w’s

current first edge, ew). Then MainLooppeσwq caused the deletion of all edges eq

such that q P NSσw pwq. We consider two possible times when eu was added: If eu

was added before eσw , then MainLooppeσwq deleted eu since u P NSσw pwq because

classpeuq “ classpeσwq. If eu was added after eσw , classpeuq “ classpeσwq implies

that w P Npuq. But then eσw was removed from the solution and w was removed

from Z, so the addition of σw “ ev was not possible.

Given Lemma 58, the scheme from [23] for distributing the cost of each ev to

its neighborhood can be applied directly. This gives us the following lemma, which

along with Lemma 57 establishes Theorem 46.

Lemma 59. The cost of each ev P E
˚ can be distributed to the edges in N`pvq (and

its boundary) such that the total charge on any edge e1 P T ˚ is Opcpe1qq.

Proof. Let ev P E
˚. Let α “ classpevq. Throughout this proof we will be interested

only in edges N`pvq X T ˚. For simplicity, we will simply write N`pvq instead of

N`pvq X T ˚.

We first consider the case where N`pvq “MC “ Npvq. If v is a terminal, then ev

is the only edge not in SfzEσ, since all other terminals are following their path in T ˚

to v. But all edges added by a critical move must have cpeq ď cpT ˚q by definition.

So in this case, cpSfzEσq ď cpT ˚q. If v is a Steiner vertex, then SfzEσ can also

include σv, since all terminals u are using strategy pT˚pu, tvq Y σv Y pvpSq. Since

cpσvq ď cpevq, we have cpSfzEσq ď 2cpT ˚q.

Now we consider the case where N`pvq “MC. Recall that every edge in N`pvq

has class at most α´ 2. Let a R N`pvq be the first edge to the right of N`pvq in T ˚,
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and let µ “ classpaq. There are two cases.

Case 1: µ ě α´ 1. In this case we can charge cpevq to a. We show that only one

edge of each class will get charged to a. Suppose that this is not the case, that there

is some ev1 with classpev1q “ α, such that a is the first edge to the right of N`pv1q

in T ˚. Then the edges of N`pvq have non-empty intersection with those of N`pv1q,

contradicting Lemma 58.

So the total cost charged to edge a in this fashion is no greater than
řµ`1
γ“0 256γ`1 ă

256µ`3 ď 2563cpaq. Since each e P T ˚ appears at most twice in MC, e is charged a

total cost of at most 2 ¨ 2563cpeq.

Case 2: µ ď α´2. In this case we charge cpevq to a subset of the edges in N`pvq.

We first prove a technical claim.

Claim 60. There exists some class 1 ď β ď α ´ 2 such that

256β`1H2
nN`pvq,β

256α´1
ě

1

256
α´β
2

.

Proof. Assume, for contradiction, that there exists no such β. That is,
256γ`1H2

n
N`pvq,γ

256α´1 ă

1

256
α´γ
2

for all 0 ď γ ď α ´ 2. Then we can sum over all classes:

α´2
ÿ

γ“0

256γ`1H2
nN`pvq,γ

“

α´2
ÿ

γ“0

256γ`1H2
nN`pvq,γ

256α´1
256α´1

ă 256α´1
α´2
ÿ

γ“0

1

256
α´γ
2

ă 256α´1. (5.2)

However, we also know from maximality of N`pvq that

2

˜

α´2
ÿ

γ“0

256γ`1H2
nN`pvq,γ

` 256µ`1H2
nN`pvq,µ`1 ´ 256µ`1H2

nN`pvq,µ

¸

ě
256α

56
,
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which implies that, using the fact that H2
i`1 ´H

2
i ď

5
4

for any i ě 0,

2
α´2
ÿ

γ“0

256γ`1H2
nN`pvq,γ

ě
256α

56
´ 2 ¨ 256µ`1

pH2
nN`pvq,µ`1 ´H

2
nN`pvq,µ

q

ě
256α

56
´

10

4
256α´1

ą 256α´1,

contradicting Equation 5.2.

Consider all edges of class β. By using the inequality Hi ď 1`ln i and rearranging

the equation from Claim 60, we get that

nN`pvq,β ě e

?
256

α´β´4
2 ´1.

We charge cpevq ď 256α`1 equally across all edges of class β. Therefore each edge of

class β is charged at most

256α`1 1

e

?
256

α´β´4
2 ´1

“ 256β
256α´β`1

e

?
256

α´β´4
2 ´1

.

Suppose that any other edge ev1 of class α is (partially) charged to some edge a

that ev has also been partially charged to. Then a P N`pvq and a P N`pv1q overlap,

a contradiction to Lemma 58. Therefore the total amount charged to a is at most

ÿ

γěβ`2

256β
256α´β`1

e

?
256

α´β´4
2 ´1

“ 256β
ÿ

zě0

256z`3

e
?

256
z´2
2 ´1

“ Op256βq

“ Opcpaqq.

Since each edge e appears in MC at most twice, the total cost of E˚ from this type

of charging is OpcpT ˚qq. This proves the lemma.
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6

Conclusions

In this dissertation, we gave algorithms for solving problems in networks in uncer-

tain settings. We proposed a generalization of the k-server problem called all-or-one

k-server, and gave algorithms for solving this problem. Motivated by deploying dis-

tributed applications on a network, we studied the graph retraction problem, giving

algorithms for retracting graphs to cycles. Motivated by denial of service of attacks

in networks, we proposed the symmetric interdiction model, and gave general al-

gorithms for problems in this model and an algorithm for the symmetric matching

interdiction problem. Finally, we made progress towards a better price of stability

bound for multicast games, showing a constant upper bound on the price of stability

of multicast games for quasi-bipartite graphs.

There are many interesting open questions and areas of research that arise from

the results presented in this dissertation.

Our results on all-or-one k server apply only on uniform metrics. It is an open

question whether we can obtain similar results for arbitrary metrics.

Our work on retraction also leaves a natural open question: what is the best

approximation ratio for retracting arbitrary graphs to cycles? The Θp
?
nq gap left
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by our results is large. We showed that we can do no better than this the distance-

based lower bound. Instead, we need a lower bound that captures Sperner’s Lemma

in order to improve. We showed that for planar graphs we can use such a lower bound

to give an optimal algorithm, which is evidence that a similar lower bound may be

effective for general graphs. As an intermediate step, it would be interesting to

consider classes of graphs more general than planar graphs. Finally, another possible

direction is to consider retraction to other types of graphs besides cycles.

The symmetric interdiction model we present is very general. While we showed

that an optimal solution to an optimization problem is also a good solution for the

corresponding interdiction problem, we also showed that it is possible to improve this

further by developing a specialized algorithm, as we did for the matching problem.

We can consider giving similar specialized algorithms for other optimization prob-

lems. We initially proposed the symmetric interdiction model to model denial of

service attacks. Another direction is to consider other models for this problem. For

example, we assumed that the network operator is completely oblivious to whether

requests are legitimate or malicious. Suppose instead we are given a probability that

each request is malicious; how would we decide on traffic to route?

Finally, while we made progress towards finding the price of stability for multicast

games, the problem remains unsolved. We conjecture that the price of stability for

these games is constant. There are other natural questions in the area of network

design games. For example, computing equilibria in these games is unsolved.
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Appendix A

Representation as a convex combination

We need to show that the representation of fractional matching as a convex combina-

tion of integral matchings can be obtained in polynomial-time. We show something

more general - namely, that given a feasible point in the polytope defined by a set

of linear constraints (even an exponential number in implicit form as a separation

oracle [65]) we can find a representation of the point as a convex combination of the

vertices of the polytope, in polynomial-time. Our constructive algorithm is folklore,

but for completeness, we describe it in its entirety.

Let PT represent the d-dimensional polytope (convex bounded polyhedron) of

solutions to LP “ tCu, a set of linear constraints with FC denoting the face, of

dimension at most d´ 1, generated by constraint C. Let p̂ P PT be the given point.

The set of constraints may be given in explicit form or implicitly with a bounding ball

and a separation oracle [65]. The main idea is to take the ray starting at any vertex

v of PT through p̂ to its intersection pi with the face opposite, FC , then recursively

represent pi as the convex combination of vertices VC of FC ; now it is an easy matter

to see that p̂ can be represented as a convex combination of vYVC . In fact, it is easy
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to see, by strengthening the inductive hypothesis, that p̂ is the convex combination of

at most d`1 vertices of PT . All that is left to do is to see that a vertex of a polytope,

the point of intersection of a ray with a face of the polytope and the representation

of the face as a set of constraints (along with bounding ball and separation oracle, in

the general case) can all be computed in polynomial-time. These operations are easy

to compute when the constraints are given in explicit form and we leave it to the

reader as an exercise. In the general setting of the separation oracle, a vertex can be

computed using the ellipsoid algorithm [65]; the point of intersection of a ray with

a face can be computed using binary search; and the polytope restricted to the face

FC can be represented by the same separation oracle augmented with the constraint

that C be satisfied with equality, i.e the restricted polytope lies on the hyperplane

(the bounding ball stays the same).

Note that the above proof shows that any point in a d-dimensional polytope lies

in a simplex formed by at most d`1 vertices of the polytope. This gives an alternate

proof of Caratheodory’s theorem [15]. It also shows that the simplex can be chosen

to contain any particular vertex of the polytope. As a small digressional note, it is

worth pointing out that the above technique does not extend to showing that every

polyhedron (not polytope, polyhedrons may be non-convex) can be triangulated

(simpliciated); in fact, though every polyhedron in 2 dimensions (i.e. polygon) can

be triangulated this is not true in 3 (or higher) dimensions [100].
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